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ABSTRACT 
Within the fields of network operation and performance measurement, it is a common 
requirement that the technologies involved must provide the basis for an effective, 
reliable, measurable and controllable service. In order to comply with the service 
performance criteria, the constrains often lead to very complex techniques and 
methodologies for the simulation, control, test, and measurement processes. 
This thesis addresses some of the factors that contribute to the overall spectrum of 
statistical performance measurements in telecommunication services. Specifically, it 
is concerned with the development of three low complexity and effective techniques 
for real-time traffic generation, control and measurement. These techniques have 
proved to be accurate and near optimum. In the three cases the work starts with a 
literature survey of known methodologies, and later new techniques are proposed and 
investigated by simulating the processes involved. The work is based on the use of 
high-speed Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) networks. 
The problem of developing a fast traffic generation technique for the simulation of 
Variable Bit Rate traffic sources is considered in the first part of this thesis. For this 
purpose, statistical measures are obtained from the analysis of different traffic profiles 
or from the literature. With the aid of these measures, a model for the fast generation 
of Variable Bit Rate traffic at different time resolutions is developed. The simulated 
traffic is then analysed in order to obtain the equivalent set of statistical measures and 
these are compared against those observed in real traffic traces. 
The subject of traffic control comprises a very wide area in communication networks. 
It refers to the generalised classification of actions such as Connection Admission and 
Flow Control, Traffic Policing and Shaping. In the second part of this thesis, a 
method to modify the instantaneous traffic profile of a variable rate source is 
developed. It is particularly useful for services which have a hard bound on the cell 
loss probability, but a soft bound on the admissible delay, matching the characteristics 
of some of the services provided by ATM networks. 
Finally, this thesis is also concerned with a particular aspect of the operation and 
management of high speed networks, or OAM functions plane, namely with the 
monitoring of network resources. A monitoring technique based on numerical 
approximation and statistical sampling methods is developed and later used to 
characterise a particular traffic stream, or a particular connection, within a high speed 
network. The resulting algorithms are simple and computationally inexpensive, but 
effective and accurate at the same time, and are suitable for real-time processing. 
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PRINCIPAL SYMBOLS AND ACRONYMS. 
ACF Autocorrelation Function. 
ADSL Asynchronous Digital Subscriber Loop. 
ATM Asynchronous Transfer Mode. 
B-ISDN Broadband-ISDN. 
CATV Cable Television Networks. 
CAC Connection Admission Control. 
CBR Constant Bit Rate. 
CDF Cumulative Density Function. 
DBR Deterministic Bit Rate. 
DCT Discrete Cosine Transform. 
DFT Discrete Fourier Transform. 
D2FUS Data Driven Flexible Uniform Scheduler. 
GOP Group of Pictures. 
GoS Grade of Service. 
IID Independent Identically Distributed. 
ISDN Integrated Services Digital Network. 
ISO International Organisation for Standardisation. 
ITU International Telecommunications Union. 
JBIG Joint Bilevel Image Group. 
LAN Local Area Network. 
MAN Metropolitan Area Network. 
MDRS Multiple Double Random (Stratified) Sampling. 
MPEG Motion Picture Expert Group. 
MODEM Modulation and Demodulation. 
MSS Multiple Systematic Sampling. 
NTSC National Television Systems Committee in the USA. 
OAM Operation And Maintenance. 
PAL Phase Alternating Line. 
PDF Probability Density Function. 
PSTN Public Switched Telephone Networks. 
QoS Quality of Service. 
SBR Statistical Bit Rate. 
SDH Synchronous Digital Hierarchy. 
SONET Synchronous Optical Network. 
UPC Usage Parameter Control. 
VBR Variable Bit Rate. 
WAN Wide Area Network. 
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AIM AND STRUCTURE OF THE THESIS. 
CHAPTER I 
AIM AND STRUCTURE OF THE THESIS. 
1.1 - INTRODUCTION. 
In the past decades, the Electronic, Computer and Telecommunications industries 
have experienced a rate of growth that has no parallel in human history. The 
advances made in sciences such as Physics, Chemistry and Mathematics, plus the 
swift adaptation of those advances by the applied sciences in the engineering field, 
gave birth to a whole new spectrum of tools, technologies, commodities and, in 
general, to the modern Information Technology and Telecommunication 
industries. 
In the particular case of the computer and communication industries, there is a 
convergence trend in some of their aims, as well as in the use of common means 
to reach those objectives. It may be argued that the main impact of this 
convergence is found in the provision of advanced technologies and services to all 
sectors of social and economic activity. Computing and communication services 
have become a strategic factor for successful operations in business, warfare, 
education, healthcare and even in politics. 
The common trend in today's telecommunication industry is oriented to the 
establishment of ever faster and more complex services and features. In high speed 
networks, such as those based on the Broadband Integrated Services Digital 
Network (B-ISDN), the limits of the computational power needed to process the 
information elements has been pushed upwards by the raw speed of transmission 
and the high level of reliability and robustness of the interfacing, switching and 
protocol processing engines. 
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1.2 - AIM OF THE THESIS. 
The standard for the implementation of B-ISDN services is based on the 
Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) protocol stack. As with many other 
telecommunication technologies, ATM has followed a path that starts in research 
establishments and results in commercially available products for the general 
public. However, an important factor in the acceptance of technologies such as 
ATM is the level of complexity of the techniques required to implement it. This 
complexity is likely to be reflected in the cost of the end products available to the 
general public. 
In broad terms, this thesis will explore the feasibility of applying simple and 
general statistical techniques, as opposed to complex and computationally 
demanding algorithms, to the problems of source modelling, traffic shaping and 
monitoring. By reducing the complexity of the algorithms involved in these tasks 
whilst still attaining a reasonable degree of accuracy and reliability, its execution 
is generally simplified, making them likely candidates for the implementation of 
network functions. 
In order to study the performance of communication systems it is useful to have 
available a model of VBR traffic. Furthermore, if the model is suited to the fast 
and accurate simulation of long or complex traffic scenarios, then it may help to 
simulate relatively elaborate network configurations under realistic conditions. In 
order to address this issue, this thesis aims to find a model of VBR video traffic 
which is simple to characterise and fast to simulate, whilst providing a trace of 
VBR video with features very similar to the ones obtained from real VBR video. 
Another objective of this thesis is the development of a cell scheduling technique 
that would minimise the number of cell losses due to overflow in a multiplexing 
buffer. The resulting algorithm must be simple and deliver a performance 
comparable to other traffic shaping techniques. 
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Until recently, monitoring algorithms have been concerned with estimating 
parameters such as bandwidth usage, queueing delay and losses from a collection 
of channels grouped in a common path, without discriminating among its 
individual component channels. 
It is of fundamental importance to be able to quantify the Quality of Service (QoS) 
experienced by a particular traffic stream which has been multiplexed with other 
streams. A final objective of this work is to demonstrate that a set of low 
complexity statistical techniques is sufficient to obtain accurate estimates of 
parameters such as average rate intensity, traffic counts and average delay. 
1.3 - ORGANISATION OF THE THESIS. 
This thesis is organised into four sections, comprising a total of eight chapters. All 
these sections have been written with the idea of being self-contained when 
necessary, whilst attempting at the same time to provide a smooth flow across 
related chapters. 
The initial section of the thesis is comprised of general background material. This 
section was written as a self-contained initial section in order to provide the reader 
with a quick reference for some of the concepts used in later chapters. However, a 
more specialised survey of related material is also provided in each one of the 
remaining sections. 
Chapter II includes background material related to the technical characteristics of 
broadband traffic and networks, in the hope that it will help in understanding how 
broadband traffic sources and high-speed network architectures interact with each 
other. In Chapter III a formal description of statistical processing concepts is 
presented, as well as the definition of concepts employed in high speed networks 
and other issues related to VBR traffic sources. In some sections of this chapter, a 
set of examples is also provided. 
3 
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Chapters IV and V are dedicated to the development of a fast simulation technique 
for VBR video traffic. Specifically, in Chapter IV a collection of real-life VBR 
video traces are analysed and decomposed into the constituents of a time-series 
model. The main components of the model are selected and clearly defined in 
order to obtain a set of statistical measures that characterise each one of these 
components. 
In Chapter V the results of Chapter IV are employed for the generation of artificial 
traces of VBR video. Details of the implementation of the time-series model are 
also provided. Finally, a comparison between the statistical features of the 
simulated VBR traces and its real counterparts is performed. 
The problem of designing a traffic shaping algorithm is addressed in Chapter VI. 
A discrete-time algorithm of the window type is developed and fully characterised. 
The loss performance of the algorithm is studied under a wide range of conditions. 
The performance of the algorithm is also measured against the standard Leaky 
Bucket algorithm. 
A monitoring methodology to subsample a collection of VBR channels is 
proposed in Chapter VII. The methodology is implemented in two different ways, 
with a fully random technique and a randomised systematic sampling scheme. 
Estimates of the traffic volume and delay across the network are obtained with 
these techniques and their accuracy is compared against each other. 
Finally, Chapter VIII presents the general conclusions of the work reported in this 
thesis, as well as suggestions for further research. 
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CHAPTER II 
BROADBAND TRAFFIC AND NETWORKS. 
2.1 - INTRODUCTION. 
This chapter introduces briefly some of the aspects that have to be considered to 
understand how traffic sources and network architectures interact to provide 
broadband services. Later it will describe how the intrinsic characteristics of 
different types of traffic and its coding operations demand a high bandwidth 
availability. Finally, a description of the architecture of broadband networks will 
be given. Many of the concepts and topics described in this chapter will be used 
throughout the work reported in this thesis. 
2.1.1 - The Computer and Information Industries. 
As a result of technological advances, the structure of present day society has 
changed, adapting to a new environment where the use of information processing 
tools has become an important factor in almost every possible human activity. The 
computer industry is not an exception to this. There has always been a need for 
reliable, accurate and secure methods for information storage and processing. 
With the development of complex electronics devices, it was possible to increase 
the computing power of information processing machinery. The nature of this 
information is extremely varied, it comprises subjects such as medical, financial 
and administrative records, electronic shopping catalogues, electronic mail, and 
educational and technical documentation. In brief, we can say that the amount of 
data and the computing power available to the industrial and domestic consumers 
has shaped and directed the development of many, if not all of the following areas, 
which have high performance computing and communication requirements [19]. 
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Fig. 2.1 A possible scenario for broadband networks and its applications. 
In the financial sector, high performance computers are used for real-time 
modelling and prediction of economic variables. Industry makes intensive use of 
computers for most of their distributed process control and automatisation 
processes, and these operations are mission critical. The safety, feasibility and 
profitability of industrial operations very often relies on the power and robustness 
of their computing installations. Several technologies are used with the purpose of 
integrating audio, text and images. Multimedia applications have established 
themselves as the most attractive method for the representation, display and 
processing of information. A set of applications currently in use are based in the 
transmission of voice, video and teletext for entertaining purposes over cable and 
optical fibre networks [3][17]. 
High Speed Networking. - Design automation (CAD/CAM/CAE). 
Medical imaging and consultation. 
Scientific visualisation. 
Interactive Multimedia. - Teleconferencing. 
Print and publishing collaboration. 
Distributed document edition. 
Interactive television. 
Distributed Computing. - Data acquisition and sensor fusion. 
Client server computing. 
Data base management. 
Load sharing. 
Multimedia Distribution. - Video on demand. 
- Broadcast TV/HDTV. 
- Videotelephone. 
Table T-2.1 Broadband applications. 
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2.1.2 - The Telecommunications Industry. 
The demand for fast, reliable and secure means of communication kept the same 
pace as the need for computing power. The local and international communities 
have become more dependant on the exchange of goods, services and information, 
and the use of advanced communication technologies has more impact on their 
performance standing in a competitive environment. 
The first telecommunication networks were based on the analogue telegraphic 
networks. In some ways, they were the first data communication networks readily 
available for mass communication. Later we had the development of the analogue 
telephone network. With the arrival of digital switching techniques, it became 
easier to transfer a large number of voice sessions over a single digital channel, 
using time-division multiplexing. 
At the same time that voice-based telephone networks were evolving, there was an 
increased demand to transfer data-based information over public telephone 
networks (PSTN). This problem was addressed by developing signal modulation 
techniques that can shape parameters such as amplitude, frequency and phase of a 
signal, in order to transmit data over voice-based networks. Due to the burden that 
this type of operations represented for the PSTN network, it was necessary to 
create private networks for data transmission. This was done by either, leasing 
completely dedicated lines from the PSTN network, or by building a totally 
independent communication network for that purpose. 
New sources of data traffic appeared with the use of Local Area Networks 
(LANs), which allow for the interconnection of processing equipment in a 
localised production environment. These sources have different transmission 
requirements, including real-time constrains in delay and loss performance. There 
are many different LAN architectures and protocols. This created the need for 
inter-networking tools among different network technologies. 
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The development of inexpensive transmission technologies, like Synchronous 
Digital Hierarchy (SDH) and Synchronous Optical Network (SONET), made 
possible the introduction of the Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN), a 
concept that simplifies the task of integrating different types of traffic. This 
technology allocates bandwidth in a deterministic fashion. It reserves a Constant 
Bit Rate (CBR) channel for every individual Variable Bit Rate (VBR) component 
of a broadband source. This is a rigid and wasteful scheme, although it facilitates 
the tasks of connection acceptance, flow control, and network management. 
In order to increase the number and complexity of services, the network capacity 
and flexibility had to be increased. The solution adopted is known as the 
Broadband-ISDN network, which is based on the Asynchronous Traffic Mode 
(ATM) technology. ATM is a very flexible method for the integrated transmission 
of broadband traffic. Probably the most important problem faced by a network is 
that the input traffic often consists of a sequence of short duration bursts of high 
volume traffic. ATM can provide bandwidth `on-demand' to these traffic sources. 
It allows for the existence of a "statistical" gain due to the multiplexing of a 
number of connections over the same network resources [22]. 
There is a need for standards that regulate the provision of communication 
services for broadband traffic, specially if different transmission technologies will 
be used concurrently [32][34]. The first step in the development of standard 
procedures is to understand the nature of the problem that is being addressed. The 
intrinsic characteristics of broadband sources are different in nature. They have 
different requirements for Quality of Service (QoS), and these must be reflected in 
the models that are used for network dimensioning and performance evaluation. 
Part of the problem of characterising broadband sources for modelling purposes, 
arises from the use of a variety of coding methods. Coding techniques are used in 
order to modify the original signal into a format more suitable for transmission. A 
brief revision of the basic coding techniques will provide the reader with elements 
to understand some of the characteristic features of broadband traffic sources. 
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2.2 - STILL IMAGES AND VIDEO SEQUENCES. 
The transmission of images is a very costly process from the point of view of 
computing power and bandwidth requirements. Let us assume that the colour and 
intensity values for every one of pixels from an image are independently and 
uniformly quantised, and that a fixed size binary code is used for the quantisation 
levels. If the resulting bit stream is transmitted without any further processing - 
with perhaps the only exception of the signal conditioning operations required by 
the transmission media-, and neglecting the effects of transmission errors and 
losses, then this method produces a constant bit rate stream with a constant quality 
image transmission. This is the case when transmitting the PCM encoded pixel 
values of either a still image or a sequence composed of digital video images. 
Typically, image and video signal are produced as an analogue composite signal in 
NTSC or PAL formats. The RGB format is based on a description of separate 
planes for the colour components. It requires almost full bandwidth information 
and the compression gain is poor. Probably, the most favoured format is the YUV 
or YCrCb. In this case the video signal is separated into "luminance" (Y) and 
"crominance" (UV or CrCb) components. The luminance component conveys 
information about the image intensity or black and white content, whilst the 
crominance components provide information about the colour content of the 
image. This format has a better compression gain. 
2.2.1 - Image and Video Coding. 
After digitalisation, and in order to comply with the standard recommendations, 
there is a set of basic operations that a codec must be able to perform. These 
operations include image subsampling, transform coding at the intraframe and 
interframe level, motion compensation, interpolation, and some form of entropy 
coding. The number and type of operations depend factors such as storage media, 
transmission channel and bandwidth availability. 
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If the coding algorithm does not incorporate methods of output rate control, with 
the purpose of restricting the resulting bit rate to a finite set of quantised rate 
intensity profiles, it will generally produce a highly variable output bit rate. In 
Constant or Deterministic Bit Rate (CBR - DBR) there is only one element in the 
set of rate levels, this can be due to the feedback signal of the output rate control, 
or it may be an inherent feature of the coding algorithm .A 
Variable or Statistical 
Bit Rate (VBR - SBR) can have either, a continuous variation from zero to a 
maximum allowed rate, or a clearly stepped variation across a range of quantised 
rate intensities. In ISDN networks it is only possible to set-up VBR connections 
only if the requested bandwidth is an integer multiple of 64 Kbps channels. 
Considering that even a very simple and relative small image is composed of a 
large number of pixels, the bit rate required to obtain a reasonable good image 
quality at the receiving end is extremely high. It is necessary to use algorithms for 
image coding that provide us with tools to reduce significantly the bandwidth 
required for image transmission. Many different techniques are in use today. They 
include the use of domain transformations like the DFT, and DCT transforms, 
second and HOS statistical measures, model based techniques, fractals and iterated 
functions, neural networks and fuzzy logic, entropy coding, and others. 
2.2.2 - Intraframe coding. 
Intraframe coding is the process based on the application of image coding 
techniques to the information contained within a single still image or video frame. 
The aim is to eliminate or reduce as much as possible of the spatial correlation 
existent between individual pixels in the image. It can be said without loss of 
generality that the closer the pixels are, the higher the correlation between them 
will be. This is generally true for the colour and brightness features of the image. 
An exception to this rule is found in the edges of individual morphological 
components of the image, where the colour, brightness and texture components 
usually change enough to allow the identification of individual objects. 
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The compression rate of image coding transforms is based on their capacity to 
redistribute the spatial energy into a few low-order spectral coefficients, or on its 
decorrelation capacity. Although the assumption of a reasonable degree of data 
correlation within the image is not always justified, and even with relatively high 
contents of high frequency detail in the images, it is still possible to achieve image 
data compression, and to some extent, savings in the transmission bandwidth. The 
technique that has received more attention is based on the determination of the 
Fourier coefficients for the expansion of the image values into the frequency 
domain. In the following, methods based in these approaches will be revised [14]. 
2.2.3 - JBIG Coding 
The Joint Bilevel Image Group (JBIG) is a video coding standard organised by 
ISO, and supported by ITU. It is a lossless compression algorithm that provides 
perfect reconstruction at the bit level, therefore, it preserves the pixel 
characteristics of an image. JBIG is an algorithm for the coding and transmission 
of images using only a dual tone colour resolution (black and white), i. e. facsimile. 
However, it has been extended for the use of grey-level and colour images, where 
every shade or colour bit-plane are coded separately [5]. 
The JBIG methodology provides the functionality for `progressive' encoding. 
With this technique, the image is first encoded and transmitted using a low 
resolution version of the original image, known as the base image. Additional 
coding operations on the original image, but with an increased resolution, will 
generate more data, which in turn will be transmitted and used to "progressively" 
increase the quality of the base image at the receiving end. Each new coding 
operation produces a "delta" file of coded data that will double the resolution of 
the decoded image. The number of doublings is an input parameter for the JBIG 
algorithm, but it is usually taken to be 4,5, or 6. If it is set to zero, then the image 
is coded in a single operation, without further delta files. 
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ORIGINAL IMAGE BASE IMAGE 
DIFFERENTIAL DIFFERENTIAL DIFFERENTIAL 
ENCODER ENCODER ENCODER 
FULL RESOLUTION 1/2 RESOLUTION 1/4 RESOLUTION 1/8 RESOLUTION 
delta-3 delta-2 delta-I 
Fig. 2.5 Schematic JBIG encoding ( delta factor is 3). 
Progressive encoding can be decomposed into a sequence of differential coding 
operations, as indicated in Fig. 2.5. Each new operation will reduce the resolution 
of its input image by a factor of 2. The final differential coding operation (bottom 
layer) will produce the base image. The base image will be the first to be 
transmitted. This feature can be used where there is no need for a hard real-time 
display of images, and it has been used for video browsing applications. It can also 
be used to define packet priorities in a packet network. 
The core of a JBIG differential encoder is an `adaptive arithmetic encoder'. This 
device uses entropy or statistical compression to map a string of binary symbols 
into a binary floating point number in the semi-open unit interval [0.0 to 1.0). It 
assigns more bits to less probable strings, and less bits to more probable 
combinations of symbols. 
2.2.4 - Discrete Cosine Transform Coding. 
The Discrete Cosine Transform is based on an orthogonal and normal set of 
sinusoidal basis functions, from which it is possible to build a representation of a 
signal, with an arbitrary accuracy. The basis vectors are formed with discrete-time 
cosinusoidal functions. Before the direct DCT is applied to a real signal composed 
of N discrete samples, the signal is modified by appending a `mirrored' version of 
it to the first sample, so that the signal is symmetric about the origin of the sample 
sequence. Then a 2N-FFT is applied to the signal values fk, k=1.. N-1; but due to 
the symmetry of the signal [14], the transform coefficients are given by: 
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N-Y 
CI, = CO 
N 
fk cos[ pýk + 1) N1 p= 
0...... N-1 (2.4) 
k-0 
Where Co = 1/k2 if p=0, and 1 otherwise 
In one dimension, the result [lxN] vector `Y' is given by the N inner products of 
the [lxN] vector of signal values `X' and the [Nxl] basis vectors of coefficients 
`CF, ' in the matrix `C'. In an image, `X' and `Y' have dimension [NXN], and the 
DCT is applied to the row and column vectors of `X' as indicated below. 
Y=CXCT where CT indicates the transpose of C (2.5) 
The result is an array of weakly correlated values. In fact, they represent the 
projections of the input values `xi' into the space expanded upon the basis vectors 
`Cp' . The `Y' values are a representation of the spectral energy 
distribution of the 
signal. The top-left component of the matrix `Y' represents the DC or average 
value of the input, all the other values represent AC components within the image. 
Due to the correlation between adjacent pictorial elements in an image, the lower 
order elements of `Y', which are located towards the top-left corner, usually 
contain a large proportion of the spatial energy content of the image. This feature 
can be exploited to reduce the bit rate for image transmission, since only a subset 
of the Y matrix is needed to reconstruct the image with a relatively low factor of 
resolution loss and aliasing. The inverse DCT transform is similar to the direct 
DCT transform and it will not be explained in this thesis. 
2.2.5 - JPEG Coding. 
The Joint Photographic Experts Group (JPEG) committee, produced a standard 
recommendation for the compression of continuous-tone still images, in both grey- 
scale and colour. It has two functional modes. In the `lossy' mode it uses the DCT 
transform, and in the `lossles' mode it uses a predictive scheme [101]. 
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In JPEG coding, the YUV components are quantised using 8 bits. A bipolar signal 
is formed by subtracting a value of 128 from all pixels. The image is then divided 
in non-overlapping square blocks of [8X8] pixels. In the lossy mode, an [8X8] DCT 
transform is applied on each one of the blocks. This is usually done in a sequential 
fashion, although more complex hardware can do it in parallel. 
Very often, some of the AC components of the image are so small that they can be 
neglected and set to zero without to much distortion in the reconstructed image. In 
any case, during the next stage, which is a quantisation process, many of the 
values are set to zero. The higher frequency AC components are quantised using a 
larger quantisation step. 
The transformed block coefficients are selected following a zig-zag distribution of 
the indexes, starting from the top-left or [0,0] coefficient. Thus the coefficients are 
processed in the order given by the sequence [0,0], [0,1], [1,0], [2,0], [1,1], and so 
forth (see Fig. 2.6). 
8x8 
PIXEL DCT QUANTISER 
BLOCK 
BINARY 
BINARY STREAM ENCODER 
00101011101100.... 
0 
"" 
S"" 
SCHEMATIC JPEG CODER ZIG-ZAG COEFFICIENT SELECTION 
Fig. 2.6 The JPEG algorithm. 
After quantisation, the transformed coefficients are encoded using a binary 
encoder, which is usually a run-length technique based on the Huffman, 
Arithmetic or Shannon-Fano variations. Each non zero coefficient is recorded, 
jointly with the number of zeros preceding it. The number of bits used to store 
these two values can also be variable. 
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2.2.6 - Interframe coding. 
In the previous sections we dealt with the coding of single still images. In the 
following we will describe some of the techniques used for the coding of multiple 
images within a video sequence. 
Intraframe coding can still be used for the coding of individual images in order to 
minimise its inherent spatial correlation. However, it is well known that a large 
proportion of the images within a video sequence have a high degree of temporal 
correlation. There are content changes in the sequence, but this may only occur in 
a subsection of the full picture. It is desirable to have the means to reduce this 
temporal correlation. 
There are three approaches that have been used for interframe coding. In the first 
approach, the two-dimensional transform techniques have been extended to 
include a further dimension. This dimension does not have to be related to the 
time variable though. The second approach is based on a hybrid method, where 
individual frames in the video are encoded using intraframe transform techniques, 
but coefficients obtained in this way are encoded using a predictive technique. The 
last approach, also known as `conditional replenishment', utilises a frame store at 
both, the transmitting and the receiving ends. With this technique, the first frame 
is transmitted entirely to the receiver and the next generated frame is compared in 
an element-by-element basis with the stored frame. Only those elements that show 
a significant change, the interframe differences, are transmitted to the receiver in 
order to update the image. 
2.2.7 - MPEG coding. 
The Moving Picture Expert Group (MPEG) standard was initially developed for 
the storage and access of video on digital storage media. Later it was realised that 
its flexibility and features are suitable for other types of video applications. 
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MPEG-I is based in a combination of block based intra and interframe techniques. 
In intraframe coding the DCT method is used. Motion compensation is used in 
interframe coding, and it makes use of both prediction (causal) and interpolation 
(non-causal) techniques [67]. The basic operations performed during MPEG 
coding have been explained in previous sections. 
In the MPEG-I format, there are three different types of video frames generated, 
(see Fig. 2.7) which are: 
I-frames. These are equivalent to the JPEG frames, and are based on the DCT 
transform and entropy coding. 
P-frames. Similar to I-frames, with the addition of motion compensation with 
respect to the previous I-frame or P-frame. 
B-frames. Similar to P-frames, but the motion compensation is performed with 
respect to previous or next I and P frames, or an interpolation between them. 
FORWARD PREDICTION 
Fig. 2.7 MPEG group of pictures. 
Because of their characteristics, the I-frames require more bits than P-frames, 
whilst B-frames have the lowest bandwidth requirements. The frames are arranged 
in a particular, repetitive pattern that receives the name of Group of Pictures 
(GOP). One of the main differences between MPEG-II and its predecessor, 
MPEG-I, is that the latter does not allow for the layered coding of images. 
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2.3 - BROADBAND ARCHITECTURES AND PROTOCOLS. 
The idea behind the concept of an Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN) is 
clear and seemingly simple. Its purpose is to facilitate and to regulate the 
introduction of technologies, protocols and services that can integrate, in a 
transparent manner, different types of traffic, within a single, structured and 
unified network architecture. The traffic to be serviced can consist of voice, data 
and video signals. The more advanced concept of a Broadband-ISDN (B-ISDN) 
has evolved in a surprisingly long time. Its main objectives are the same of ISDN, 
but considering higher bit rates for the provisioning of services, plus some other 
features derived from the new architecture and high bandwidth availability. A 
mixture of technological, commercial and regulatory factors has created a very 
dynamic and complex scenario for the implementation of telecommunication 
services based on the B-ISDN concept. 
The following sections will provide an introduction to Narrowband-ISDN (N- 
ISDN or ISDN), due to its importance as the immediate precedent to B-ISDN and 
gill give a description of basic concepts on B-ISDN. The Asynchronous Transfer 
Mode (ATM) suit of standards will also be introduced. ATM is the technology 
standard accepted for the implementation of B-ISDN services. Finally, we will 
review the Orwell protocol, which is an access protocol that can be used for the 
implementation of B-ISDN services. 
2.3.1 - Narrowband-ISDN 
The main objective of N-ISDN or ISDN is to provide the user with a number of 
standard connection types and network facilities that are available in a global basis 
and can accommodate the requirements of different users. By defining standard 
interfaces, the interconnection of equipment becomes simplified task. In the long 
term the objective is to create a single integrated interface structure with sufficient 
generality and flexibility to accommodate all anticipated requirements. 
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A major objective of the ISDN technology is to limit the number of different User- 
to-Network (UNI) and Network-to-Network Interface (NNI) arrangements by 
defining standard access-protocols and physical-media specifications, so as to 
reduce the inefficiencies inherent in the current practice. In some cases the 
overhead induced by the protocol translation and processing is so demanding that 
it becomes the main source of the network's performance degradation. An 
important contrast of ISDN with data networks is that individual transmission 
requirements of the users are more critically important in ISDN. Voice and video 
normally require both a high bit rate and a fixed or bounded delay. If these 
requisites are not satisfied the quality of the communication will be degraded. The 
applications that require high bandwidth or bounded delay usually avoid public 
data networks, since packet switched data networks generally have highly variable 
delays and use flow control to reduce data loss rates. To further describe these 
issues, the following sections are based on the information compiled in [54]. 
2.3.1.1 - ISDN network reference architecture. 
For the purpose of specifying the functional properties of an integrated network in 
a general sense, a reference network configuration has been released. This 
reference provides a definition and a description of the physical and virtual 
architecture that must be used for the interconnection of the different elements that 
constitute the network. However, when we say "functional" it should not be 
understood as a detailed description of the functions to be performed by the 
network's devices at that point, but rather seen as a general or generic description 
of the functionality of that part of the network. 
The core of ISDN is the inter-exchange network (IEN), which consists of the 
physical and logical components of the backbone transmission network, including 
a number of network transit exchanges and the transmission trunks connected to 
those exchanges (DTS). The IEN provides the physical and logical services for the 
transmission and switching of information [Fig. 2.8]. 
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The IEN consists of a number of switching devices called "digital transit 
exchanges", and a series of transmission lines that interconnect the exchanges in a 
distributed network topology. A special category of devices known as "digital 
combined exchanges", have the capability to select and allocate transmission 
media, select and allocate storage facilities for the end-user connections, to carry 
out the switching and relaying of the user information, and additionally, to provide 
the functions for the termination of the subscriber-access network. 
Intelligent 
Network 
Facilities 
Digital 
LSubscriber SAN Transmission 
Service 
Signaling 
Network 
Service 
Fig. 2.8 N-ISDN reference Model. 
The Common Channel Signalling Network" (CCSN) is a subset if the IEN. It 
combines the functions required for the control, management and maintenance of 
the ISDN. This subnetwork is not intended for the transmission of user's data, it is 
rather intended for the signalling between switching and monitoring devices, for 
the purpose of flow control, connection set-up and close, accounting, performance 
measuring and so on. The other major part of the ISDN is the "subscriber access 
network" (SAN), which consists of that part of the ISDN between the end-users or 
subscribers and the combined IEN-CCSN. It can be divided in turn into three 
components, namely the "customer premises installation" (CPI), the "digital 
section" (DS), and the "logical exchange termination" (LET). 
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The CPI combines those aspects of the SAN that are directly under the control of 
the subscriber. The DS consists of the `digital local-loop' or `subscriber-access 
digital lines' and the `physical line termination equipment'. It provides the 
transmission capacity for carrying information between the local exchange and the 
customer premises. The purpose of the LET is to provide the termination at the 
local loop at the network exchange premises. 
The other reference configuration that is important to both, the subscriber and the 
network provider is the "subscriber-access network configuration". This reference 
is used to specify the capability of the SAN to carry information between the end- 
user and the switching subnetwork. The functional blocks of the SAN are 
classified as described below [Fig. 2.9]. 
DIUl'1'AL ýEC'1'1ON 
CUSTOMER PREMISES LOCAL 
INSTALLATION 
EXCHANGE 
S, T, UI 
TEl NT2 NT1 LT ET 
TE2 TA DIGITAL TRANSMISSION 
SYSTEM 
Fig. 2.9 Subscriber-access reference configuration. 
The "exchange termination" (ET) is the part of the subscriber's loop which is 
located at the switching office. It performs the functions needed for the logical 
attachment of the SAN to the IEN, like signal insertion and extraction, conversion 
of information exchange codes, frame alignment, generation of alarms, and fault 
indications. The "line termination" (LT) terminates the digital transmission system 
at the network premises. It is its responsibility to feed power to the user's 
installations, to locate faults, and the generation, regeneration and conversion of 
baseband signals and codes. 
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The "network termination 1" (NT 1) is the intermediary between the exchange 
network and the customer's premises in a physical sense. It terminates the DTS on 
the customer's side, it processes electrical and timing signals, isolates the two 
subnetworks, and helps in fault monitoring and diagnosis. The "network 
termination 2" (NT2) corresponds to a switching device on the customer's 
premises. Its key features are multiplexing, concentration and switching of 
multiple information streams. 
The "terminal equipment" (TE) corresponds to the terminals used by the customer. 
TE1 is a TE conforming with the ISDN specifications, whilst a TE2 is a 
communications device that does not comply with the ISDN specifications. 
Finally, the "terminal adapter" (TA) is the device which is used to convert the 
information stream of a TE2 to a TE 1 format. 
The actions of the switching and transmission facilities of the IEN are governed 
and coordinated by connection control messages that are exchanged among the 
switches over a distinct network, refereed to as a "common channel signalling 
network". This network, which operates in packet switching mode, consists of two 
types of network nodes, namely the "signalling transfer points" and "signalling 
points", that are connected by transmission media known as "signalling links". 
2.3.1.2 - ISDN channels. 
A channel is classified according to its transmission capacity. It represents a 
measure of the transmission capability at a given rate. In ISDN the digital 
transmission channels that connect the digital exchanges are designed to handle 
standard ITU PCM frames at the primary, secondary, and tertiary multiplex 
transmission rates of 2048/1544,8448/6312, and 34368/44736 Kbps (UKIUS) 
respectively. In the effort to standardise and promote the implementation of ISDN 
services, the concept of a "channel structure" has been used to restrain the 
complexity of the signalling structures across the UNI. 
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A channel structure consists of the total transmission capacity across the UNI. 
This value is constant, but it can be selected at the design or implementation 
stages, according to the expected traffic offered. The capacity of the ý channel 
structure is divided into sub-channels known as "component channels". The 
transmission rate of a component channel is constant but it may vary from one 
component channel to another. Furthermore, the combination of component 
channels in a channel structure is fixed, or remains fixed on a short term basis. 
Two types of channel structures are defined, they are known as "synchronous" and 
"asynchronous" channel structures. The former is more relevant to ISDN. Three 
types of synchronous channel structures has been defined, namely "basic rate", 
"primary rate" and "broadband" channel structure. They contain various 
combinations of component channels called B, D, and H channels. The B channel 
has a capacity of 64 Kbps, the D channel of 16 or 64 Kbps; H channels can have 
transmission rates from 384 Kbps up to 135 Mbps as indicated in table T-2.2. 
Component 
Channel 
Data Rate 
Kbps 
Multiple of 
B-channel 
Multiple of 
HO channel 
HO 3 84 6 1 
H11 1536 24 4 
H12 1920 30 5 
H21 32768 512 - 
H22 44160 690 115 
H4 135168 2112 352 
Table T-2.2 H-type component channels. 
2.3.2 - Broadband-ISDN 
A Broadband-ISDN (B-ISDN) network is a high speed, all digital network. The 
requirement for only digital technology may seem to be too restrictive, but it is a 
necessary condition for the transparent integration of different traffic sources. 
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There is a group of standards that define a set of common interfaces and 
architectures that will simplify the provision of similar B-ISDN services 
throughout the world. The ATM Forum, an industry oriented organisation, and the 
ITU are setting the pace and the scope of all the regulatory aspects of this work. 
The aim is to provide a unified network architecture by means of interoperability 
of services and network interworking. B-ISDN foresees the merger of various 
connection types into a single, universal end-to-end digital transmission plant that 
can be dynamically configured to the needs of a specific application in terms of its 
transmission characteristics, performance and cost. Another important objective is 
the achievement of a true transparent mobility of the application across the 
network. In order to introduce the fundamental ideas and concepts of B-ISDN, this 
section is based on the information collected and provided in [66][93]. 
In the original specification of B-ISDN, ITU recommendation 1.113, broadband is 
defined as a feature of "a service or system requiring transmission channels 
capable of supporting rates that are greater than the primary access rate". The 
bandwidths available at present are well beyond that lower boundary. We have 
said before that B-ISDN was proposed as a universal communications media. This 
concept is explained in Recommendation I. 121. Basically, it defines the scope and 
type of services that would be provided under a B-ISDN environment. 
B-ISDN must support all known variations of connection types, switched, 
semipermanent, permanent, point-to-point, point-to-multipoint, broadcast; and it 
also must provide on-demand, reserved and permanent services. B-ISDN 
connections must also support circuit and packet mode services, connection- 
oriented or connectionless channels of unidirectional or bi-directional nature. 
Clearly, the incorporation of Intelligent Networking capabilities is another feature 
of B-ISDN, although it is driven by the supported services characteristics as much 
as by the Operations and Maintenance requirements. Because of it conceptual 
design, it is expected that B-ISDN will be able to support all types of 
communication applications known today and in the forseable future. 
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2.3.2.1 - B-ISDN protocol and configuration reference models. 
In order to provide a reference framework for the development of services, a set of 
recommendations known as the `Protocol Reference Frame' was designed. These 
recommendations contain the fundamental principles and specifications needed for 
the introduction of services with a high degree of compatibility, and to a certain 
point, with a high degree of independence from proprietary technologies or 
specific implementations of the protocols. 
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Fig. 2.10 B-ISDN Protocol reference model. 
The structure in Fig. 2.10 can be interpreted as a visualisation of the scope of 
different protocol layers. The `Management functions' layer, for example, will 
have the entire model as its scope because its functionality is applied at all the 
underlying layers. From this point of view, the model is a hierarchical description 
of the scope of the protocols at different levels. 
The physical layer consists of the actual transmission media, where some of the 
issues to be resolved are transmission errors; signal loss, attenuation and 
amplification; timing generation and jittering, etc. The transfer mode layer 
specifies the method to be used to access the physical media, in other words, how 
the information from upper layers will be mapped into the physical media. 
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The adaptation layer has the function of defining the session type and the packet 
structure that will be used in a connection. The connection types that it provides 
are connectionless, circuit-switched and bit-oriented transfer modes. This layer is 
of particular interest to us and more detail will be provided later in this thesis. 
The control plane is in charge of all aspects of connection set-up and release. Once 
a connection has been negotiated and accepted, the user plane comes into action; 
this plane defines protocols for the transmission of information from specific 
services. Both planes map their data structures into the lower layers for 
transmitting the service information and other types of messages. The 
management plane provides functions that are used by the control and user planes 
to perform the administration of the network resources at the local level. 
Many of the concepts that were introduced in the sections dealing with ISDN can 
be used, with some modifications, to describe the equivalent concepts in B-ISDN. 
The reference configuration for B-ISDN is similar to its N-ISDN counterpart. The 
1.413 ITU Recommendation provides the definitions for a set of functional groups, 
namely: B-TEI, B-TE2, B-TA, B-NT1, B-NT2; and the following reference points 
within the network: TB, Ts, UB and R[ Fig. 2.111. 
B-TE I B-NT2 B-NT 
SB TB UB 
B-TE2 RB-TA 
R SB 
Fig. 2.11 B-ISDN Reference configuration (user premises). 
Broadband ISDN designers are more concerned with processing complexity and 
less concerned with efficient link utilisation than are designers of conventional 
data networks. Because of the speed constraints, the protocols in the B-ISDN 
should be simple and amenable for both, software and hardware implementation. 
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2.3.2.2 - B-ISDN channels. 
An asynchronous channel structure is well suited for the provision of B-ISDN 
services. Under this scheme a component channel is dynamically created by the 
instantaneous transmission requirements of the application. Its capacity may 
therefore be constant or may vary with time, depending on whether or not the 
information is generated at a constant or variable bit rate. 
Asynchronous channel structures, by virtue of their bandwidth-on-demand feature, 
allow an essentially unlimited variety of combinations for channel structures. At 
present they are only intended for the broadband-access UNI. It possible, however, 
to define a maximum capacity for the asynchronous channel. A widely accepted 
definition is the 155.52 Mbps B-ISDN channel. Many manufacturers of switching 
and terminal adapters support channels with such bandwidth. Table T-2.3 gives 
some definitions for the bandwidth capacity of broadband channels, based on the 
aggregated capacity of synchronous ISDN channels. 
i) 2016B 
ii) 8064B 
iii) H4 + 4H12 + 2B + D(16) 
iv) 4H4 + 16H12 + 30B + D(64) 
v) 4H4 + 2B + D(16 or 64) 
vi) 3H21 + nH12 + mB + D(16 or 64) 
Table T-2.3 Broadband channels. 
It can be seen from tables 2.1 and 2.2 that broadband channels defined upon the H 
channels have transmission capacities well above that of the primary ISDN 
channel. It is clear that broadband channels will have a hierarchical structure based 
on their transmission capabilities. The hierarchical structure maps reasonable well 
into the framing structure of transmission technologies such as Synchronous 
Digital Hierarchy and SONET. Broadband channels can use SDH frames as the 
underlying transport technology. 
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2.3.3 - Asynchronous Transfer Mode. 
Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) is the transfer and switching technology 
accepted world-wide to support the implementation of B-ISDN networks and 
services. ATM technology can be used to perform access, multiplexing and 
routing and switching services, and also to guarantee the required bandwidth for a 
wide variety of applications and information sources over high speed lines. The 
main task of a switching network is to relay the incoming data stream from the 
input nodes towards the appropriate intermediate or output nodes, and finally 
towards the end-user stations. 
The use of connection-oriented or connectionless sessions is an important factor in 
the speed and delay calculation. The removal of much of the processing overhead 
due to flow control, leads to economies in transmission processing and switching 
delay, therefore in the hardware needed to store, synchronise and control , 
the flow 
of information across the network. Since the error rate in fibre-based networks has 
dropped down dramatically, it is not reasonable to check for errors at every node 
of the transmission path. 
Fast packet switching is a technique developed to establish end-to-end 
communication, using non dedicated lines, with minimum processing overhead in 
the network's internal nodes, leaving the flow control and error recovery functions 
to the end nodes, which are located in the boundary of the network. Fast packet 
switching is intended to combine the efficiency and routing benefits associated 
with packet switching, with the high capacity and low latency of circuit switching. 
Cell relay switching is a fast packet switching technique, but it is based on packets 
of fixed length called cells. Because the cells have a fixed and unique size (Fig. 
2.12), the switches designed to operate under this scheme are less complex and 
hence the implementation of the technology is simplified, leading to a faster 
transmission. This technique is the basis for the development of ATM networks. 
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Fig. 2.12 ATM's Cell Relay channel structure 
ATM uses a header to identify each connection (labelled multiplexing). This 
technique allows for the establishment of multiple virtual connections, each one of 
them can be associated to different sessions under the same channel and the same 
routing path. To establish a link between to end-users through the network, ATM 
creates a virtual connection for each session. In ATM, a virtual connection is 
granted during the call set-up by the access device only if the bandwidth available 
is sufficient to satisfy the transmission requirements of the new session. 
A network based in cell relay would use switches with a functionality similar to 
that of synchronous time division multiplexing. The transport of information could 
be realised in synchronous or asynchronous fashion, either by grouping cells in 
some synchronous format for the former case like Synchronous Digital Hierarchy, 
or by using statistical multiplexing for the later. 
For connection oriented services, all cells of a virtual connection follow the same 
path through the network. The path is fixed at call set-up time, taking into account 
the estimated average and peak bit rates of the source, as well as the network load. 
This process is called Connection Admission Control (CAC). Any service or user 
can put traffic into an empty cell. There is no fixed allocation of time slots to 
virtual channels as in traditional time-division multiplexed systems. Instead, cells 
are transmitted in a pseudo-random fashion, which depends on the source activity, 
the network load, and in parameters such as connection and cell priorities. Input 
cells from different tributaries to an ATM multiplexer are switched across the 
network using the address fields in the header. 
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2.3.3.1 ATM cell structure. 
The size of an ATM cell has been standardised by ITU to be 53 bytes long, of 
which 5 are dedicated to the header and 48 to the user information or payload. The 
header is used for addressing, flow, and control purposes. It is divided into five 
subfields, as indicated in Fig. 2.13, 
Bit 
BYTE 
10 45 RI Bit 
BYTE 
10 45 81 
I GFC VPI I VPI 
2 VPI VCI 2 VPI VCI 
V C1 3 V C1 
4 VCI PT CLP 4 VCI PT CLP 
5 HEC 5 HEC 
6 
53 
INFORMATION FIELD 
6 
53 
INFORMATION FIELD 
UNI cell format. NNI cell format. 
Fig. 2.13 ATM cell and header format. 
The GFC subfield is a four bit "generic flow control field", used to control the 
flow of information from a particular source towards the network. It is intended to 
allow the user to mediate between the bandwidth demands of different 
applications at the user site. For this reason it is only used at the UNI section of 
the network, but it is not used at the NNI level. 
The VCI and VPI fields are the address fields. They contains an explicit label that 
identifies the logical connection to which the cell belongs. The "virtual circuit 
identifier" (VCI) identifies a virtual channel to which the information packet 
belongs, and the "virtual path identifier" (VPI) is used to group together several 
VCs into a single VP that may be transmitted and switched as a unit. By doing 
this, several sessions can share the same path along some portion of their entire 
paths. The contents of the address field can be changed by the network as the cell 
travels from node to node. 
GFC VPI 
VPI VCI 
VCI 
VCI PT CLP 
HEC 
INFORMATION FIELD 
vPI 
vPI vcI 
vcI 
VCI PT CLP 
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INFORMATION FIELD 
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The PT field in the header is a three bit long "packet type" or "payload type" 
number, and it is used to distinguish between cells carrying user's data and cells 
containing network control information. The CLP bit is used to indicate the "cell 
loss priority" of the cell. If it is set to zero, the cell has a high priority and it should 
not be discarded under congestion circumstances if possible. 
Finally, at the end of the header there is an eight bit CRC checking bit string. The 
CRC checks only the integrity of the cell header, and not the user's data integrity. 
Errors in the payload are delivered to the destination, and some other means is 
required to achieve error-free transmission of user information. The reason for 
checking the header is to reduce the probability of having data for one user 
delivered to another user. 
2.3.3.2 - ATM protocol reference model. 
The ATM protocol reference model is formed by three planes: the User plane (U), 
the Control plane © and the Management plane (M), as indicated in Fig. 2.14. The 
U-plane provides transfer services to the information generated by an application. 
The C-plane provides transfer services for the networks control functions. The M- 
plane performs Operation and Maintenance (OAM) related functions. 
M- PLANE 
U- PLANE C- PLANE 
HIGHER LAYERS HIGHER LAYERS 
AAL AAL 
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Fig. 2.14 ATM protocol reference model. 
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The ATM layer provides the transport service for data and control cells at the UNI 
and NNI levels. The ATM Adaptation Layer (AAL) provides the functions to map 
the traffic generated by an application running in higher layers into ATM cells. 
These functions are service-dependant, like loss recovery and cell segmentation. 
The AAL layer decouples the application's behaviour from that of the network. 
The AAL is divided in two sublayers named: Segmentation And Reassembly 
(SAR) and Convergence (CS). During transmission the CS fragments the 
information received from the user's application into a layer-specific frame, with 
the corresponding header. The SAR then maps the CS's Protocol Data Units 
(PDUs) in to the 53 byte cell-relay structure (segmentation process) and delivers 
them to the ATM layer. During reception, the ATM layer delivers complete cells 
to the SAR, which in turn reconstructs the CS-PDUs (reassembly process) and 
passes them to the CS. Finally, the CS strips-out the CS headers and forms a 
service specific PDU, which is delivered to higher layers. 
AAL service protocols have been classified in 5 categories. The classification 
criteria is based on the transmission requirements of the traffic. Some of the 
factors used for classification are: CBR or VBR characteristics, timing relationship 
between source and destiny, packet or circuit switched service features. 
- AAL1 is used for CBR, connection-oriented services, like ISDN voice 
and video-conference services. 
- AAL2 is intended for VBR, connection-oriented, synchronised services. 
High quality audio, video and telephony are suited for this type of service. 
- AAL3 was devised for VBR, circuit-emulation, asynchronous services, 
similar to those provided in data networks. 
- AAL4 is a connectionless, VBR, asynchronous service. 
Again, this can 
provide a service emulation for data networks. 
- AALS is similar to AAL4, but it was designed to provide a minimum 
overhead for the service specific protocol processing. 
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CHAPTER III 
VIDEO TRAFFIC CHARACTERISATION, 
DESCRIPTORS AND MODELS. 
3.1 - INTRODUCTION. 
The study of the intrinsic characteristics of broadband traffic is an import issue. It 
is related to other equally important telecommunication issues such as network 
design, planning, operation and monitoring, as well as to fields such as 
performance engineering. In order to improve the quality and to implement new 
telecommunication services, a model of the target applications and their associated 
traffic sources is first developed; later these models are used to analyse the impact 
of different design and operation factors, such as network architecture, traffic load, 
bandwidth management and connection acceptance policies for instance. 
Other aspects that have an impact on the network's performance and on the 
traffic's behaviour are the financial, commercial and regulatory frameworks that 
influence the features that must be provided by broadband networks. These are 
aspects which in turn can influence the traffic's characteristic behaviour. 
Empirical evidence has shown that there is a considerable increase in the intensity 
and in the variability of broadband traffic. This has been prompted by the 
availability of a higher bandwidth, but also by the availability of efficient and 
inexpensive video coders, as well as lightweight transmission protocols. Other 
video applications have been designed to run on loss-prone connectionless packet 
networks. This is a very active area of research, and adequate models that reflect 
the characteristics of this type of network architectures and traffic sources are still 
under development [66]. 
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A video communication or distribution service can take advantage of the 
deterministic nature of CBR video traffic in order to perform relatively simple 
connection and bandwidth management functions. In an ATM network a CBR 
connection would be set up using the peak cell rate (PCR). The main difficulty 
arises from the need to minimise the application's output rate intensity, while 
providing an acceptable service quality, and therefore, maximising the bandwidth 
availability to other services [66]. 
A VBR traffic source does not have a constant bit rate profile, as opposed to CBR 
traffic sources. Regarding the VBR case, network designers and operators face a 
more complex task for the implementation of connection and bandwidth 
management facilities, based on a non-deterministic description of expected traffic 
characteristics and behaviour. This problem arises from the statistical nature of 
VBR traffic sources, where there is not a deterministic description of the source 
traffic behaviour, instead, a set of statistical measures is used to provide a 
description of the features most likely to be observed in a sample realisation of 
VBR traffic. This implies that the exact traffic characteristics are not known when 
a request for a new connection is made. Furthermore, in principle there is always a 
degree of uncertainty about the exact traffic characteristics at any given instant. 
There are incentives for the use of a VBR video transmission and distribution 
service. The main advantage consists of a reduction of the bandwidth required for 
constant quality transmission, whilst transmitting at a lower rate. Complexity is 
the price to pay for the saving on network resources (buffer and link capacities), as 
stated above, but this is counterbalanced with an increase of the number of traffic 
sources that can share the same network resources. This result is known as the 
"statistical multiplexing gain", and provide us with a measure of the capacity of a 
channel to satisfy the bandwidth demands of aggregated VBR streams 
[66] [83] [89]. Setting up VBR connections with a committed mean rate contract, 
for instance, is a more efficient technique when compared to the maximum 
number of CBR connections that could be set up using peak rate allocation. 
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Initial work on the multiplexing of VBR sources showed that the burstiness (a 
measure of variability) of the aggregated traffic is inversely proportional to the 
number of sources being multiplexed. The more traffic sources are multiplexed, 
the smother is the aggregated traffic profile. However, more recent research has 
suggested that for the case of a mixture of traffic with long range dependencies 
(and possible fractal features), the aggregated traffic stream is likely to have a 
higher burstiness [23][24][53][83][84]. 
3.2 - SOURCE CHARACTERISATION. 
It has been previously said in this thesis that we need a model of the source traffic 
in order to build an accurate model of a network. These models are essential for 
the design and performance evaluation of efficient telecommunication systems. 
Broadband networks must carry several types of traffic, which have very different 
QoS characteristics. The network must provide the resources needed to satisfy 
those QoS demands. In this chapter and in the following one, we will pay attention 
only to the intrinsic characteristics of video traffic. That means that we will only 
consider the temporal behaviour of a video stream, seen as a rate function, and we 
will use some of its features to characterise it. The QoS characteristics of video 
traffic, or any other type of traffic, will not be considered here. 
In the particular case of native mode ATM networks, it is necessary to characterise 
the source traffic in a way that reflects its most important features as seen at the 
insertion point to the network. If this operation is done correctly, the network's 
Operation and Maintenance (OAM) functions will be able to perform actions such 
as the Connection Admission Control (CAC), Usage Parameter Control (UPC), 
and flow control. In a properly dimensioned network, and assuming that the above 
functions are working as expected, this operation would be enough to satisfy the 
QoS requirements of a VBR video stream. In the following, a set of definitions is 
provided. These concepts are considered to provide a reliable description for VBR 
video streams, which are composed from a sequence of random variables. 
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3.2.1 Bandwidth or Rate Intensity. 
This is a concept associated with transmission capacity and we will use it in the 
context of data transmission, where it is generally used to measure a time-based 
feature. In its most simple form, it refers to the number of data units observed 
during a reference period of time, and is usually associated to the network's 
transmission capacity in an `intensity per time' framework. 
Bandwidth is usually expressed in `bits per second', although it is possible to 
quote it in other data units, such as cells per second. In general, different traffic 
sources have different bandwidth demands or rate intensity profiles. In accordance 
with the above statement, these demands are expressed as a simple value that 
reflects the known or expected rate intensity of a traffic stream. The most 
commonly used quantities are the `average rate' rr,,, and the `peak rate' rp (ACR 
and PCR in ATM networks respectively). These are simple and computationally 
inexpensive descriptors. They are particularly suited for an average, long term or 
steady state description of the source's behaviour. However, a description of a 
VBR traffic stream based only in either or both these parameters does not provide 
enough information about its dynamic bandwidth demands. In this case, it is more 
difficult to optimise the use of network resources since there is the potential for 
unexpected events to arise. 
To illustrate the point above, a set of MPEG-1 VBR video sequences will be 
introduced in Figures 3.1 to 3.6. These video sequences have been used before to 
study the characteristics of video traffic [82]. A large proportion of the video 
source traffic used in this thesis was obtained from a collection of MPEG-1 VBR 
video traces. All the traces are publicly available for research purposes at the 
University of Wuerzburg. Each one of these traces consists of a sequence of values 
that represent the number of bits produced by the MPEG encoding of a video 
sequence. The detailed characteristics of the coding scheme applied to obtain the 
frame size counts will be explained in the following chapter. 
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Fig. 3.1 MPEG-I VBR Video sequence -ASTERIX- (1 minute ) 
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Fig. 3.2 MPEG- I VBR Video sequence -ASTERIX- (10 seconds ) 
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Fig. 3.3 MPEG-I VBR Video sequence -ASTERIX- (5 seconds) 
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Fig. 3.4 MPEG-1 VBR Video sequence -AGGREGATED- (1 minute) 
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Fig. 3.6 MPEG-1 VBR Video sequence -AGGREGATED- (5 seconds) 
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In Figs. 3.1 to 3.6 the typical dynamic bandwidth demands from MPEG-1 VBR 
video are presented. A single descriptor like r, r, is not enough to 
describe these 
sources, since it underestimates its dynamic bandwidth demands. By the same 
token, a description based only on rp overestimates the bandwidth demands of this 
type of traffic streams. Tables T-3.1 to T-3.6 summarise statistical properties for 
the same MPEG-1 VBR video sources. In particular, Fig. 3.1 labelled `ASTERIX', 
was obtained from an animated cartoon series. Its mean rate is rr=21829.408 bits 
per frame (bpf), and the peak rate is rp=108592 bpf. 
There are alternative criteria for the definition of bandwidth in broadband 
networks. The alternative definitions also consider the QoS requirements of the 
traffic. That approach is usually taken when a more formal and analytical 
formulation is required, in order to perform CAC and UPC analysis. In those 
cases, the quoted bandwidth will refer to the minimum network capacity required 
to provide an acceptable level of service or QoS, rather than to the traffic-rate 
generation capacity of a source ( see [16] [28] [43] [66] [79] [89] for information on 
equivalent bandwidth and effective bandwidth for instance ). 
Table T-3.1 ASTERIX 
Average rate (bpf) 21829.4 
Standard Deviation 21825.8 
Sample Variance 476368885.7 
Kurtosis 5.0 
Skewness 2.2 
Minimum rate (bpf) 448 
Peak rate (bpf) 108592 
Count (frames) 1500 
Table T-3.4 ASTERIX+ATP+BO 
ND 
Average rate (bpf) 58474.6 
Standard Deviation 48889.0 
Sample Variance 2390141485 
Kurtosis 5.0 
Skewness 2.3 
Minimum rate (bpf) 13504 
Peak rate (bpf) 300440 
Count (frames) 1500 
Table T-3.2 ASTERIX 
Average rate (bpf) 7482.9 
Standard Deviation 10463.9 
Sample Variance 109494180.6 
Kurtosis 10.3 
Skewness 3.3 
Minimum rate (bpf) 1072 
Peak rate (bpf) 52264 
Count (frames) 250 
Table T-3.3 ASTERIX 
Average rate (bpf) 6359.8 
Standard Deviation 7861.2 
Sample Variance 61799046.67 
Kurtosis 9.4 
Skewness 3.0 
Minimum rate (bpf) 1088 
Peak rate (bpf) 41704 
Count (frames) 125 
Table T-3.5 ASTERIX+ATP+BO 
ND 
Average rate (bpf) 52220.8 
Standard Deviation 40922.6 
Sample Variance 1674664994 
Kurtosis 4.7 
Skewness 2.3 
Minimum rate (bpf) 21512 
Peak rate (bpf) 191824 
Count (frames) 250 
Table T-3.6 ASTERIX+ATP+BO 
ND 
Average rate (bpf) 51962.7 
Standard Deviation 42552.1 
Sample Variance 1810685113 
Kurtosis 4.1 
Skewness 2.1 
Minimum rate (bpf) 21512 
Peak rate (bpf) 191824 
Count (frames) 125 
Tables T-3.1 to T-3.6 Summary of MPEG-I VBR video statistics. 
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3.2.2 Correlation. 
A natural way to describe a random or stochastic process is by means of its 
entropy, which is another name for randomness or uncertainty. However, 
correlation is a related feature, also inherent to a process, data sequence or signal 
(in this context, these terms will be considered as equivalent), that can be used for 
the same purpose, since it indicates a degree of dependence, similarity, dispersion 
or lack of randomness. 
In practice, it is more convenient to describe a signal by means of its correlation. 
There are many reasons for this choice. Among those reasons, an important one is 
the availability of fast and reliable algorithms based on second order moments for 
system design and analysis. But perhaps more important is the fact that for most 
signals of interest, there is some degree of similarity or correlation among its 
different spatial and temporal components [58]. This statement is acceptable after 
observing the apparent temporal structure of the signals in Figs. 3.1 to 3.6. The six 
video sequences were obtained by MPEG-1 coding (see chapter 2, section 2.2.7). 
The degree of similarity among nearby bursts of data can be clearly observed. At 
higher resolutions, a deterministic structure or relationship can be observed in the 
video burst sequence. 
A fundamental statistical property of traffic is given by the crosscorrelation 
measure. From statistics, we know that the crosscorrelation coefficient of two data 
sequences is a measure of the degree of statistical dependence between the 
processes that originated the sequences. It may also be interpreted as a measure of 
the instantaneous similarity of the two sequences, evaluated at a particular point in 
time. If a sequence is correlated with itself we use the term autocorrelation rather 
than crosscorrelation. 
In the following, the reader will find material that formalises the concepts 
introduced above (see [47][58]). 
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The correlation of random variables X and Y is given by its joint moment of 
second order, as obtained from Eq. (3.1) and (3.2). 
m = E(XY) = 
ff- 
xy fxy( x, y) dxdy (3.1) 
m, I= mxy = E(XY) (3.2) 
Another important second order statistic, the central moment i1 is called the 
covariance of random variables X and Y. It is a measure of the relationship 
between the deviations from the mean values of X and Y, and it is defined as 
µi 1= E[(X-mx)(Y-my)l =f (x - mx)(y - my)fxy(x, y) dxdy (3.3) 
Jln=E(XY)-E(X)E(Y)= mxy-mxmy = m11-mxmy (3.4) 
The normalised covariance pxy or correlation coefficient has an important 
property: its codomain is restricted to the closed interval [-1,1], thus it can be used 
to compare the correlation properties of different processes. The correlation 
coefficient, where ax and ßy are the variances of X and Y respectively, is given by 
pxv = IJ, 1 / ßxay 
(3.5) 
-1 <_ pxy <_ 1 (3.6) 
The correlation coefficient is commonly defined for two or more signals. 
However, it is also possible to apply correlation analysis to just a single data 
sequence. When the correlation measures are applied to a single sequence using 
the lag or delay operation, all the above definitions keep their meaning but they are 
slightly modified to account for this fact. 
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By shifting an identical copy of the original sequence by an amount r (the lag), 
and using the original sequence as a reference, we obtain a different 
autocorrelation coefficient for every lag shift. 
The autocorrelation function (ACF) is the sequence formed from the 
autocorrelation coefficients obtained at different time lags. Similar arguments can 
be used for the autocovariance function. These definitions are intrinsic to a 
stochastic process, since they have an explicit dependence on time, as opposed to 
simple random variables. 
The expressions for the raw autocorrelation and autocovariance functions for 
energy signals are given by the following expressions respectively 
pxx(ti) = 00 =p=$ x(t) x(t-i) dt (3.7) 
Kxx(ti) = K(ti) =K=f[ x(t) - mx(t) ][ x(t-'t) - mx(t-i) ]dt (3.8) 
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Fig. 3.7 MPEG-I VBR Autocorrelation function for 3000 I-frames from the ASTERIX sequence. 
Only the first 750 coefficients are plotted. 
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A segment of the (normalised) ACF from the VBR video sequence ASTERIX is 
plotted in Fig. 3.7. The plot shows only the first 750 autocorrelation coefficients, 
calculated from a sequence of 3000 video frames of type I from the MPEG-1 
standard. It can be observed that a generic ARMA(m, n) model could be used to fit 
p(i) in Fig. 3.7 with relatively good accuracy [66]. We will see later in this chapter 
that this property of p(t) has proved very useful for the development of video 
traffic models. 
3.2.3 Stationarity. 
It must be emphasised that, for the purpose of analysis, the state of a system may 
be evolving within a reference frame independent of time. Although it is not 
strictly necessary to use time as the independent or reference variable, we will use 
time as the independent variable. This assumption is implicit in the work reported 
in this thesis, and only if this assumption is not valid will it be indicated otherwise. 
The concept of stationarity in the context of stochastic processes is somehow 
similar to that of steady state in the systems engineering domain, since it indicates 
a non-varying measure on an observable process. Stationarity implies the 
independence of statistical measures from a particular point in the time line, or 
from any other variable used to observe the flow of the output of a process. In 
brief, a stochastic process is said to be stationary if its statistical properties remain 
constant with time [25]. 
A stochastic process, defined on a support T, is stationary if its cumulative 
probability function (cumulative probability distribution) and probability density 
function (cdf and pdf respectively) remain constant for any time difference 
and are not affected by the actual values of times a and 13 such that 
FX(x, tlx,, ta, ) = Fx(x, tlx,, to+ti ) (3.9) 
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fx(x, tIx1, ta)=fx(x, tIxi, tc+ti) (3.10) 
for all xI.... Xk in the codomain of X, all t1 .... tk and ti 
in T. 
There are two types of stationarity. Strict sense stationarity assumes that the 
statistics of Fx( x, t) are invariant with respect to time translations. This is 
equivalent to asking for all statistical moments of any order `p' to be also 
independent of time translations. 
E[X'IFx(x, t)I=E[XPIFx(x, t+ti)] (3.11) 
A weaker condition form of stationarity, known as wide-sense stationarity only 
requires that the mean value of a process be constant, and therefore independent of 
time; and that the autocorrelation be a function only of the time difference 'r. 
mx(t) = E[ X(t) I= mx(t+i) = E[ X(t+ti) I 
rc(tiIt, =(X )= rx(TIt2=(3) 
for all { t;, a, (3, 't }ET 
100000T LOG [ RATE ( bpf )I 
ec. av I ASTERIX -1s eiayes 
(3.12) 
(3.13) 
ioooJ 
FRAMES 
Fig. 3.8 MPEG- I VBR Video sequence. Frame bursts and I sec. rate averages (10 seconds ) 
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A segment of 10 seconds from the VBR ASTERIX video trace is shown in Figure 
3.8. In the same graph, the average rate for ten non-overlapping, fixed duration 
time intervals of 1 second is indicated as a horizontal stepped line. Clearly, the 
conditions for stationarity will not be met by this video sequence, since the mean 
rates for each one of the ten averaging periods is considerably different. This 
implies the dependence of statistical measures upon a particular time instant. 
The same observation can be made with the average rates calculated over periods 
of 60,10 and 5 seconds, as shown in tables T-3.1 trough T-3.6. Again, the 
measured average rate has a considerable range of variation. This result shows the 
dependence of the statistical measures upon the duration of the observation or 
processing window. 
3.2.4 Ergodicity. 
In order to obtain accurate statistical estimates from an stochastic process, it is 
advantageous to have as many observations of the process as possible. However, 
when measuring or observing a stochastic process we may only be able to observe 
one realisation or sample path of the process. 
An important property of some stochastic processes is that of ergodicity. If the 
ensemble or statistical averages can be replaced by time averages from a single 
sample path of the process then the process is said to be ergodic. There are 
different degrees of ergodicity, but a process is ergodic in the mean and in 
correlation if the time averages defined below exist and converge towards its 
ensemble or statistical counterparts [58]. 
T 
mxk = <X(t)k> = lim 
1 
X(t)k dt E[ X(t, s) ] (3.14) 2T 
f 
i, 
T 
RX(t) = <X(t)X(t-t)> = lin 
ZT 
T 
X(t)X(t-, r) dt E[X(t, s)X(t-i)] (3.15) 
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3.3 - TRAFFIC PARAMETERS AND DESCRIPTORS. 
In the previous section we defined some intrinsic characteristics of traffic streams. 
Although the definitions are well known and very general since they can be 
applied to a wide variety of traffic sources in addition to video traffic streams, it 
may be difficult or expensive to estimate those characteristics. 
In order to provide a characterisation of traffic, a set of parameters related to its 
intrinsic characteristics must be provided. However they should be easier to 
estimate and to handle, as opposed to the descriptors introduced in section 3.2. 
These alternative parameters should be understandable to the user, useful to the 
network services provider, and they ought to be appropriate for activities such as 
resource allocation, bandwidth management, congestion control, traffic policing 
and shaping [89]. 
An structured collection of the traffic's parameters is known as a traffic descriptor 
for reasons that are evident. Network functions such as Usage Parameter Control 
(UPC) and Connection Admission Control (CAC) rely heavily on these traffic 
descriptors. 
In this thesis we consider the following as part of the defining characteristics of a 
native ATM cell transport structure 
- The source traffic arrives in an asynchronous 
fashion and it consists of fixed size 
packets called cells. 
- Network resources are assigned in a time-multiplexing manner. 
- Bandwidth is quantised into fixed size slots with duration equal to 1 ATM cell. 
- Once a cell has arrived at the insertion point in the network, it is scheduled 
for 
transmission during the next available transmission slot if possible. 
- Slots are generated in a sequential and synchronous manner, independently of the 
availability of traffic. Therefore, it is not possible for slots to overlap in time. 
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An illustration of some of the above considerations is shown in Fig. 3.9, it will 
also be used in the definition of several traffic descriptors. 
ASYNCHRONOUS CELL STREAM 
H Ts H _ 
.. 
L....... 
L 
TIME 
EMPTY CELL 
TIME 
SYNCHRONOUS SLOT STRUCTURE 
TA 
H 
Fig. 3.9 Asynchronous ATM cell stream and synchronous transmission slots. 
3.3.1 - Interdeparture and Interarrival time. 
The time period, measured in `cells' or `slots', between two consecutive ATM 
cells is known as the intercell time. When the intercell time is measured at the 
input port of the network it is referred as the interarrival time; likewise, when 
measured at the output port it is known as interdeparture time. 
The period is usually measured from the arrival (departure) time instant of a cell to 
the arrival (departure) time instant of the corresponding next cell. If the cells are 
found to be `back-to-back', i. e. in immediately adjacent slots, the intercell time is 
equal to one, since this is the strict minimum time between any two consecutive 
cells (see Fig. 3.9). 
We define Ts as the intercell time before the cells are scheduled for transmission, 
i. e. at the insertion point. Likewise, TA is defined as the intercell time once the 
cells are scheduled for transmission . We make this 
distinction between Ts and TA 
since it is not difficult to conceive a scenario where a possible aggregated traffic 
source with multiple, fractionally phased servers, could be generating traffic with 
intercell times which are not integer multiples of a single slot time. 
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3.3.2 - Peak Cell Rate. 
The Peak Cell Rate (PCR) specifies the maximum instantaneous rate at which an 
active traffic source is capable of generating cells. The instantaneous PCR is 
defined as the inverse of the minimum time between two consecutive cell arrivals 
[89]. We can use our definition of cell interarrival time to define PCR. Let TA; to 
be the set of all interarrival times TA for a particular traffic source, the minimum 
intercell time TAmin and the instantaneous PCR are defined as 
TAmin = min. { TAi I TA EU< oo) } (3.16) 
PCRA = Instantaneous PCR =1/ TAm; f (3.17) 
In practice, TA; will be restricted within a closed interval with a finite upper 
boundary, but we must allow for the existence of extremely low rate traffic 
sources. Instantaneous PCR is best suited to the so called ON-OFF traffic sources 
which possess clearly distinctive periods of activity, where data is generated, and 
periods of no activity, where no data is generated at all. 
A second definition known as the integrated PCR is given by ITU, through the 
former CCITT, as the total number of cells generated by a source, N1, measured 
over a predefined short time interval TI [66]. 
PCR1 = Integrated PCR = N, / T1 (3.18) 
This a more general definition, based on a simple counting process. When applied 
to the class of ON-OFF sources, it has a smoothing effect, since it averages the 
rates of active and inactive periods. The period Ti should be kept constant, 
although for the purpose of rate monitoring and traffic counting, it may be 
necessary to allow for a varying Ti. Later in this thesis, we will make use of this 
definition for the purpose of obtaining VBR traffic samples. 
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Although the above definitions are widely used, none of them will provide an 
estimate of the true PCR (PCR, ax) for the entire video sequence. 
In this thesis a 
more strict definition of PCRmax is made. This definition is consistent with the two 
definitions given above, since it is just a generalisation of them. 
mPCRA = max. { PCRA }, mPCR1= max. { PCR1 } (3.19) 
PCRrax = True PCR = max. { mPCRA, mPCR1 } (3.20) 
Examples of mPCR for MPEG VBR video sequences are given in Tables 3.1 
through 3.6, where rate values are reported in bits per frame, but they can be easily 
converted into cell per frame by means of a scaling constant (1 cell's payload = 
384 bits; 1 video frame = 40 mSec. ). The PCR for the two 1 minute sequences is 
considered to be the true PCR, while the PCR for the 5 and 10 second subintervals 
are equivalent to the integrated PCR over their respective time periods. 
3.3.3 - Average cell rate. 
The average cell rate (ACR) is another important traffic parameter. It indicates the 
expected value of the cell rate for a VBR traffic sequence. For the particular case 
of CBR traffic, PCR and ACR have the same value. ACR would be a nice 
descriptor for CAC and UPC purposes, but it does not seem to be very useful since 
for the case of VBR it is difficult to police [84]. 
ACR is defined as the number of cells generated by a source (NAy), measured over 
a long interval of time (TAV). 
ACRAV = IimTkV, 
_ 
NAV / TAV (3.21) 
The true ACR is defined as the number of cells generated (or measured) during 
the entire connection (Nc), divided by the total connection time (Tc) 
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ACRTc = True ACR = Nc / Tc (3.22) 
With the help of Tables 3.1 through 3.6 once more, we can observe the effect that 
the averaging period TAv has over the resulting average cell rate. Different 
averaging periods give different average rates. 
3.3.4 - Sustained cell rate. 
The Sustainable Cell Rate (SCR) can be thought of as an upper bound on the 
average cell rate. It indicates the committed or guaranteed bandwidth for a 
particular traffic source. As with the case of ACR, it can be defined by means of 
long term averaging of the emitted (measured) cell rate, although in practice it will 
be more likely to use traffic samples for the calculation of SCR 
SCR = max. { ACRAV }= max. {limTAV__ NAV / TAV } (3.23) 
SCR = max. { ACRTC }= max. { True ACR = Nc / Tc } (3.24) 
3.3.5 - Maximum Burst Size. 
The Maximum Burst Size (MBS) can be defined as the maximum number of back- 
to-back cells that can be generated by a source, and still be compliant with the 
traffic service agreement, which specifies PCR and SCR values in order to obtain 
a particular QoS. It is related to the Burst Tolerance (BT) or bucket size for the 
Leaky Bucket algorithm as indicated in Eq. (3.25) [66][89][92]. 
BT = (MBS - 1) [(1/SCR)-(1/PCR)] (3.25) 
For the sake of completeness, we must define the concept of burstiness ((3). There 
is not unique definition of the term burstiness [66]. By examination of the 
specialised literature, several definitions can be found. However, all known 
definitions aim to provide a measure of the traffic's bandwidth variability. 
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Intuitively, we can state that VBR sources are naturally bursty, while CBR sources 
have null burstiness. Empirical evidence about burstiness can be collected by 
means of traffic measurements. Analytical models of burstiness have also been 
developed in order to provide tools for the analysis of performance measures in 
areas such as communications, manufacturing and industrial engineering for 
instance. Some common definitions for burstiness are given below: 
- The ratio of the peak to average bit rate. A very simply definition, which is 
widely used in the specialised literature. It provides a measure for the intensity of 
excess rate, defined as positive rate deviations from the expected rate intensity. 
(3 = PCRmax / ACRAV (3.26) 
(3 = PCRmax / ACRE (3.27) 
- The average burst length. This is just the mean active period TON, if the source is 
of the ON-OFF or bistable type. It is usually assumed that in the ON state the 
source is transmitting at the peak rate. 
ß= E[TONI (3.28) 
The average burst length is given directly by the first moment of the probability 
density function used to generate the ON periods of the source. 
- The index of dispersion ID. It is used for interarrival times or counts of cells. It is 
a very general definition. It can be applied to any type of traffic source, since it 
requires only first and second order statistics, which are easy to measure and 
estimate. If the traffic's mean and variance are given by mx and ßx2 respectively, 
then ID is given by [88] 
ID = 6X2/mX (3.29) 
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3.4 - VIDEO MODELS. 
A very general, and to some extent generic, description of modelling techniques 
for VBR video is given in this section. It is not intended to provide a very accurate 
classification of these techniques, nor a very extensive and detailed introduction 
into the characteristics of the models that can be realised with them. It will only 
provide a simple awareness of the basic techniques used for VBR video traffic 
modelling. Detailed compilations of VBR video modelling methodologies can be 
found elsewhere in the literature, see [33] [52] [66] [85] [86] [89] for instance. 
The modelling of expected traffic load is a necessary process for the design and 
performance evaluation of communication networks. The success or failure of a 
design depends on the accuracy of the models used during the development stages 
of a project. Pure research oriented projects also depend on the availability of good 
models for the traffic sources which are expected to be serviced by a network. 
Video traffic models in particular, have received a great deal of interest among 
academic and industrial researchers. The reasons behind this interest are two-fold, 
on one side there is the assumption that a significant proportion of traffic in local, 
metropolitan and telecommunication networks will be composed of some form of 
video traffic, either private teleconferencing, broadcast video or public 
videotelephony inclusive [85]. Apart from this reason, the particularly complex 
characteristics of video traffic present an interesting and harsh problem for the 
design of reliable, secure and profitable networks. 
A major problem is the development of simple and accurate models to match the 
CDF and PDF of a video traffic stream while providing a very accurate matching 
of the long term ACF. Several methods have been proposed for this purpose. The 
trend is pointing towards the use of fast statistical signal processing techniques in 
order to fit the relevant features of video traces to parametric models. In general, 
these methods are computationally expensive [11][38][85]. 
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3.4.1 - Markov Models. 
Markov chain approaches have found wide acceptance for traffic modelling. Its 
main advantage is based on its relative accuracy, its suitability for analytical 
analysis and the fact that the model's parameter estimation stage is straightforward 
[62]. However, its main disadvantages are also multiple, including the large 
number of states needed for high accuracy, and its exponentially decaying 
autocorrelation function, rendering it inappropriate for modelling long-range 
correlation [85]. However, there is evidence that points towards the existence of 
generalised Markov models that can produce traffic sequences with relatively 
long-range correlation [85][88]. 
Generally speaking, a Markov model is based on a stochastic process with sample 
paths that evolve according with a probabilistic state description [71]. A Markov 
process is a sequence of random variables X1, X2, X3........, X.,..... which describe 
the evolution of a continuous or discrete state probabilistic system over time, 
which can be discrete with sample points k, < k2 < ...... < k < ...., or continuous 
over a bounded interval such as t-[0,1 ], or over an unbounded interval such as 
[0, oo). The set of values xs eS that the Xi variables can take is called the state 
space of the process, it can be finite or infinite. A stochastic state transition matrix 
Q(i, j) specifies the transition probabilities from one state to another. The element 
qij from Q(i, j) represents the probability of moving from state i to state j during the 
next time instant. In other words, state probabilities depend only on the 
probabilities of the previous state [96]. 
A process is a Markov process if the distribution of the state xn, given a possible 
infinite preceding sequence of the same process, depends only on the immediately 
preceding state xn_I - If 
f stands for the probability density function, as applied to a 
stochastic sequence, then the markovian property is defined as 
,f 
xn I xn-I, Xn-2. ""-"""( 
Xn I Xn-1, Xn-2..... ) =, 
f xn I xn-l(Xn I Xn-1) 
(3.30) 
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Implicit in Eq. (3.30) is the fact that the joint density for states at a time grater than 
the starting time ko, conditioned on the past, depends on Xk but it does not depend 
on any values of the sequence prior to k0. 
A Markov chain can be used to modulate the cell rate of a VBR video source. The 
rate is determined by the particular state where the process is located. A widely 
used model is the so called Markov Modulated Poisson Process (MMPP), where 
the sojourn time distribution of the Markov chain is negative exponential and each 
state is associated to a different Poisson rate. If a process with a general sojourn 
distribution is used instead, then it becomes a semi-Markov model [33]. 
Another common assumption is that the source emits cells at a different constant 
rate depending on the state where the process is located. In this case the PCR is 
uniformly quantised in N different cell rates, where N is the size of the state space, 
however different distributions can be used for quatisation purposes [86]. 
3.4.2 - Time Series Models. 
Models based on time-series descriptions in the time domain have also been 
applied to the problem of video traffic modelling. The classes of simple auto- 
regressive and auto-regressive-moving-average processes, or AR(p) and 
ARMA(p, q) respectively, have been proposed to match some of the properties of 
video traffic. The models most commonly found are based on simple AR(1) and 
AR(2) processes or combinations of them. 
The AR(1) model is a linear parametric model, based on the characteristics of the 
first order autoregressive process. It can be easily implemented in hardware and 
software by means of a low order IIR filter. The video traffic profile is then given 
by the output values of the filter. This method is normally used to obtain explicit 
values of the intensity of the process being modelled. The sate space of the output 
rate can be continuous or discrete. 
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In time-series models the values that the process can take are related in an implicit 
manner to a constant time frame or window, which is expressed as an indexing 
(discrete) variable. The general model realisation is expressed by the recurrence 
relation (3.29) 
X(k) = aX(k-1) + PF(k) (3.31) 
where ý, is the intensity of the process, and it represents the bit rate at the 'k-th' 
frame instant; a and (3 are the parameters of the model, and are assumed to be 
constant; F is a gaussian stochastic process with mean 'm' and unit variance. 
Two important moments of the AR model, the mean and the covariance, can be 
estimated relatively easy from the a sample realisation of the process. For IaI <1 
and assuming steady state for large L, analytical expressions for this quantities are 
also given by [6] [66] 
E(X, )=Pm /(1-a) (3.32) 
C(L) = ß2aL / (1-(X2) (3.33) 
where E indicates the 'expected value' operator, and C(L) indicates the 
autocovariance function estimated at lag L. By matching the mean and covariance 
measured from a sample path of the process with expressions (3.2) and (3.3), it is 
possible to find an estimate for the parameters a and P. For this purpose it is better 
to use a suitable 'training' video sequence, which is a sequence that contains the 
traffic characteristics that the model is assumed to be able to reproduce. 
The simple AR model has a distinctive ACF function that matches very well the 
exponential decay feature of the autocorrelation function of low level video 
sequences under some constrains, which are usually given by the characteristics of 
the coding algorithm [38]. 
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Among the disadvantages of AR models, an important one is the assumption of 
wide sense stationarity. Additionally, the autocorrelation function for long-range 
dependence and periodic correlation behaviour can not generally be matched. It 
has also been found that the estimation of cell loss probabilities for large buffer 
sizes suffers an evident lack of accuracy when using these models for the arriving 
traffic [86]. 
The ARMA type of models are simple and can be used to reproduce accurately the 
long term statistics of some types of video traffic. In ARMA modelling, ACF 
functions with periodic components can be replicated by the AR component, 
whilst the MA part models decaying lagged correlation coefficients [52]. 
A particular solution for the problems of AR models has been proposed, known as 
the Transform-Expanded-Sample (TES ) class of models. TES is based on an 
AR(l) model with arbitrarily distributed innovations process and modulo-1 
arithmetic. It defines a set of transform operations that modify the correlation of 
the basic AR process into one that matches the empirical ACF and PDF functions 
from a trace of traffic. This is a powerful technique that requires relative high 
processing power. However, its processing demands are not has high as those 
required by modelling on the transform domain or the by the use of non-linear 
functions for fractal-like traffic behaviour [52]. 
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CHAPTER IV 
TIME-SERIES DECOMPOSITION OF VARIABLE BIT 
RATE VIDEO SEQUENCES. 
4.1 - INTRODUCTION. 
Different models for the generation of VBR video sequences, based on the 
simulation of frame and scene statistics have been studied in [24], [35] and [68] for 
instance. The main characteristics of these models are: 
- Scene-lengths are independent and identically distributed (IID); 
- Scene boundaries occur where there 
is a sufficiently large jump in the bit 
rate; 
- The sequence of mean rates during scenes is IID; 
- The scene-length and the bit-rate processes are independent. 
- Within a scene, the amount of variation in bit rate is small; 
- Probability distributions that can model the mean bit rates within scenes are 
Negative Binomial, Geometric and Gaussian. 
For additional information on the modelling of traffic for ATM networks please 
see the material compiled in [33] [45] [66] [85] and [52] in particular. 
4.2 -A TIME-SERIES MODEL FOR VBR TRAFFIC. 
4.2.1 - Characteristic scales of the model. 
When developing a model for the generation of VBR traffic we must pay 
particular attention to the granularity of the model. In this context, granularity is 
associated with a hierarchical decomposition of the activity-scales of traffic, such 
as the cell-scale, frame-scale and so forth. 
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A VBR video signal can be decomposed into activity scales such as cell stream, 
frame sequence, and scene time. Models for VBR MPEG video at the frame slice 
and GOP levels have been reported in [38] and [85] respectively. In this thesis, no 
attention is paid to the development of a model for VBR video with resolution 
higher that the frame level. The characteristics that this model is expected to show 
are listed in Table T-4.1. 
- Low complexity generation of traffic statistics. 
- Match a specific PDF for size of video frames. 
- Match a desired PDF for scene-lengths. 
- Show an exponential decay of correlation for a short-range of lags (SRC). 
- Show significant correlation for a long-range of lags (LRC). 
Table T-4.1 Characteristics of Fast Interframe VBR video. 
In order to suppress temporal correlation, interframe coding techniques have to 
store video frames in a buffer for a brief period. Taking advantage of this, the 
traffic generated by a video frame can be held in the buffer and released at a 
constant rate during the next frame period. This produces a constant cell profile 
rate during a frame period. This rate, however, will be different for every video 
frame, as long as the number of bits generated in each of them are different. 
In order to illustrate the above points, and to illustrate the scales selected for the 
implementation of the VBR video model, we resort again to the ASTERIX 
MPEG-1 video trace, used in Chapter III; for a more detailed description of the 
parameters of this sequence see sections 4.3 and 4.4 later in this chapter. 
The signal in Fig. 4.1 is typical of interframe-coded VBR video. It is composed of 
the P-frames from an MPEG-1 video sequence. A 3-level decomposition of the 
signal is shown in figures 4.2 through 4.4. Different component structures can be 
obtained by means of simple changes on the parameters of the decomposition 
technique, or by means of different analysis techniques. 
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Fig. 4.4 RESIDUAL, (SEMI) RANDOM or FAST component of Fig. 4.1. 
Fig. 4.2 shows the logarithm of the DC or scene component, which is given by the 
average rate value of a particular video scene. During a given scene period, this 
component is constant, which makes it a slowly-varying component. It is proposed 
in this thesis that, given a long video sequence, this component has the largest 
impact on the shape of the PDF for frame sizes. In other words, the steady-state 
PDF of frame sizes is shaped by the PDF of the DC component. 
In Fig. 4.3, the scene change component is shown. The accuracy of determination 
of this component has a large impact on the statistics of individual scenes. The 
peak located at index 36 in Figs. 4.1 to 4.3, indicates a true scene change. The rate 
increase at index 73 does not necessarily represent a scene change, although there 
is a noticeable temporal change in the statistics of traffic. 
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Finally, figure 4.4 shows the residual or pseudo-random component of the video 
sequence, which is given by the frame-to-frame fluctuations around an average 
scene rate. It can be seen that this component indeed appears to be random; yet, a 
more careful examination of Figure 4.4 will show a significant correlation among 
consecutive values of the residual component. 
4.2.2 A Generic VBR Video Model. 
A model for the fast generation of VBR video traffic, as proposed in this thesis, 
has a compounded structure that is represented as a Time Series of frame size 
values. The time series must show the characteristic behaviour of inter-frame 
coded VBR video. The features to be modelled are the scene average, scene 
change and residual components. The general form for this type of model can be 
expressed by a linear relationship of the form shown in Eqs. 4.1 to 4.4. 
Fk=max( O, X, l+Y(p +Z, ) 
(4.1) 
X11 = X(11), is a slow-varying process (Pseudo-DC component) (4.2) 
Y(P = Y((P), is a fast-varying process (Residual component) (4.3) 
Z, = Z(O)), is a sparse impulse process (Transient component) (4.4) 
The form that functions X, Q, Y,, and Z( are likely to take will provide the modelled 
video stream with different statistical properties. This thesis aims to develop a 
simple realisation of Eq. 4.1, whilst achieving a compromise between fitting an 
empirical PDF for the frame sizes and obtaining an ACF similar to typical 
observed ACFs. 
4.3 - THE FRAME-SIZE TRACES. 
A description of the VBR video traces used in this study is provided in this 
section. This description is given in order to show the suitability of these video 
traces for the development of a VBR video model. 
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The sequence entitled BIRDS, shown in Fig. 4.5, was obtained from the BBC's 
videodisk documentary `British Garden Birds'. It has a duration of 1 minute, or 
equivalently, 1500 video frames at a rate of 25 frames per second. The trace was 
acquired with the help of systems previously developed at Loughborough 
University, specifically: a modified COST-211 video codec [12]; a 155 Mbps 
ATM-LAN network, based on the Orwell protocol [63], and a dedicated Orwell 
node with the capability to observe all the traffic passing through a given virtual 
channel [81 ]. 
The BIRDS video signal was fed into the COST-211 codec. This is a conditional- 
replenishment CBR video coding device. Normally, an initial reference frame is 
transmitted and afterwards only those areas of the frame that have change are 
encoded and transmitted. At the receiving end the reverse operations are 
performed, and the areas that have changed are updated. Occasionally a full new 
reference frame has to be transmitted to update the video sequence at the receiver. 
During the acquisition of a trace from the BIRDS signal, a modified COST-211 
device was used. It was set-up to operate without the transmission of reference 
frames. Additionally, the COST-211 device uses an output buffer to smooth the 
rate of the traffic generated, producing a constant-rate but variable-quality video 
sequence. In the CBR version of COST-21 1, a feedback signal taken from the 
buffer occupancy process is sent back to the encoder in order to modify the 
activity detection threshold. In the modified COST-211, the feedback loop was 
opened in order to obtain a variable-rate and constant-quality video sequence. 
An Orwell ring network was set-up to transmit the video signal between two 
arbitrary nodes. The video stream was assigned a fixed reserved virtual channel in 
the ring. In order to obtain a trace of this particular traffic, no other traffic was 
allowed to make use of the Orwell ring resources at the same time. This method 
was chosen because the existing hardware allowed us to capture a continuous trace 
of traffic on the Orwell ring. 
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A passive node was designed to act as an observer of the traffic. The observer 
counted the number of cells assigned to the reserved virtual channel, using 
consecutive, non-overlapping fixed-size time windows of 40 mSec., where each 
window represents a video frame period. 
It was not possible to accurately synchronise the start of the video sequence with 
the observation periods. Yet, the video trace obtained matches well the activity of 
the actual video sequence. Fig. 4.6 shows the VBR video trace, indicating with 
capital letters the corresponding true scene changes events in the sequence. 
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Fig. 4.6 True scene boundaries for BIRDS trace (arbitrary units). 
To develop the video model, a set of video traces which were encoded with the 
MPEG-1 standard will also be used. One of these traces was already encountered 
in Chapter III, Section 3.2.1, when the ASTERIX trace was used to introduce 
some formal aspects related to the analysis of signals. 
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The traces are publicly available for anyone willing to use them for research 
purposes and can be accessed in the following electronic address: 
ftp_info3. informatik. uni-wuerzburg. de/pub/MPEG/ (this address is included due 
to an explicit request from the `authors' of the MPEG traces). The traces represent 
the size in bits of frames encoded with the Berkeley MPEG-1 encoder. A SUN 
SPARCstation with a SunVideo system captured and processed the frames at a 
rate of 19 to 25 frames per second. Due to the non-uniformity of the processing 
time, the frames are indexed by means of a frame-number, rather than a frame- 
time. 
The parameters of interest in this work that were used to describe the operation of 
the MPEG-1-encoder are listed below 
Pattern: IBBPBBPBBPBB 
GOP size: 12 
slices: 1 
Every frame was encoded considering only one slice-per-frame. The GOP 
structure includes only 3 P-frames per group, which are frames encoded using 
interframe coding techniques only. P-frames from MPEG are coded in a manner 
similar to the one used in the COST-211 codec. Only the P-frames from the traces 
are used in this work. Three of the traces consist of 10000 P-frames and the video- 
conference trace consists of only 1250 frames. Frame size traces are available for 
the video sequences listed in Table T-4.2 
BOND: James Bond - Goldfinger. (10000 frames ) 
ATP: ATP tennis final 1994. (10000 frames ) 
V-Conf.: Video conference. (1250 frames) 
ASTERIX: A cartoon series. (10000 frames ) 
Table T-4.2 Selection of VBR video frame traces. 
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4.4 THE STATIONARY DISTRIBUTION OF VIDEO TRACES. 
In this section, the stationary probability distribution of the five video traces 
selected for the study is fitted and analysed. In Chapter III it was said that VBR 
video is generally not-stationary, and this feature is clear from the video traces 
shown in Fig. 4.7. The non-stationary feature of VBR video is more noticeable at 
the scene level, although it can also be observed at other time scales as well. 
Despite these observations, the long-term or steady-state distribution of the frame 
sizes can be considered as stationary. This is true as long as the expression long- 
term indicates a time period which is long enough to smooth or diminish the effect 
of temporal and sudden, or otherwise noticeable, changes in the overall statistics 
of the VBR video sequence under analysis. 
If it is possible to obtain the statistics of interest under the condition of the 
previous paragraph, then it is possible to speak of the stationary characteristics of 
video traffic. Ideally, this condition would be satisfied if the full video sequence is 
under consideration, such as an entire movie, or an entire videoconference. 
However, there are practical restrictions to this approach, such as the large amount 
of information to be processed and stored. 
4.4.1 - The statistics of VBR Video. 
A set of simple statistics for the five VBR sequences is shown is Tables T-4.3 
through T-4.7. These statistics were obtained using the full length of the trace 
available, indicated in the row labelled Frame Count. Based in the assumption of 
stationarity for long-term statistical measures, these statistics will be used as the 
model's parameters when fitting the underlying theoretical distribution. It is 
important to mention that the statistics of the BIRDS sequence are based on a trace 
of the traffic generated on an Orwell ring, as explained in section 4.3, and the trace 
is quoted in Orwell-cells-per-frame or Ocpf (1 Orwell cell = 176 bits). The other 
traces are given in bits-per-frame or bpf, unless explicitly stated otherwise. 
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BIRDS 
Mean (Ocpf) 1143.494667 
Standard Deviation 591.4023603 
Sample Variance 349756.7518 
Kurtosis 3.359623388 
Skewness 1.72323764 
Range 4015 
Minimum (Ocpf) 194 
Maximum (Ocpf) 4209 
Sum (0-cells) 1715242 
Frame Count 1500 
BI N_N UM 14.4224957 
BIN SIZE 278.3845517 
Table T-4.3 BIRDS statistics. 
ATP 
Mean 26693.8352 
Standard Deviation 14662.68851 
Sample Variance 214994434.3 
Kurtosis 6.782018132 
Skewness 1.797943203 
Range 161704 
Minimum 1376 
Maximum 163080 
Sum 266938352 
Frame Count 10000 
BI N_N UM 27.14417617 
BIN SIZE 5957.226295 
fable T-4.4 ATP statistics. 
BOND 
Mean 41428.3352 
Standard Deviation 20166.54218 
Sample Variance 406689423.4 
Kurtosis 2.2008432 
Skewness 1.114598598 
Range 203024 
Minimum 5304 
Maximum 208328 
Sum 414283352 
Frame Count 10000 
BIN 
_N 
UM 27.14417617 
BIN SIZE 7479.46811 
fable T-4.6 BOND statistics. 
ASTERIX 
Mean 27124.5904 
Standard Deviation 16271.90934 
Sample Variance 264775033.6 
Kurtosis 1.053808006 
Skewness 1.064147707 
Range 112336 
Minimum 1376 
Maximum 113712 
Sum 271245904 
Frame Count 10000 
BIN_NUM 27.14417617 
BIN SIZE 4138.493624 
Table T-4.5 ASTERIX statistics. 
V-CONF. 
Mean 3829.12 
Standard Deviation 2034.97152 
Sample Variance 4141109.086 
Kurtosis 6.194410603 
Skewness 2.235567692 
Range 14744 
Minimum 1448 
Maximum 16192 
Sum 4786400 
Frame Count 1250 
BIN 
_N 
UM 13.57208808 
BIN SIZE 1086.347208 
fable T-4.7 V-CONF statistics. 
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Some remarks about the video sequences are appropriate at this point. One of the 
criteria that was used to choose the VBR video sequences for this study was to 
ensure a representative sample of a wide variety of video applications. This 
sample of applications should represent a likely mix of traffic types to be carried 
on high-speed ATM networks. For that reason, 2 movies, 1 documentary, 1 sports, 
1 cartoon and 1 videoconferencing sequences were selected, each one with a 
different theme and activity content. It is very likely that an ATM video 
distribution service will contain the same type of traffic sources as the ones 
provided by CATV networks. At present, these sources include movies, cartoon 
series, news services, talk shows, documentaries, sports, and even telephony and 
videoconferencing services. 
The PDFs plotted in Figures 4.8 to 4.12 show a representation of the empirical 
distributions corresponding to the five sequences under analysis. Their associated 
statistics are reported in Tables T-4.3 through T-4.7. In all cases the bin-width was 
set to a constant size of 1000 units. All the bins on the left-hand side of the 
histogram which containing a zero count have been suppressed in the graphics. All 
plots show the bin index, instead of true bin boundaries or locations. The 
corresponding cumulative distributions are shown in Figures 4.13 through 4.17. 
From a visual inspection, it becomes clear that the Gaussian model for frame size 
statistics, as reported in [68] [ 100] is a poor approximation to the mechanism that 
generates the frame sizes for the video traces studied in this thesis. All the 
distributions are skewed to the right, and have long tails on the right-hand side. It 
may be argued that the skewness of these distributions is an artefact due to the 
length of the traces and the subsampling effects of using only the P-frames from 
the MPEG sequences, but the same effect is observed in the BIRDS trace, which is 
a true interframe trace. Assuming uniform frame-sampling conditions, which we 
know is not true, as stated in section 4.3, the trace duration for the different 
sequences is 26 min. 40 sec. for the ASTERIX, BOND and ATP traces, about 3 
min. 20 sec. for the V-CONF. trace, and 1 min. For the BIRDS trace. 
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A second set of graphs, Figures 4.18 through 4.27, shows the PDFs and CDFs 
obtained from the same data set. This time both the number and the width of the 
bins in the empirical distributions were modified, as indicated at the bottom end of 
Tables T-4.3 through T-4.7. If N represents the total number of samples, for equal 
probability bins a common suggestion is to have as many as N2/5 bins, collapsing 
bins with a frequency less than 5. An approximate optimal bin-width for equally- 
spaced bins requires the formation of at least (2N)"3 subintervals of the range. An 
upper bound for the bin-width is 3.55aN-113. It can be seen that the PDF and CDF 
functions keep approximately the same shape profile under this alternative 
selection of bins [901. 
The observed distributions will be better approximated by asymmetrical 
distributions, such as those reported in [24][35] and specially in [82], where 
Geometric, Negative Binomial, Gamma and Lognormal distributions were found 
to be suitable models. There is, however, a conceptual problem with the use of the 
later two distributions, which are continuous in nature, since any traffic source is, 
strictly speaking, a discrete source. Even for large ranges of traffic intensity, the 
observed rate values ( quoted in bits, Orwell-cells, standard ATM-cells, etc. ) will 
always form a countable finite set. 
On the other hand, it is sometimes extremely difficult to fit a suitable. discrete 
model to the observed distribution. Take the Binomial distribution as an example; 
this distribution is used in counting processes, when the number of successes or 
events in a fixed size window (time, area, etc. ) is the statistic of interest. Events are 
assumed to be IID Bernoulli trials. It is perhaps natural to expect this distribution 
to model the distribution of frame sizes, since the number of bits (events) in a 
video frame period (window) is the statistic of interest. However, the variance of a 
Binomial distribution is always less than its mean [41]. An inspection of the 
statistics of the VBR video traces in Tables T-4.3 through T-4.7 shows that its 
variance is usually much higher than its average intensity. Although a Binomial 
PMF with a similar PDF shape can be found, this may lead to incoherent results. 
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4.4.2 - Continuous Probability Models. 
The PDF models fitted to all the traces are plotted in Figs. 4.28 to 4.32. In all these 
cases the plots show the fit of a model to the observed PDFs with a thick or dark 
line, whilst a thin line indicates a spline approximation to the empirical PDF. The 
spline is provided just as an indication of the continuous profile obtained from the 
empirical distributions. In figures. 4.33 to 4.37 the corresponding CDF functions 
and models are shown. A dark line indicates the CDF fitted to the observed CDF, 
which is indicated with a clear line, The left-hand, centre and right-hand plots 
show the fit to GAUSSIAN, GAMMA and LOGNORMAL models respectively. The 
x2 (Chi-squared) and 8KS (Kolmogorov-Smirnov) metrics have also been included 
in the graphics and in Table T-4.8. 
Statistical software systems were used in order to reduce the burden of numerical 
processing when fitting the empirical distributions to a model. The system selected 
to test the fit of continuous distributions was the package STATISTICATM . This 
software has the capability to compute the x2 and 6KS metrics for several common 
probability models, adjusting automatically the parameters of the statistical test, 
but with the option to set-up those parameters with input from the user. 
The number of bins used to estimate the probability densities, by means of a 
histogram, is not the same for all the cases. It is dependent on the size of the VBR 
video trace. If the length of the trace is N, then a total of { integer[(2N) 1/3] } bin 
intervals is suggested for the PDF function [90]. It is a common practice to 
collapse all those bins in the PDF with an event count less than 5 with one of the 
adjacent bins. As a consequence of this, the degrees of freedom of the test are 
reduced. Furthermore, the parameters of the model distribution must be estimated 
from a sample of the observed population (the VBR video trace). This leads to a 
further reduction in the degrees of freedom for a test of goodness of fit of the 
model to the observed distribution. A description of these topics and their 
application to distribution fitting problems can be found in [4][90]. 
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GAUSSIAN GAMMA LOGNORMAL 
Trace 
Name 
ÖKS 
aKS < 0.01 
x2 DF 8KS 
aKS < 0.01 
x2 DF 8KS 
(a< 0.01) 
x2 DF 
V-CONF 0.1598091 603.9139 4 0.0925225 325.1878 5 0.0703074 170.2948 5 
BOND 0.0746814 1591.02 10 0.0173432 236.3557 14 0.034101 1144.604 19 
ATP 0.0954396 4215.051 9 0.0551939 952.8434 12 0.0576199 827.9644 17 
ASTERIX 0.0918293 2608.849 15 0.0175014 108.2769 21 0.026925 352.8708 24 
BIRDS 0.1374461 764.6696 6 0.0790348 259.4677 7 0.0527425 123.2117 8 
TahI T_d 9 ('nt)iInPcc of fit of continuous distribution models for stationary PDF functions. 
The long tail to the right of all the PDFs is produced by those sections in the video 
sequence which have a degree of activity consistently higher than the average. 
However, these sections must have a relatively small time duration, and do not 
reach the intensity levels of scene changes for a significant period of time. In most 
cases, the values of the tail to the extreme right, which concentrate just a marginal 
fraction of the total probability, are due to the scene change component of the 
video trace, but they also may be generated by very short duration and highly 
active sections in the video sequence. 
All the VBR video PDFs in this study are highly asymmetric or skewed, a feature 
that is reflected with the long and dense tail to the right of the empirical PDFs, 
which concentrates a considerable amount of the probability, whilst showing 
either a truncated or a very short tail, but with moderate density, to the left of the 
PDF. In some cases this indicates that the use of non-linear transformations could 
change the data into simpler forms. A second feature, which draws attention 
immediately, is the higher than expected concentration of probability in an area 
located around the likely location of the mode of the distribution. This is an 
indication of a high value of kurtosis, which can be though of as the peakedness of 
the distribution. 
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The values of skewness and kurtosis ( the 3rd and 4th order central moments) of a 
Gaussian distribution are commonly used as a reference frame to measure the 
deviations of an empirical distribution from a Gaussian model. Several definitions 
have been reported by different authors, but in the software packages EXCEL 
Tm and 
STATISTICAT M they are defined in such a way that they are equal to zero for a 
Gaussian distribution. It can be observed in Tables T-4.3 to T-4.7 that the reported 
skewness and the kurtosis are different from zero and are positive, indicating the 
amount of deviation of the observed PDFs from a Gaussian counterpart. 
As observed above, the statistical measures in Tables T-4.3 to T-4.7 as well as in 
plots 4.28 to 4.37, show that a symmetric model, such as the Gaussian 
distribution, does not fit the empirical distributions of the VBR video traces of this 
study. This is a completely different result from the one reported in [68], which 
suggested that a Gaussian model would be appropriate for VBR video traffic, in 
particular for TV sequences. However, the Gaussian model provides the worst fit 
to the observed distributions of VBR video frame sizes. 
Table T-4.8 lists the results of the x2 test for the null hypothesis Ho, that X;, the 
video trace sequence, has a PDF of the Gaussian, Gamma or Lognormal types. 
Basically, if this value is large, then Ho is not likely to be true. Two parameters are 
needed to accept or reject the hypothesis Ho: a level of significance, which is used 
to build a confidence statement; and the degrees of freedom of the test, which are 
associated with the number of bins and parameters of the model in the discrete 
representation of the observed distributions. The x2 statistic is affected by small 
values of the expected PDF, because they assign an excessive weight to the 
corresponding errors between the expected and observed PDFs. Another factor 
which has an error increasing effect is the use of relatively short data sets [411. 
It may be argued that the x2 metric for the V-CONF and BIRDS traces will be 
affected in this way, due to its relatively shorter time duration, but it should not 
have an important impact on the goodness of fit measure for the other traces. 
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In all cases the z2 test for the candidate distributions results in values much higher 
than expected, which would force us to reject all Ho hypothesis for these 
distributions. Nevertheless, the trend in the observed x2 statistic has a consistent 
pattern which matches the characteristics observed on the PDF and CDF plots. 
The above results are justified by factors such as the large index of dispersion and 
the nonstationarity hidden in the long-term statistics used to fit the theoretical PDF 
models. In addition to these factors, the histograms obtained from the data are not 
equal probability histograms, even after collapsing those with a few counts. This 
is reflected in the actual degrees of freedom (DF) reported in table T-4.8, therefore 
the error increasing effects detailed in the previous paragraph are present. 
Once again, the evidence does not favour the assumption of gaussianity on the 
VBR video sequences, since the largest value of the x2 metric is associated with 
this type of model. In conclusion, assuming that the 5 traces studied in this thesis 
form a representative sample of VBR video traffic, it seems that it would be a 
serious mistake to assume a Gaussian distribution to generate an artificial trace of 
VBR video traffic, as indicated above. 
However, due to the problems stated in the previous paragraph, and the 'fact that 
the x2 statistic is better for discrete distributions, more information is needed to 
discriminate among the suitability of the other two candidate models, the Gamma 
and Lognormal distributions. The 6KS test was specifically designed to work with 
continuous distributions and, to some extent, with a smaller data set, when 
compared to the x2 test [41]. 
The SKS values reported in Table T-4.8 have a significance level of 0.01, that is a 
99% confidence level. Based on the 8KS metric, the three proposed distributions 
could be considered as a reasonable choice to model the empirical distributions. 
However, the Lognormal and Gamma models surpass the Gaussian model with 
this criteria and they do it with almost half the fitting error. 
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In some cases, such as the V-CONF video trace, both Gamma and Lognormal 
models seem to be a good choice since their 6KS metric is very similar, with the 
Lognormal PDF providing a smaller error (see Table T-4.8). A visual examination 
of its CDF (Fig. 4.33) provides no evidence in favour of either model, though its 
PDF (Fig. 4.28) may suggest that a Gamma model provides a better fit. If we also 
consider the x2 metric, the evidence builds up in favour of a Lognormal model, 
since this value is less than half the corresponding value for the Gamma model. 
A similar case can be found when fitting a distribution to the BIRDS video trace. 
The corresponding CDF (Fig. 4.37) plot does not provide arguments to 
discriminate among the Gamma and Lognormal models, although in this case the 
PDF plot (Fig. 4.32) does indicate a better fit with the Lognormal model. We can 
confirm this fit by looking at the evidence from the x2 and ÖKS metrics. 
The empirical distributions of the traces BOND and ASTERIX are found to be in 
a different category, since they are best fitted with a Gamma model. Again the 
PDF and CDF plots (Figs. 4.29,4.31,4.34,4.36 respectively) may only provide an 
indication of the best fit, but the real evidence comes from the x2 and SKS metrics, 
which clearly indicate the suitability of a Gamma model for these traces. 
A possible justification for this distinction of models can be found in the shape of 
the candidate PDFs, when related to the statistical measures in the Table T-4.6. 
The V-CONF and BIRDS traces have a noticeable peak that concentrates most of 
the probability, and a small tail to left. This implies large values of skewness and 
kurtosis. On the other hand, traces BOND and ASTERIX show relatively smaller 
values of skewness and kurtosis. 
A special case is found in the trace labelled ATP, where the x2 and 8KS metrics 
provide just a marginal indication that a Gamma model provides the best fit to the 
observed video frame sizes. However, its skewness and kurtosis are as high as 
those found in traces best fitted with a Lognormal model. 
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4.4.3 - Discrete Probability Models. 
In the previous sections, the problem of fitting a continuous distribution model to 
an empirical PDF of VBR video frame sizes was considered. For the sake of 
completeness, discrete models are considered in this section. It was suggested in 
section 4.4.1 that fitting a discrete probability model to VBR traffic may not be an 
easy thing to do, and it may not even be advisable to do it. 
A matter of concern when fitting a discrete probability model to a VBR video 
trace is given by the restrictions imposed on the index of dispersion obtained from 
the observed traffic. It is generally accepted that VBR traffic shows an index of 
dispersion of a significant magnitude, which implies that the variance is larger 
than the expected value, a feature that has also been observed in the empirical 
statistics obtained in this work. We can use this feature to estimate the suitability 
of different discrete probability models, based on the characteristics observed in 
the probability distributions of the empirical VBR video traffic. 
The Binomial random variable was used in section 4.4.1 as an introduction to the 
above topic. The problem with this particular model is that its variance is always 
smaller than its average value. However, VBR traffic from individual connections, 
as opposed to a mixture of traffic, is not likely to contain this feature, making this 
model a rather unlikely candidate for VBR frame size statistics. The Binomial 
random variable is a generalisation of the Bernoulli random variable, which 
presents the same type of limitation. 
It remains to be seen if these models can be applied to CBR traffic at an output 
port of a network. Once the CBR traffic is transported, it will have variations in 
intensity due to network congestion and timing variations, which will be reflected 
in delay and losses, therefore introducing limited variations in the output rate 
intensity. On the other hand, due to the statistical multiplexing gain concept, a 
Binomial random variable may be an appropriate model for aggregated traffic. 
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Another important model, the Poisson random variable, shows a similar limitation 
as its index of dispersion is always equal to unity, which implies that the variance 
of a Poisson variable is equal to its mean value. This limitation could be 
considered as even more restrictive than the limitations inherent to Bernoulli and 
Binomial models, since this characteristic may be less likely to be featured by 
VBR video traffic. 
The Geometric random variable would seem to possess the necessary features to 
model the frame size statistics of VBR video traffic. There are two different 
definitions for a Geometric variable [50], which differ on their expected value, but 
have the same variance. The problem with this type of variables is that, when 
applied to the modelling of VBR video, its argument must be a positive integer 
number, resulting in a function that has a monotonically decaying shape. From the 
empirical PDFs in Figs. 4.8 to 4.17, we can see that this is not likely to be the case 
for VBR video traces. 
The only other discrete model that will be considered is the Negative Binomial 
random variable. This model is a generalisation of the Geometric random variable, 
which in turn is the only discrete variable with the memoryless property. It has two 
parameters that can be estimated from statistics of the video-frame sizes. The first 
parameter represents the probability of success, P, of an event, and the second 
parameter, R, indicates the minimum number of successful trials required. It has 
been observed that this model approximates the empirical distributions for VBR 
video traffic [24]. The Negative Binomial distribution can be considered as the 
discrete counterpart of the Gamma distribution. 
In order to fit a Negative Binomial distribution to the empirical distributions, we 
proceeded as in section 4.4.2, using the same bin parameters to build the 
histograms. The parameters of the models were obtaining by simply matching its 
first two moments (mean and variance) to the corresponding empirical moments 
obtained from the VBR video traces, and then solving for P and R. 
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BOND ASTERIX ATP V-CONF BIRDS 
P (probability) 0.0001018569 0.0001024334 0.0001241452 0.0009238063 0.0032587457 
R- CALC (trials) 4.2197609304 2.7784645316 3.3139107958 3.5373651540 3.7263583193 
R- BEST SCALE 5.0000000000 3.0000000000 4.0000000000 4.0000000000 4.0000000000 
CALC. MEAN 41428.3352000000 27124.5904000000 26693.8352000000 3829.1200000000 1143.4946666667 
CALC. VARIANCE 406689423.428384 264775033.583586 214994434.251466 4141109.08566854 349756.7518060930 
BEST MEAN 49088.4861532625 29287.3168887357 32220.3424836707 4329.9120483751 1227.4661411256 
BEST VARIANCE 481886806.077656 285886356.196853 259505397.098775 4682704.67461763 375440.8157613180 
EMPIRICAL ID 9816.6972306525 9761.4389629119 8054.0856209177 1081.4780120938 305.8665352814 
CALC. ID 9816.6972306525 9761.4389629119 8054.0856209177 1081.4780120938 305.8665352814 
BEST ID 9816.6972306525 9761.4389629119 8054.0856209177 1081.4780120938 305.8665352814 
x2 R-CALC 1367.1240689974 4736.5930879247 
4734.4171097661 640.1710279095 1011.8956443369 
` 515 8853425330 159.3734291590 1838.7262292815 
254.4893052655 322.8696214635 
R-BEST x . 
°KS 0.1137460000 0.1203780000 0.1991000000 
0.2068610000 0.2758426000 
QKS 8.5475E-01 8.0354E-01 2.0878E-01 5.8200E-01 1.9951E-01 
Table T-4.9 Negative Binomial fit of PMF from VBR video. 
To obtain the Negative Binomial frequency counts fNBi we used the function 
provided by a commercial software system; the EXCEL 
TM software package was 
chosen for that purpose, since it provides a function to obtain the probabilities 
from a Negative Binomial PDF. 
If f represents the probability contained in bin i, as provided by EXCEL 
TM 
, and 
in 
addition B,, indicates the bin width or size, and TT is the total number of data 
elements, then the expected frequency count fei for the x2 test is obtained from the 
product 
fNBi = Tc - Bw . fi (4.5) 
Table T-4.9 shows the results of the operations described above. The P and R 
parameters (P, R-CALC) are calculated from the statistics of the raw data. It must 
be noted that, due to the restrictions given by the definition of a Negative 
Binomial model, the PMF and CMF obtained with these parameters correspond to 
a value of R-CALC truncated to the nearest positive integer. 
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Fig. 4.38 Bond - Neg. Binomial fit. 
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Fig. 4.39 ASTERIX - Neg. Binomial fit. 
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Fig. 4.41 V-CONF - Neg. Binomial fit. 
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Fig. 4.42 BIRDS - Neg. Binomial fit. 
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An additional value for R (R-BEST), is also given; it is obtained by rounding-up 
the value of R-CALC to the nearest integer value, and it generally provides a better 
fit to the Negative Binomial PDF. Once these parameters are obtained, the average 
and variance of the corresponding Negative Binomial PMF are calculated. 
In Table T-4.9 the Indexes of Dispersion (ID) from two alternative Negative 
Binomial models are listed, in order to compare them to the ID obtained from the 
raw statistics. Additionally, the x2 metric is computed in order to evaluate the 
goodness of fit of the model provided with the P and R-BEST parameters. Finally, 
the binned SKs distance is also calculated; to obtain this metric, the frequency 
values contained in the histograms of the empirical and the model distributions 
were used, instead of those from the full data sequence. The distribution used for 
this purpose is defined by means of P and R-BEST 
A visual representation of the above model fitting exercise is shown in Figs. 4.38 
to 4.42. The PMF and corresponding CMF plots are shown. The empirical 
distribution is shown in a (light) Grey colour; the distribution corresponding to the 
P and R parameters calculated from the raw data (P, R-CALL) is shown with a 
Blue (dark) line. Finally, the distribution obtained with a modified R (R-BEST) 
parameter is indicated with a Red (semi-dark) line. In most cases, the later 
distribution provides a much better fit. 
Clearly, the Negative Binomial model does not fit all the observed distributions 
with the same accuracy. However, ID is constant in all cases, due to the form in 
which the parameters P and R are calculated for the expected PMFs. As in the 
continuous case, this result was expected, but in this case there is a more severe 
mismatch between the empirical distributions and the Negative Binomial 
distribution. This can be observed from the PMF and CMF plots. The ASTERIX 
trace can be fitted in a very accurate way, whilst BOND and ATP traces have only 
a reasonable fit. On the other hand, the Negative Binomial PDF does not represent 
a good model for the statistics of the BIRDS and V-CONF traces. 
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The quantitative evidence is provided again by the x2 and ÖKS metrics. The set of 
x2 distances obtained from the fit of the discrete distribution have a similar 
magnitude to the set obtained from fitting a continuous distribution. However, it 
does not seem to be an adequate correlation between the x2 metric, and the 
goodness of fit perceived by visual inspection. 
The goodness of fit of a Negative Binomial distribution for the V-CONF trace, as 
measured by the x2 distance, is better than that obtained for the BIRDS, BOND 
and ATP traces. This result is rather peculiar since it is demonstrated in Figs. 4.38 
to 4.41 that, under the conditions of this test, the Negative Binomial distribution 
does not provide us with a good model for this particular VBR video trace. A 
similar argument can be put forward for the BIRDS trace, when compared to ATP 
trace for instance. In conclusion, we can not rely on the results from the x2 test to 
estimate the goodness of fit of a Negative Binomial distribution to the VBR video 
traces used in this Thesis. 
As a related consideration, the magnitudes of the 8KS distances for the discrete 
case are an order of magnitude larger than those in the continuous case. This 
metric seems to provide a more reliable indication of the goodness of fit between 
the empirical distributions and the suggested model. Yet, there are some 
discrepancies still present in the observable results. We can use again the V-CONF 
trace as an example. Its SKS distance is larger than the corresponding distance from 
the ATP trace by just a marginal fraction, whereas a larger difference would be 
expected, as indicated by Figs. 4.40 and 4.41. The largest SKS metric corresponds 
to the BIRDS trace, although it is the V-CONF which has the worst fit to a 
Negative Binomial probability model. 
In spite of the above observations, the ÖKS test seems to be more consistent than 
the x2 test. Yet, a measure of the relative importance of the 6KS distance is needed 
in order to make decisions based on this error metric. For that purpose, the level of 
confidence QKS = (1-aKS) of the test can be estimated as follows [73]: 
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P( 8KS % 8KSobs) - 
QKS( X (4.6) 
X= Nel/2 + 0.12 + 0.11 / Ne1/2 I. 8KSobs (4.7) 
where BKSobs is the observed 8KS distance; Ne is the effective number, of data 
points, and QKS is defined as 
QKS(k)=2ý (4.8) 
Large values of QKS provide evidence to support the hypothesis Ho that the 
observed CMF has the same form (analytical or otherwise) of a candidate CMF. 
Turning our attention back to Table T-4.9, the last row of the table shows the QKS 
confidence levels for the 6KS test. Using the combined values of 6KS and QKS it is 
possible to make better estimates of the goodness of fit of the Negative Binomial 
random variable to statistics of frame sizes for VBR video sequences. 
In the particular case of the V-CONF trace, its 6KS metric is one of the largest in 
the test group, whilst its QKS is less than 0.6, this is usually enough to reject H0, 
which all the evidence points as the most appropriate choice. There are other two 
cases where Ho has to be rejected, specifically for the BIRDS and ATP traces. The 
former has the largest 6KS distance and the smallest QKS, so that its Ho is easily 
rejected. Similar arguments can be used to reject Ho for the ATP trace. A different 
situation arises for BOND and ASTERIX traces. In both cases the hypothesis Ho is 
accepted with a relatively high degree of confidence, since their QKS values are 
greater than 0.85 and 0.8 respectively, whilst its 6KS metrics are relatively small. 
It can be observed from the results of this section that the process of fitting a 
discrete probability to the statistics of VBR video traffic model is not an easy task 
to do, although it may be an appropriate choice in some cases. 
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4.5 - ALGORITHMIC SEGMENTATION OF VIDEO TRACES. 
4.5.1 - Detection of Scene Boundaries. 
After observing any of the sample streams of VBR video traffic represented in 
Figs. 4.5 to 4.7, it is easy to understand how the segmented and correlated nature 
of VBR video suggests the suitability of the frame and scene levels for the 
representation of this type of traffic. 
These considerations bring in the issue of the detection of potential outliers, or 
isolated extreme values that lie away from most other points in the data set. This is 
particularly interesting for this work, since the scene change component can be 
treated as a potential outlier, leading to a natural segregation of rate components in 
the frame size statistics. Assuming that scene changes are sparse, a fact which can 
be confirmed by visual inspection, it is reasonable to expect that they will only 
contain a marginal proportion of the observed probability distributions. 
An algorithmic approach is used to detect the scene boundaries or scene-change 
component of the video traces studied in this thesis. This is a fundamental step 
towards decomposing a VBR video sample path into the form indicated in Eqs. 
4.2 to 4.4. An approach to achieve this objective is proposed in [49]. In the 
following, a slightly more complex, but more robust, procedure is developed. 
4.5.2 - The Segmentation Algorithm. 
Let Fk be the k-th element in a sample path of VBR frame sizes from a video 
source. Also assume that scene changes are indicated by the existence of a small 
set of frames requiring a relatively high bandwidth. Additionally, assume that the 
frame size statistics within a scene tend to remain stationary. It is then possible to 
define a sequence jump process, based on the first order forward and backward 
differences from the Fk process and a set of indicator functions as follows: 
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Let the first order forward and backward differences of Fk to be defined 
respectively as, 
d'f[Fk] = Fk - Fk+i k: 1,2,..., N-1 (4.9) 
dlb[Fkl = Fk - Fk_i k: 2,3,..., N (4.10) 
These functions can be used to filter out the instantaneous DC component of 
individual sub-sequences within a VBR video trace, as opposed to the long-term 
DC component obtained from the spectral decomposition of the corresponding 
time series, or from averaging all values from the entire video sequence. 
Equations 4.9 and 4.10 represent two versions of the frame differences between 
consecutive frames in a sequence. Incidentally, assuming that the elements of Fk 
were obtained by regular sampling and counting operations, and considering the 
counting period as unitary, dif[Fk] and d'b[Fk] may be though of as discrete 
approximations to the derivative of the stochastic process Fk. 
It is not difficult to perceive that the statistics of dif[Fk] and d'b[Fk] convey 
information related to the statistics of the covariance function KF('t) obtained from 
Fk. For this reason, this type of residual sequence will be preferred in this thesis, as 
opposed to the use of a residual sequence obtained from the subtraction of the 
mean value from the original sequence. 
The later operation can be performed with a single averaging time window, which 
includes the entire original Fk sequence. Alternatively, it could be implemented in 
the form of non-overlapping blocks of data, where a local average value is used to 
obtain the residual sequence, as indicated in Fig. 3.8 (Chapter III, section 3.2.3). 
Let us define the indicator functions associated with the events greater-than, 
rising-edge and falling-edge respectively in the following way: 
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1g(bk, ý) _ 8k>£-4 1 (4.11) 
6k<_E-*0 
1U(bk) _ A=0 n((Sk+l=1) --il (4.12) 
otherwise 0 
ld( bk) _ 
((6k=1) n (ök+l=O) _* 1 (4.13) 
otherwise -40 
The function 1g( 6, .) 
is applied to a sequence S of m-ary values in order to form 
a binary sequence. The new sequence plays the role of indicating those elements 
8k from the m-ary sequence which have a magnitude greater than a minimum 
threshold F. Similarly, 1"( 8k ) and 1"( 6k ) are applied to a binary sequence to 
detect and mark the start of rising and falling edges respectively. 
The form that the parameter 6 can take is not restricted to a particular type of 
values or functions, but it is usually obtained from a function of the Fk process, 
such as the difference dif[Fk], although it could represent any statistical measure of 
Fk. A statistical measure of the L' norm of the derivative of Fk, defined as 
I dlf[Fk] I, such as the first moment, can be used as an indication of the burstiness 
of process Fk. 
Define the jump process, Jk, obtained by processing the original sequence Fk with 
the filter formed from the boolean union (OR operation) of two indicator functions 
of type 1g0, applied to the absolute values of the difference process defined in 
Eqs. 4.9 and 4.10. 
Jk = Ig( I d'fFk I, Dfmin )U 1g( I dlbFk I, Dbmin) (4.14) 
The process Jk is an indicator process of events with a magnitude higher than a 
minimum threshold Dmjn. Both versions of the frame differences, dlf[Fk] and 
d'b[Fk], are used in Eq. 4.14 because, when used individually, they tend to shift the 
location of large frame differences by at least one frame. 
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To detect the presence of potential outliers in the process Fk, the threshold Jm; n is 
chosen in a way that would allow Jk to select those quantiles in the CMF of Fk that 
do not contribute significantly to the total probability and that are located towards 
the upper side of the range of Fk. 
If the parameters S and E in Eq. 4.11 are chosen as in Eq. 4.14, and Jm; n is selected 
to be a function of the dispersion of values from Fk, then Jk can be used to detect 
the scene change component embedded in the sample path Fk. A value which is 
frequently suggested is given by 36, since for data sets with a Gaussian 
distribution or data sets composed of normalised Z-scores, this range will contain 
most of the area of the corresponding PDF or PMF [4]. 
Finally, define the binary process Sk as in Eq. 4.15, which is a version of Jk where 
the strings of consecutive 1 symbols are enlarged with one more element added at 
both ends of the string. 
Sk=lu(Jk) Uld( Jk (4.15) 
The resulting binary sequence, Sk, indicates the location of large frame differences 
in the VBR video sequence, such as those originating from scene changes. These 
locations are indicated by means of strings formed by the symbol 1, whilst the 
remaining elements, or residual component, are indicated with strings composed 
with the symbol 0. An important property of Sk is that 1-strings seem to be 
slightly longer than required. This is a consequence of the processing indicated in 
Eqs. 4.14 and 4.15. The purpose of these is two-fold: to make sure that 1-strings 
will include the largest local frame differences, which are shifted as indicated in 
Eqs. 4.13 and 4.14; and to include in 1-strings a few more elements of the 
sequence under study, which may be part of the sparse-impulse process or scene 
change component. 
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BIRDS' 
--B DIFF 
Fig. 4.43 Backward frame differences (d'b[BIRDSl) for BIRDS sequence. (arbitrary scales/units) 
Fig. 4.45 Scene-change filter (Sk process) for BIRDS sequence. J, n;,, = 7". 
ATP 
FILTER 
, xjýýLc jvý 
Fig. 4.48 Scene-change filter for ATP sequence (500 frames). Jri = 3". 
Fig. 4.49 Scene-change filter for BOND sequence (500 frames). J., = 2.5 ". 
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Fig. 4.46 Average scene content in BIRDS sequence. 
Fig. 4.47 Scene-change filter for ASTERIX sequence (500 frames). J, r,;,, = 3". 
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In order to test the accuracy of the segmentation algorithm, the BIRDS trace will 
be used, since the locations of its true scene changes are known, as indicated in 
Fig. 4.6, section 4.3. This provide us with a reference to evaluate the performance 
of the algorithm before processing other video sequences. Figures 4.43 to 4.49 
show several stages or several cases of the segmentation process. In all cases, due 
to resolution and space limitations, there is no specification of the true rate 
intensities and units in the vertical axis. This is no limitation for the analysis, since 
at this stage interest is focused on the qualitative properties of the algorithm. 
It must be pointed out that the outcome of the segmentation process, which is in 
essence a threshold operation, is highly dependant on the Dmin parameter in 
equations 4.14 (or c in Eq. 4.11). This parameter determines which frame 
differences are to be considered as part of a scene change event. Normally, there is 
no information available that would indicate a known and fixed value for this 
parameter. However, it is possible to make a reasonable suggestion based on 
statistical evidence. It is a well known fact that for a Gaussian distribution, most of 
the probability will be concentrated within ±36, and in some cases a ±26 range 
can be used. In many cases, this fact is extrapolated to cases where the distribution 
of interest is not Gaussian. 
For the purpose of this work, the J,,,;,, threshold had to be set to a value that would 
produce the best segmentation of the video traces, as indicated by a visual 
inspection of the results. In the case of the BIRDS sequence, Jm,,, was set to a value 
of 76, as indicated in Fig. 4.45, with 6 obtained from I d'b[BIRDS] 1. This value 
produced the same segmentation of Fig. 4.6. Additionally, Fig. 4.46 shows the 
average value of the individual scenes obtained by this procedure. Clearly, a 
process based on the statistics of frame differences can be added to the scene 
component in order to replicate the stationary statistics of the full video sequence. 
Finally, Figs. 4.47 to 4.49 show the segmentation of the three long traces 
ASTERIX, ATP and BOND. Only the first 500 frames out of 10000 possible are 
shown. Their corresponding value of J,, in is also indicated. 
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4.6 - SCENE LEVEL ACTIVITY OF VBR VIDEO SOURCES. 
In section 4.4, the results of fitting a probability model to a stationary sequence of 
frame sizes from VBR video sources were presented with some detail. However, 
there was no distinction between the statistics of the different components from 
the model suggested in section 4.2. In the following, similar operations will be 
performed to fit a probability model to the distribution of scene-length times and 
of scene residuals. Only the results of the best fit will be presented. 
4.6.1 - The Probability Distribution of Scene-lengths. 
The segmentation algorithm presented in section 4.5 is used to detect the scene 
change component of the video traces and the length of each scene. However, it 
must be emphasised that although it is possible to determine all the true scene 
changes, there are two more possible outcomes from the segmentation process: 
i) a true scene change is not detected due to the similarity of the rate intensities 
in two consecutive scene periods. 
ii) a scene change is detected when a true scene change is not present. 
The above cases are not necessarily harmful from a statistical point of view. The 
later case can even increase the rate of convergence towards a stationary frame 
size PDF if a model similar to the one proposed in this thesis is used to simulate a 
VBR video sequence. With this model, there will always be a trade-off between 
convergence rate to the stationary distribution and the selectivity of the scene 
change detection algorithm. 
For this study, only the long traces will be used, specifically, the ASTERIX, ATP 
and BOND sequences. The BIRDS and V-CONF traces are far too small to 
provide a significant number of individual scene duration values. 
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Fig. 4.50 ASTERIX - Scene-length histogram from forward and backward 
frame differences. 
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Fig. 4.51 ASTERIX - Gamma approximation to scene-length FUF. 
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Fig. 4.52 ATP - Scene-length histogram from forward and backward frame differences. 
Fig. 4.53 ATP - Gamma approximation to scene-length PDF. 
Fig. 4.54 BOND - Scene-length histogram from forward and backward frame differences. 
Fig. 4.55 BOND - Lognormal approximation to scene-length PDF. 
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ASTERIX ATP BOND 
Mean 32.53094 54.8674 35.32862 
SD 37.6403 54.36557 52.91223 
Vr 1416.792 2955.616 2799.704 
Kurtosis 19.85327 2.496379 28.10176 
Skewness 3.746428 1.675708 4.568392 
Range 333 253 455 
Minimum 2 4 4 
Maximum 335 257 459 
Sum 9987 9931 9998 
Count 307 181 283 
Table T-4.10 Statistics from scene-length records of 3 VBR video traces. 
The trade-off between convergence rate and selectivity of the segmentation 
process can be observed in Table T-4.10 and Figs. 4.50 to 4.55. The trace with a 
smaller count of scene changes has a scene-length PDF which is not well' defined. 
It also has the smallest values of kurtosis and skewness. This is the case of the 
ATP trace, as shown in Fig. 4.52. The number of sequences from the ASTERIX 
and BOND traces is approximately 70% and 56% larger than that from the ATP 
trace. This fact helps to improve the resolution of the PDF functions obtained from 
the scene-lengths within each video sequence. 
The distribution of scene-lengths was tested against a variety of continuous and 
discrete probability distributions. The result of the best fit for each case is shown 
in Figs. 4.50 to 4.55. The original distributions are clearly asymmetrical, and have 
a large tail to the right and a small one to the left. 
Based on the same goodness of fit measures of previous sections, the best match 
was obtained again from continuous distributions, in particular the Gamma and 
Lognormal PDFs. However, other probability distributions could provide a 
reasonable fit to the observed data. It was observed in [49] that a Geometric PDF 
would be an adequate choice. Yet, from the distributions observed in Fig. 4.50 to 
4.55, it is clear that a better approximation is given by other models, since the 
approach in [49] would suggest that the majority of the scenes have a length equal 
to or very close to zero video frames. At low resolution scales, their result can be 
justified by considering the collapsing effect of the bin size chosen to build the 
observed distributions. 
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4.6.2 - The Probability Distribution of Scene Residuals. 
In this section, the distribution of scene residuals is analysed. In this thesis the 
term scene residuals is equivalent to the term frame differences, since this is the 
particular process that has been chosen to represent the rate variation around an 
average scene rate. An AR(1) process is suggested here as an approximation to 
this process. A description of a related approach can be found in [12]. 
Two empirical probability distributions were obtained from the residual 
component of each VBR video sequence, by means of the forward and backward 
difference processes. Both distributions show very similar properties, although 
they are biased (see section 4.5.2). A set of descriptive statistics from both 
processes is presented in Table T-4.11. Figs. 4.56 to 4.60 show, on the left hand 
side, the observed PDFs plotted with an arbitrary number of bins (128 bins). On 
the right hand side of the graphs the histograms from forward frame differences 
are plotted, optimised for the estimation of a probability distribution model, 
including an approximation to a Gaussian PDF. 
The forward and backward distributions of residuals show similar properties. In 
fact, they become a reflection of each other around a common mean. This 
relationship is more evident with a larger number of points. Although the mean 
values for each process are biased, they have the same order of magnitude and 
different sign. Only the BOND sequence has both average values with negative 
sign. Furthermore, they have practically null skewness, which means they are 
symmetric around a common mean. These lead us to the conclusion that frame 
differences can be approximated by a zero mean processes, such as a random 
walk, a bipolar Bernoulli process or a first order autoregressive process. 
The above conclusion is an important step towards justifying the assumption of an 
AR(1) process for the modelling and simulation of the frame differences, since 
this model is driven by a Gaussian process. 
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Fig 4.56 ASTERIX -forward and backward residual and PDF 
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Fig. 4.57 ATP - forward and backward residual and PDF. 
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Fig. 4.58 BIRDS - forward and backward residual and PDF. 
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Fig. 4.59 BOND - forward and backward residual and PDF. 
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Fig. 4.60 V_CONF-forward and backward residual and PDF. 
L4 
ASTERIX ATP BIRDS BOND V-CONF 
F RES B_ RES F RES BRES F RES B_RES F RES B_RES F RES B_RES 
Mean 155.971923 -105.88301 51.7226621 -157.12274 -4.2927161 2.7311096 -17.321716 -36.176944 19.4398564 -35.253142 
SD 6408.2318 6379.92563 5129.88894 5296.4542 166.732577 162.855411 4406.71852 4438.15835 605.747235 625.334247 
Vr 41065434.9 40703451 26315760.5 28052427.1 27799.7521 26521.8847 19419168.1 19697249.5 366929.713 391042.921 
Kurtosis 4.78436756 4.84011494 5.69647477 5.88666734 16.1974518 15.4824463 5.23114214 5.55595094 1.63725134 1.73821081 
Skewness 0.04895742 -0.0043822 0.0333607 -0.2792227 -0.6961039 -0.1305039 0.0843645 -0.153765 -0.0649991 0.05897332 
Range 58824 58824 55648 55648 2746 2748 49424 49424 4232 4560 
Minimum -29576 -29248 -27776 -27872 -1373 -1387 -24536 -24888 -2136 -2096 
Maximum 29248 29576 27872 27776 1373 1361 24888 24536 2096 2464 
Sum 1333248 -905088 483400 -1468312 -6306 4012 -155064 -323856 21656 -39272 
Count 8548 8548 9346 9345 1469 1469 8952 8952 1114 1114 
Table T-4.11 Descriptive statistics of Residual Component (Frame Differences). 
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It can be observed that in all cases the measured kurtosis is larger than the kurtosis 
expected from a Gaussian distribution. This fact does not represent a problem for 
the assumption of a model of VBR video frame sizes based on the aggregation of a 
slow process with a residual component or fast varying process. Actually, a large 
value of kurtosis would indicate smaller magnitudes of the frame differences, or 
put in other words, a larger correlation between nearby frames. 
An AR(1) process, driven by Gaussian noise, will approximate the true process 
that generates the differences between consecutive frames. With this point in 
mind, the probability distribution of frame differences can be approximated by a 
Gaussian distribution. For the sake of consistency, in Figs. 4.56 to 4.60 the 
Gaussian model has been fitted following the same guidelines of section 4.4.2, 
however, it was observed that a better fit to a Gaussian model can be obtained 
with a different (usually smaller) number of bins. 
It was found in [12][97J that the PDF of frame differences follows a Gamma 
distribution. That result is different from the evidence collected in Table T-4.11 
and Figs. 4.56 to 4.60. It must be noted, however, that their results are based on 
statistics of frame differences measured as the absolute value of the percentage of 
change between consecutive frames, whilst the results reported in this chapter are 
based on raw values of frame differences. Their technique produces an asymmetric 
PDF, which is best fitted by a model such as the Gamma distribution. 
The approach followed in [12] and the approach proposed in this thesis are not in 
conflict, since the processes analysed are different. Yet, the decomposition of 
VBR video suggested here into Seasonal, Residual and Transient components is 
simpler and faster. Other advantages of using an AR(1) process driven by 
Gaussian random noise for the simulation of the frame difference process within a 
scene period are: i) it gives a good approximation to the distribution of the scene 
residuals observed in the analysis; ii) it provides a well know model of the short- 
time autocorrelation observed between nearby VBR video frames. 
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4.6.3 - The Scene Change Process. 
The scene change process is a relatively rare event, which can be visualised as a 
sparse grid of points scattered along the real line. In this work, this process is 
considered to be composed of a small set of video frames that indicate a 
significant change in the activity content or in the shape and colour composition of 
the image sequence. 
In order to characterise this component, the algorithm presented in section 4.5 was 
used to isolate it from other frames embedded in the video sequence. The same set 
of thresholds that were used in that section is used again. Only the number of 
frames within the scene-change event was considered for the analysis. No 
attention was paid to the relative intensities of the frames generated during a 
scene-change, since they appear to be random, but with an average intensity 
greater than the overall trace average. 
Table T-4.12 and the graph in Fig. 4.61 show the distribution of the number of 
frames that correspond to scene-change events within four different video traces. 
An additional case, formed by the aggregation of events from these traces is also 
included. An inspection of the empirical distribution shows that the scene-change 
constituent is composed by one or two frames in most cases, although longer 
scene-change sequences were also observed. These longer sequences may be 
originated from a threshold value which is smaller than necessary to detect the 
scene-change event. 
A similar result was obtained by [97] and [74], where the structure of a 3-state 
Markov model is detailed. In that model, the system remains in state-0 for a period 
corresponding to the scene-length; states 1 and 2 correspond to individual frames 
of a scene-change event. Once a transition from state-0 towards state-1 is 
triggered, it is always followed by a transition to state-2. Therefore, scene-change 
events are composed by 2 video frames with probability one. 
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Fig. 4.61 - Empirical distribution of Scene-Change component. 
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Fig. 4.62 - Poisson model of Scene-Change component. 
Fig. 4.63 - Exponential model of Scene-Change component. 
TIME-SERIES DECOMPOSITION OF VARIABLE BIT RATE VIDEO SEQUENCES. 
Number of frames 
Trace Name 1 2 3 4 
V-CONF 14 5 4 2 
BOND 145 75 21 30 
BIRDS 1 5 1 0 
ATP 123 32 8 2 
ASTERIX 205 110 23 12 
AGGREGATED 488 227 57 46 
T-4.12 PDF from Scene-Change component 
AGGREGATED SCENE CHANGE 
Mean 1.585574572 
SD 0.848723 
Vr 0.72033 
Kurtosis 1.397982 
Skewness 1.458882 
Range 3 
Minimum 1 
Maximum 4 
T-4.13 Statistics of Scene-Change component. 
The empirical PDF for the number of frames in the Scene-Change process and the 
corresponding Poisson and Exponential models are shown in Figs. 4.61,4.62 and 
4.63. These two probability distributions provided the best fit to the observed 
distributions. 
The numerical evidence provided by the X2 and 8KS tests, shows that a Poisson 
random variable would provide an acceptable approximation to the empirical 
distribution with a degree of confidence better than 99%. The rate of the 
corresponding Poisson points process is XP=1.5856. 
An Exponential PDF was also fitted to the observed data. According to the x2 
measure, it does not fit the observed distribution as accurately as in the previous 
case; however, the 8KS distance indicates a small fitting error with a confidence 
level grater that 99%. Based on this result, the corresponding parameter Xe for an 
Exponential distribution was calculated from the empirical mean and was 
compared with the Xe value obtained from STATISTICATM . The two values obtained 
in this way, Xe=0.630686199 and Xe=0.6306861, show little discrepancy. 
Since it is generally faster and easier to generate Exponential random numbers, the 
Exponential model will be used in this thesis for the simulation of the scene- 
change component of an artificial VBR video trace. 
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4.7 - CONCLUSION. 
An approach for the construction of a model of VBR video sequences was 
introduced in this chapter. The approach is based on the segmentation of the video 
sequence into its component scenes. An algorithm for the detection of scene 
changes was also introduced. After the segmentation process, the original video 
sequences were decomposed into the following elements: i) scene change, ii) 
scene length, iii) DC component, iv) residual component. 
It was found that the overall long-term distribution of frame sizes could be 
modelled with a Gamma distribution. The DC component always has the same 
model of the of the long-term distribution, since the other components of the 
model only contribute with a fraction of the total probability found in the long- 
term distribution. The scene-length component could be modelled with Gamma 
and Lognormal distributions, whilst the scene-change component was 
approximated with Poisson and Exponential distributions. Finally, the residual or 
pseudo-random component was modelled with an AR(1) process driven by 
Gaussian innovations. 
The statistics of video sequences modelled as indicated above are very similar to 
those from real sequences obtained from iterframe coded video. The goodness of 
fit of the model to the observed distributions was found to be within reasonable 
levels of confidence. 
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CHAPTER V 
FAST SIMULATION OF FRAME LEVEL VARIABLE 
BIT RATE VIDEO SEQUENCES. 
5.1 - SIMULATION PARAMETERS. 
This chapter is concerned with a practical implementation of the model proposed 
in section 4.2. Based on the statistics obtained in previous sections, several 
simulated traces of VBR video traffic were produced in order to observe the 
characteristics of the output produced by the time-series model. 
A Gamma PDF was chosen for the steady-state and scene-length distributions, 
whilst an Exponential PDF was chosen for the generation of scene-change events. 
A Gaussian PDF approximation was used to reproduce the residual component. 
The parameters selected to synthesise a VBR video trace are listed in table T-5.1. 
During the simulation, only one parameter was modified at the time. Ten different 
values were assigned to every parameter, as indicated in the second column of T- 
5.1. The third column shows the default values assumed by the parameters that are 
not allowed to change during the different scenarios of the simulation. 
VARIATION RANGES WHEN PARAMETER ASSUMED VALUE WHEN 
IS ALLOWED TO CHANGE PARAMETER UNCHANGED 
STATIONARY GAMMA GAMMA 
PDF ass = [0.000084 -- 0.000124] step=0.0001 ass = 0.000124 
8ss = [3 -- 12] step=l 8ss =3 
kss = 1x108 kss = 1x108 
SCENE-LENGTH GAMMA GAMMA 
PDF asc = [1 -- 10] step=1 asc =1 
S5, = [59 -- 149] SSA = 99 
ksc =1 ksc =1 
SCENE-CHANGES EXPONENTIAL EXPONENTIAL 
PDF ksc = 0.0048679032 k5c = 0.0048679032 
INNOVATIONS GAUSSIAN GAUSSIAN 
PDF µG=0 µG=0 
6G = [500 -- 5000] step=500 GG = 2500 
AR(1) aAR= [0.55 -- 1.0] step=0.05 aAR = 1.0 
COEFFICIENT ßo =1 (30 =1 
Table T-5.1 Parameters for the simulation of VBR video traces. 
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5.2 - GENERATING THE SCENE-CHANGE PROCESS. 
The generation of the length of a scene-change did not required the generation of 
random numbers with an Exponential PDF, since the aggregated empirical 
distribution in Table T-4.12 was used instead. It was only necessary to generate a 
random number from a Uniform distribution Uo[O, 1], which was then compared to 
the relative probabilities obtained from Table T-4.12. These probabilities were 
rounded up and down as indicated below, and although they remain basically the 
same, the probability of having long scene-change sequences was deliberately set 
to smaller values. Once the number of scene-change frames, c0, has been 
determined, the size of each one of these frames is obtained by means of the 
stationary mean and standard deviation values of the video sequence, and a set of 
uniform random numbers, as indicated below. The result is expressed as a function 
having the following form: 
1, if U0E [0,0.6) 
co = 2, if Uo c[ 06,0.9) (5.1) 
3, if Ua E[ 09,097. ) 
4, if UOE [097,1.0] 
Z0) = Z(C)) = µ5s + 3-Um"6ss (5.2) 
The variable c) serves an additional purpose, since it is used as an index to the Z. 
process during the simulation. This index is decremented every time a frame from 
the current scene-change event is calculated. The second term in Eq. 5.2 is 
multiplied by a factor of three, which is a conservative assumption since scene- 
changes can contain extreme rate excursions. It can be shown that the average rate 
of an scene-change frame, p,, and the average number of random variates required 
Uz, are given by Eqs. 5.3 and 5.4 respectively: 
g, =E[Z, ]=g. , +1.5.6ss (5.3) 
E[ Uz ]= E[ co+l ]=( 1IX )+1=2.585574572 (5.4) 
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5.3 - GENERATING THE STATIONARY PROCESS AND THE SCENE- 
LENGTH PROCESS. 
It was shown is sections 4.4 and 4.6 that the Stationary (Steady State) distribution 
of VBR video traces and its associated Scene-Length distribution can be 
represented by means of a Gamma PDF. With reference to the model specified in 
Eqs. 4.1 to 4.4, the Stationary PDF will be interpreted as a representation of the 
PDF of the slow-varying or pseudo-DC component from the VBR video signal. 
The notation F(k, a, 6) is used to specify two scale and one shape parameters of the 
distribution respectively. Parameters k and a are usually collapsed into a single 
parameter a. When 8 is a positive integer number, F(k, (x, b) is also known as the 
Erlang distribution Er(k, a, 6); the values of the parameter b listed in Table T-5.1 
correspond to this case. 
Define il as an Erlang random variable which represents the length of the current 
scene. During the simulation, rl is also used as an index within the scene period, 
and is decremented every time a new frame size value is calculated. The pseudo- 
DC component, X,, can also be represented by an Erlang random variable, which 
remains constant during an entire scene period. 
The expressions for these two components of VBR video, as well as the average 
scene-length, ji, and the expected number of random variates, U, t, required to 
calculate new scene-length and scene-average values are provided below. 
Ssc 
f1=ksc" ct, c- loge(H Ui) (5.5) l-1 
S. s. s 
Xq = X(11) = kss ass loge (HU; ) (5.6) 
µ, =E[1]=bs, /(k, c-() (5.7) 
E[ UX l= Esc + 6ss (5.8) 
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5.4 - GENERATING THE RESIDUAL PROCESSES. 
The residual process plays the role of a fast-varying process as indicated in Eq. 
4.1. A zero mean Gaussian PDF with parameters G( p=0, (T ) was used as an 
approximation to the residual process (see section 4.6.2). Typical values ýof 6 are 
listed in Table T-4.11. It is not difficult to perceive that the range of variation of 
the residual component, as indicated by the standard 3a value, has an impact upon 
the smoothness of the stationary PDF. 
There are many different ways of generating Gaussian random variates. The Box- 
Müller algorithm [69] is widely used in simulation studies, since it produces exact 
Gaussian random variates and requires only 2 uniform random numbers for each 
gaussian random number [59]. 
Y, l -2 - loge(Ui) ]1/2 cos( 2icU2) (5.9) 
E[ Uy ]=2 (5.10) 
5.5 - AN EFFICIENT MODEL OF VARIABLE BIT RATE VIDEO. 
Finally, based in the expressions developed in the foregoing sections, the 
generation of VBR video traces during the active scene and scene-change periods 
can be expressed as: 
Fk=max[1g(ß], 0)"A, l[k]; 1g(0), 0). Z. ] (5.11) 
A [k] = aARAn [k-1] + ß, Y, ß ;k: 1,....., rý (5.12) 
AJ0] = Xq (5.13) 
An estimate of the expected number of random variates, UF, needed to simulate 
the process indicated in the above system of equations is given in Eq. 5.14. 
E[UFI=2-µ, i+8, +Ssc +( 1/ý, sc )+1 (5.14) 
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5.6 - SIMULATION OUTPUT. 
The simulation of VBR video traces was divided into two sections in order to 
observe the effect that different parameters have upon the observed frame sizes, as 
indicated in Table 5.1. Two fundamental properties of the synthetic VBR video 
traces, the stationary PDF and the autocorrelation function (ACF), are affected by 
changes in any of these parameters. 
5.6.1 - Sensitivity of the Stationary PDF. 
The intrinsic short range autocorrelation of the VBR video trace is introduced with 
a first order autoregressive process, which in turn is controlled with the coefficient 
aAR. The effect of changes in aAR over the stationary distribution is plotted in 
Figs. 5.1 and 5.2. With aAR taking a value close to 1.0 the stationary PDF shows a 
moderately skewed shape with decreasing tails in both sides. This is the shape we 
expect to see when using the default values listed in Table T-5.1 as the parameters 
of the model. Yet, when cLAR is decremented the shape of the stationary PDF 
changes rapidly towards an exponential distribution. 
By changing ccAR, the long-term statistics of the synthetic VBR video trace, suffer a 
significant change, as indicated in Table T-5.2. When cLAR is decreased, gss and 
ß2ss decrease as well. However, the kurtosis and skewness measures increase with 
smaller values of aAR. With a small value of aAR, the most recently generated 
video frame is forced to take a smaller value when compared to its predecessor, 
considering only frames that belong to the same scene. The residual process is the 
only factor that can eventually change this trend. 
The combined effect of a large intensity residual process and short range 
dependencies help to increase the Index of Dispersion (ID) of the output sequence. 
This is the reason behind the change in the statistics of the stationary PDF. This 
result suggests the use of OAR values which are equal to or very close to unity. 
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aAR 1 0.95 0.9 0.85 0.8 0.75 0.7 0.65 0.6 0.55 
Mean 38831.29 12775.91 8620.071 7216.094 6054.266 5716.009 5328.074 4904.267 4741.561 4533.947 
SD 24614.47 14126.26 11874.59 11359.42 10611.72 10803.89 10586.62 10107.41 10425.24 10122.41 
Vr 6.06E+08 2E+08 1.41E+08 1.29E+08 1.13E+08 1.17E+08 1.12E+08 1.02E+08 1.09E+08 1.02E+08 
Kurtosis 0.361779 6.289661 13.19129 16.75234 21.19324 23.34222 25.20378 26.13164 28.31788 28.74253 
Skew 0.803273 2.306875 3.335156 3.807226 4.323337 4.560498 4.778854 4.908598 5.120702 5.143984 
ID 15602.68 15619.35 16357.85 17881.75 18599.87 20420.55 21035.08 20830.81 22921.93 22599.13 
Table T-5.2 Effect of aAR on the stationary PDF (16,000 video frames. Arbitrary Units) . 
ass 0.000174 0.000164 0.000154 0.000144 0.000134 0.000124 0.000114 0.000104 0.000094 0.000084 
Mean 52469.19 47410.53 43803.24 44498.64 41341.77 36912.13 37638.47 31904.31 29855.6 27351.62 
SD 32118.04 32313.44 28103.52 28597.59 26804.28 25092.69 25830.97 20335.66 19792.96 18562.93 
Vr 1.03E+09 1.04E+09 7.9E+08 8.18E+08 7.18E+08 6.3E+08 6.67E+08 4.14E+08 3.92E+08 3.45E+08 
Kurtosis 0.531557 0.767792 0.185813 0.473742 0.285515 1.590833 0.102833 0.449861 1.609375 0.445431 
Skew 0.874217 0.942127 0.710367 0.855365 0.758968 1.130198 0.781156 0.756814 1.009927 0.784313 
ID 19660.46 22023.77 18030.81 18378.58 17378.77 17057.89 17727.58 12961.86 13121.87 12598.24 
Table T-5.3 Effect of ass on the stationary PDF (16,000 video frames. Arbitrary Units) . 
6ts 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 
Mean 147233 140073 123847 118097 103163 88459 78436.3 62894 50511 40801.3 
SD 44825.9 47582.3 44709 41338.2 39357.3 37082.4 38188.9 36261.4 33471.6 31457.3 
Vr 2E+09 2.3E+09 2E+09 1.7E+09 1.5E+09 1.4E+09 1.5E+09 1.3E+09 1.1E+09 9.9E+08 
Kurtosis 0.00061 1.63425 -0.14688 0.25165 2.57224 0.42176 2.11229 1.98231 2.08518 3.87797 
Skew 0.35345 0.80335 0.45842 0.49724 1.12592 0.47778 0.9551 1.18153 1.25004 1.65675 
ID 13647.46 16163.55 16140.12 14469.91 15014.95 15545.08 18593.35 20906.39 22180.23 24253.19 
Table T-5.4 Effect of 6s, on the stationary PDF (16,000 video frames. Arbitrary Units) . 
a,. 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 
Mean 158722 145731 135650 126042 113699 102699 89664 72473 64244 54091 
SD 45927 43886 41535 44092 40463 38729 38318 33862 34209 34264 
Vr 2E+09 2E+09 2E+09 2E+09 2E+09 1E+09 1E+09 IE+09 IE+09 IE+09 
Kurtosis 0.6805 1.094 0.3849 0.7665 0.2966 -0.18 0.0041 1.1974 0.6994 2.0828 
Skew 0.2483 0.6467 0.4369 0.7035 0.5067 0.4311 0.5359 0.7959 0.7471 1.1567 
ID. 13290 13216 12718 15424 14400 14606 16375 15822 18216 21704 
Table T-5.5 Effect of a, c on the stationary PDF (16,000 video frames. Arbitrary Units) . 
k 149 139 129 119 109 99 89 79 69 59 
Mean 38391.798 37873.152 36606.563 38000.54 38313.18 37608.00 38532.90 39894.364 40212.07 36771.46 
SD 23964.674 25268.271 23043.114 24019.11 23630.758 26054.34 25878.17 27221.982 25082.61 24089.13 
Vr 5.743E+8 6.384E+8 5.309E+8 5.769E+8 5.584E+8 6.78E+08 6.69E+8 7.410E+8 6.291E+8 5.80E+08 
Kurtosis 0.6664509 2.5643364 0.0807877 0.2544401 0.6234166 1.039886 1.686381 2.1063237 0.391871 0.371371 
Skew 0.7720467 1.2244914 0.7148635 0.688526 0.7681182 0.993944 1.036953 1.1641311 0.70524 0.741624 
ID 14959.07 16858.526 14505.189 15181.828 14574.951 18050.11 17379.43 18574.963 15645.48 15780.88 
Table T-5.6 Effect of S, on the stationary PDF (16,000 video frames. Arbitrary Units) . 
Gc, 5000 4500 4000 3500 3000 2500 2000 1500 1000 500 
Mean 43827.38 41280.28 38865.1 38001.04 39326.51 37310.43 39937.09 36749.01 37538.79 38368.1 
SD 31024.21 30977.18 26687.73 24019.11 26573.15 25317.97 26523.74 21294.27 21629.46 21700.44 
Vr 9.63E+08 9.6E+08 7.12E+08 5.77E+08 7.06E+08 6.41 E+08 7.04E+08 4.53E+08 4.68E+08 4.71 E+08 
Kurtosis 1.324738 0.756612 0.247648 0.25444 0.263274 1.399388 0.143371 0.235683 1.755903 0.790178 
Skew 1.046341 0.998475 0.763295 0.688526 0.769672 1.080641 0.780925 0.722441 1.053645 0.851142 
ID 21961.19 23245.61 18325.82 15181.63 17955.64 17180.17 17615.43 12338.99 12462.67 12273.46 
Table T-5.7 Effect of GG on the stationary PDF (16,000 video frames. Arbitrary Units) . 
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Fig. 5.1 Surface plot of the effect of aAR upon the stationary PDF (arbitrary units). 
Fig. 5.2 Logarithmic contour plot of effect of XAR upon the stationary PDF (arbitrary units). 
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Fig. 5.3 Surface plot of the effect of as upon the stationary PDF (arbitrary units). 
Fig. 5.4 Contour plot of effect of a,, upon the stationary PDF (arbitrary units). 
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Fig. 5.5 Surface plot of the effect of 8, upon the stationary PDF (arbitrary units). 
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Fig. 5.6 Contour plot of effect of S,, upon the stationary PDF (arbitrary units) 
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During the simulation, the objective stationary distribution was used to generate 
the slow component or DC component of the VBR video trace. The stationary 
Gamma PDF is defined by means of two parameters, a,, and Sss, which are related 
to the scale and shape of the PDF respectively, without including the effect of kos. 
Figs. 5.3 to 5.6 show the effect of changes in ass and 8ss respectively. 
Whilst there is some change in the skewness and kurtosis of the observed PDFs 
when the value of ass is allowed to change, these statistical measures take values 
within a moderate range of variation and appear to be random in nature, as 
indicated in Table T-5.3. This behaviour may be explained by the fact that ass is 
only a scale or intensity parameter, as well as by the stochastic nature of VBR 
video traffic. Put in other words, we expect the skewness and kurtosis to show 
random fluctuations, without following a trend. On the other hand, when the value 
of 8sß is decreased, there is a small but noticeable trend towards larger values of 
skewness and kurtosis, as shown in Table T-5.4. The corresponding changes in the 
observed PDFs reflect the fact that Sss is a shape parameter of the distribution. 
With larger values of ci. and 6, there is an increase of µ,, and ßß, in the observed 
statistics. A visual representation of this change is provided by means of contour 
plots in Figs. 5.4 and 5.6, where a shift towards larger rates is clear. However, 
their corresponding ID coefficients, behave in a different manner. For decreasing 
values of ox, its associated ID also becomes smaller, whilst for decreasing values 
of 6ss its associated ID moves in the opposite direction, incrementing its value. 
The parameters that define the scene length distribution, Usc and 8sß, were also 
modified in order to observe its impact upon the stationary distribution, as 
indicated in Tables T-5.5 and T-5.6. The results are plotted in Figs. 5.7 to 5.10. By 
increasing ot, the average scene-length becomes smaller, whilst by increasing bsc 
it becomes larger. The effect of the scene-length distribution upon the stationary 
distribution is difficult to perceive, as explained below. 
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Fig. 5.10 Contour plot of effect of Ss, upon the stationary PDF (arbitrary units). 
Fig. 5.11 Surface plot of the effect of ßo upon the stationary PDF (arbitrary units). 
Fig. 5.12 Contour plot of effect of 6G upon the stationary PDF (arbitrary units). 
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Fig. 5.7 was plotted with a bin size of 2000 units, in order to enhance the features 
of the upper tail of the distributions. By doing this, the lower tail of the 
distribution seems to contain a higher proportion than expected of the total 
probability. This effect can be observed on the top left corner of Fig. 5.8. In a 
synthetic trace of VBR video traffic, for large values of c there is a larger degree 
of mixing between the values of the slow component and the scene-change events, 
which become more frequent. This effect may be reflected in larger and thicker 
upper tails in the stationary distribution. Within the domain of ix listed in Table 
T-5.1 the shape of the distribution remains similar. Yet, due to the existence of 
more scene-change events when ci is increased, the statistics of the stationary 
distribution reflect this change with larger values of µsc and ID (see Fig.. 5.8). 
The effect of changes in Ssc, as indicated in Table T-5.1, upon the shape of the 
stationary distribution is marginal. The smoother surface plots in Fig. 5.9 show 
two different views of the stationary distribution. The contour map in 5.10 and 
Table 5.6 show the insensitivity of the stationary statistics to changes in b, 
Finally, the variance of the residual process, 62G, has an interesting effect upon the 
stationary distribution of frame sizes. The general shape of the distribution does 
not change significantly, yet the distribution is smoother with larger values of 6G. 
A large value of 6G allows for the existence of a larger set of frame sizes, as 
opposed to the clustering of frame sizes around the average value of a scene when 
ßG is set to small values. This feature can be observed in Fig. 5.11, where the plot 
on the left side shows the smooth side of the surface plot, corresponding to values 
of 6G in the range 5000 to 3000 approximately. The plot on the right side of the 
same figure shows how the overall stationary distribution has become a set of 
overlapping clusters with values of GG in the range 3000 to 500. 
In the time-series domain the opposite effect is observed, since for larger values of 
GG the peakedness of the traffic sequence increases as well. In statistical terms this 
feature is reflected as larger values of the Index of Dispersion. 
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5.6.2 - Sensitivity of the Autocorrelation Function. 
Variable bit rate traffic with long range dependencies (LRD) has an important 
effect on network performance, as indicated in Chapter III. LRD implies the 
existence of an Autocorrelation Function (ACF) which does not decreases 
exponentially with increasing lags or delays. This characteristic is known as the 
non-summability property of LRD traffic. 
The ACF function for the simulated video sequences was estimated with the 
Signal Processing Toolbox of the MATLABTM software system. The estimated ACF 
functions are biased, due to the finite number of elements in the VBR video 
sequences under study. The resulting ACF sequence is normalised using the 
correlation coefficient at lag zero. Due to its symmetry properties, only the right 
hand section of the full ACF function is considered in the following sections. 
In order to visualise the autocorrelation features produced by the model of VBR 
video traffic indicated in Eqs. 5.11 to 5.13, several sensitivity surfaces were 
plotted in Figs. 5.13 to 5.18. Each one of these surface plots shows the correlation 
features observed in a set of simulated traffic sequences when the parameters of 
the model are set-up as indicated in Table T-5.1. In all cases, the ACF functions 
show a distinctive LRD for delays up to 12000 lags, but due to space and 
computer memory limitations only a representative segment of the functions is 
shown in the plots. These segments comprise only the first 250 ACF coefficients. 
An inspection of Figs. 5.13 to 5.18 shows that the ACF is composed of an initial 
set of Short Range Dependencies (SRD) added to an LRD component. The SRD 
component corresponds to the exponential decay in the ACF from the AR(1) time- 
series defined in Eq. 5.12. Within a range of 0 to 5000 lags, the ACF usually 
exhibits values in the range [1.0,0.5], and its profile is bounded by an asymptotic 
function with limiting value different from zero. After lag=500 approximately, all 
the ACF curves present random fluctuations. 
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The LRD properties of real VBR video traffic were introduced in Chapter III. 
Disregarding the effect of different scales in the independent axis, the similarity 
between the correlation properties of traffic modelled as in Eqs. 5.11 to 5.13 and 
real VBR video traffic can be appreciated from Figs. 3.7 in Chapter III and 5.13 to 
5.18 in this chapter. 
Fig. 5.13 shows the effect of aAR in Eq. 5.12 over the ACF of VBR video traffic 
simulated according to Eqs. 5.11 to 5.13. Values of UAR close to or equal to 1.0 
provide a smoother ACF profile with a distinctive LRD characteristic. Smaller 
values of aAR produce an ACF which also exhibits LRD properties, although the 
intensity of the LRD feature decreases with aAR. Additionally, the ACF also starts 
showing a wandering profile around the LRD trend. 
Earlier in this chapter it was found that the statistical characteristics of real and 
simulated VBR video traffic in the time domain are best matched by values of aAR 
close to 1.0, a fact that is further supported by the corresponding ACF sensitivity 
surface. Yet, other values of aAR produce traffic profiles in the time domain that 
resemble those from VBR data sources such as file transmissions in computer 
networks, which are highly bursty in nature. 
It was found in section 5.6.1 that parameters ass and Ss, of the stationary and 
scene-length distributions respectively, have a limited impact upon the long term 
PDF of simulated traffic. The same effect is observed in the corresponding ACF 
sensitivity surfaces. Figs. 5.14 and 5.17 show how the ACF function evolves at a 
slow pace with larger lags, keeping the same structure but with apparently random 
fluctuations in response to changes in ass, and 8sc. The scale parameter ccss does not 
affect the assignment of probabilities to the set of possible frame sizes. Similarly, 
the shape parameter 5, c helps to modify the assignment of probabilities to scene- 
length events, but does not have a strictly direct effect on probabilities of frame 
sizes. Consequently and within the ranges specified in Table T-5.1, their effect on 
the ACF function is minimum. 
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A similar behaviour is appreciated in Fig. 5.18, which illustrates the influence of 
6G upon the stationary ACF. There is a trend towards higher intensity in the ACF 
in response to less variation in the residual process, as expected. The origin of this 
feature can be attributed to the fact that a higher variance in the residual process 
decreases the probability of generating correlated adjacent frames. 
The sensitivity surfaces in Fig. 5.15 and 5.16 plot the response of the ACF to 
changes in ö and asp respectively. When these two parameters are decremented, 
the corresponding LRD coefficients decrease as well, indicating a smaller degree 
of correlation. This effect is originated by an increase in the Index of Dispersion of 
the corresponding VBR video sequences, as indicated in Tables T-5.4 and T-5.5. 
For any given sequence, this feature implies that the rate of reduction of the mean 
value is faster than that of the variance. 
A typical trace of VBR video obtained from Eqs. 5.11 to 5.13, is plotted in Fig. 
5.19. The most common statistical measures of this trace are listed in the first 
column (OAR=1.0) in Table 5.2. Estimating the parameters a5, =0.00006409156 and 
ö =1.488758 from the stationary mean and variance results in an approximation to 
the corresponding values estimated by STATISTICATM from the Gamma model 
plotted in Fig. 5.21 ((x=0.00005024744 and 6=1.9511712). These values do not 
correspond exactly to those specified in Table T-5.1, due to the effect introduced 
by the AR(l), scene-change, scene-length and residual processes upon the 
stationary distribution. The SRD and LRD properties of the ACF of this VBR 
sequence are shown in Fig. 5.20. Its characteristic initial exponential decay and the 
following slowly decreasing trend are clearly observable. 
The above facts provide quantitative evidence that confirms the suitability of 
computationally fast and inexpensive time-series decomposition techniques for the 
development of accurate models of VBR video traffic. These models can be used, 
with a high degree of confidence on the quality of the traffic source, to speed-up 
the simulation of a large amount of broadband traffic elements sources. 
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Fig. 5.19 Typical VBR video sequence generated with Eqs. 5.11 to 5.13 (a. u. ) 
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5.7 - FURTHER ISSUES ON VBR VIDEO TRAFFIC SIMULATION. 
The modelling technique described in this chapter is well suited for coding 
algorithms based on a combination of intraframe and interframe techniques, such 
as the H. 261 standard and other videoconferencing standards. Yet, it is very likely 
that video traffic will be largely based on another set of standard coding 
techniques, such as those based on the JPEG and MPEG algorithms. An 
introduction to these algorithms was presented in Chapter II of this thesis. At the 
present time there is a significant amount of work related to the performance 
characteristics of cell switched networks carrying VBR traffic of the MPEG type; 
see [38] [67] [82] [83] [84] [85] [86] [87] for instance. In the following paragraphs, a 
method to obtain full MPEG synthetic traces using a time-series procedure is 
briefly described. 
Although the algorithm for the simulation of VBR video traces, as described in 
this chapter, was not discussed in the context of full MPEG-I video traces, it is 
possible to apply this technique for the generation of artificial VBR MPEG traces. 
Instead of using frame-based measurements and statistics, the time-series has to be 
composed of measurements of traffic intensity within Groups Of Pictures (GOPs), 
as defined in Chapter II, Section 2.3.7. 
A GOP usually has a fixed, repetitive and periodic structure based on I, P and B 
frames. A typical profile of VBR MPEG traffic is illustrated in Fig. 5.22. The 
structure of the GOP and the differences between I, P and B frames, which have 
high, regular and low data rates respectively, can be clearly observed. This feature 
of VBR MPEG traffic has a tremendous impact on network performance. One of 
the most important consequences of the GOP structure is reflected in the 
autocorrelation function (ACF) of a VBR MPEG traffic trace. The ACF curve 
shows a distinctive repetitive pattern that matches the structure of the GOP in the 
time-series domain, as illustrated in Figs. 5.23 and 5.24. This type of traffic is 
significantly different from the traffic studied in previous sections of this thesis. 
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Fig. 5.27 ACF of GOP time-series from VBR MPEG ASTERIX sequence. (4000 frames) 
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The existence of Long Range Dependencies (LRD) in Fig. 5.24 is evident, as well 
as the initial exponential decay of the ACF curve. Furthermore, a periodic and 
structured oscillation due to the GOP can be seen clearly. 
The model proposed in Eqs. 5.11 to 5.13 can emulate full VBR MPEG traffic 
based on I, P and B frames if it uses statistics of rate intensities related to a full 
GOP, instead of using frame rate statistics as the basic element of the model. In 
other words, the rates of all the individual frames corresponding to the same GOP 
are aggregated, and statistics are collected about the overall GOP rate. A typical 
rate profile of this type and its associated ACF are shown in Figs. 5.25. to 5.27 
A GOP traffic rate profile is very similar to a frame rate time-series. However, 
scene-change events become less sharp, making it more difficult to detect the 
boundaries between scenes by means of a thresholding technique. Hence, using 
GOP differences, defined in a similar manner to frame differences, would not be a 
reliable technique. It was already stated in section 4.5.2 in Chapter IV that other 
suitable statistical measures can be used to segment a time series into seasonal or 
scene components. A similar technique for the segmentation operation has been 
proposed in [85], where the statistic employed is the coefficient of variation of 
adjacent GOPs. 
Once a model for the simulation of a GOP time-series has been built, it is 
necessary to derive the frame sizes corresponding to the I, P and B frames of each 
GOP. It has been suggested in [87] that for each frame type (i. e. I, P and B) we can 
assume that the output rate of the MPEG coder is always equal to the average rate 
associated with that type of frame. In other words, we can estimate what 
proportion, on the average, of the total rate in a GOP corresponds to a particular 
frame within the GOP structure. Thus with a GOP defined as IBBPBBPBB, there 
will he nine scaling constants. Once these values are estimated, we obtain a new I, 
B and P frame sequence by scaling every new GOP value by the corresponding I, 
P and B proportion. 
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5.8 - CONCLUSIONS. 
This chapter presented a practical implementation of the model of VBR video 
traffic developed in chapter 4. This model, based on a time-series decomposition 
approach, is simple and does not require the computation of expensive features in 
the transform domain. An implementation of this model should be simple and 
amenable to hardware and software implementation. The proposed model of VBR 
video is based on addition and multiplication operations, which are performed 
very efficiently by modern computational engines. Much of the computational cost 
of this model is based on the calculation of non-uniform random numbers, which 
requires the calculation of more complex functions. 
After analysing the statistics of the simulated VBR traces, it was observed that 
changes in the parameters of the AR(1) component generate the most important 
changes in the features of the long-term distribution and the autocorrelation 
function. It was found that in order to obtain a better approximation to the 
stationary PDF, and a considerable long-range dependance in the ACF domain, as 
specified in the design of the simulation, the coefficient of the first order 
component has to take values close to unity. When this coefficient aproaches zero, 
the stationary PDF resembles an exponential distribution, whilst the ACF starts 
exhibits a clear short-range dependance characteristic. 
The parameters of the slow, scene-length and residual components of the VBR 
model also had a considerable impact on the stationary PDF and ACF functions of 
the simulated sequences, although not as dramatic as the one induced by the 
AR(l) component. Basically, the location and shape parameters of the long-term 
distribution are gradually affected. This results in essentially the same stationary 
distribution, but with different mean values and different tail characteristics. The 
ACF function, however, is much more sensitive to changes in the location of the 
stationary PDF and to the shape of the scene-length distribution. Yet, the LRD 
characteristic of VBR video traffic is preserved. 
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CHAPTER VI 
A CELL-SPACING ALGORITHM FOR TRAFFIC 
SHAPING IN ATM NETWORKS. 
6.1 - TRAFFIC FLOW CONTROL IN ATM NETWORKS. 
Traffic flow control is an important area of study in high speed networks. 
Discounting the inherent problems of transmission and interfacing, flow control is 
a very complex and demanding task to perform on its own right. One of the main 
problems that traffic control methods have to address is the management of a 
variety of traffic sources that share a limited set of network resources. Usually, 
different types of traffic have different transmission demands, different 
descriptors, and different dynamic behaviour. 
When incoming traffic has the above characteristics, flow control plays a mission 
critical role in solving and preventing loss and congestion problems within the 
network. Briefly expressed, traffic control deals with the organised management of 
network resources requested by contending applications, therefore preventing the 
network from becoming a bottleneck [66]. 
In Broadband networks, such as those based on ATM and similar technologies, the 
usual traffic load will be composed of a combination of traffic with unknown or 
non-deterministic characteristics in addition to deterministic traffic. It is the 
stochastic nature of individual and aggregated VBR traffic which makes it difficult 
to make a deterministic assignment of available network resources. This feature, 
inherent to broadband traffic, introduces a degree of uncertainty on the Quality of 
Service (QoS) provided to individual applications and users. From this 
perspective, flow control helps to bound network parameters such as end-to-end 
delay, delay variation and losses, in order to attain a specific QoS objective. 
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Flow control activities can be classified as proactive and reactive activities. The 
former are related to techniques and methods that aim to provide the necessary 
infrastructure, organisation and set-up for the prevention of network congestion. 
The latter is a class of algorithms and methodologies that are executed in reaction 
to network congestion events when these already exist or are about to take place. 
A further classification of proactive flow control can be established by means of 
its activity class, such as Connection Admission Control (CAC) and Usage 
Parameter Control (UPC). These tasks are compulsory during normal network 
operation. The former class is concerned with the a-priori estimation of bandwidth 
and buffering requirements using a traffic descriptor, before access to the network 
is granted, whilst the latter class is concerned with the estimation and control of 
the elements in a traffic descriptor from an already accepted connection. An 
additional optional class of proactive control known as Traffic Shaping is 
concerned with the modification of the traffic's intensity and time characteristics. 
A more detailed classification is provided in the following paragraphs. 
- Resource Provisioning is a long term activity whose main objective is to 
provide an acceptable level of connection blocking performance. Resource 
provisioning activities are performed during the planning, maintenance and 
evaluation stages of the network's life-cycle, therefore it is not triggered in 
response to time-limited events taking place during the operation of the 
network, since this would be a sub-optimal approach [66]. 
- Call Admission Control is a real-time network function that has to be 
executed at the entry point of a network, in order to i) determine the 
amount of bandwidth required by a new connection and ii) assure that the 
QoS levels required by existing multiplexed connections will not be 
affected by aggregating a new connection. If the response from both 
activities is satisfactory, the new connection request is admitted and 
granted an appropriate share of network resources. 
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- Usage Parameter Control or Traffic Policing is a function executed 
during the life-time of a connection. It enforces compliance of incoming 
traffic with the traffic descriptor used by the CAC when the connection 
was granted. UPC must detect nonconforming cells and take appropriate 
actions (tag or discard) as soon as possible. Conforming cells must not be 
affected by this network function. This is required in order to prevent 
congestion when the aggregated demand of resources exceeds the available 
resources or leads the system to a state where contracted QoS cannot be 
guaranteed. 
- Traffic Shaping is an activity oriented towards the modification of cell 
level statistics of traffic entering at or travelling along the network. The 
efficiency of the network can be increased by shaping the cell arrival 
process into a point process in the time domain which is in correspondence 
with the service contract between the user and the network. This operation 
benefits both the user and the network operator by reducing congestion, 
delay variation and losses for a given profile of a users connections. 
It is implicit in the above descriptions that Traffic Shaping and Traffic Policing 
functions share much of the functionality required to perform their inherent 
activities. In both cases, the cell arrival process in every connection is monitored 
in order to detect violations to the service contract. Different techniques have been 
proposed for the detection of nonconforming cells, most of them are based on the 
concept of a counting window process or a leaky bucket concept. A more detailed 
description of these techniques will be found later in this chapter. 
After the detection stage, each class performs different activities. UPC may 
perform several actions to prevent congestion, such as tagging or dropping 
nonconforming cells or sending a feedback signal for input rate adaptation 
purposes. Conversely, TS would normally put the nonconforming cells into a 
buffer in order to delay their release into the network. 
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6.2 - CELL DELAY VARIATION. 
UPC and TS operations can be performed at the entry points or edges of the 
network, as well as within the network itself. The selection of a particular point in 
the transmission path with the purpose of performing these operations has a 
significant impact on the perception of traffic characteristics. This impact has its 
origin on the existence of Cell Delay Variation (CDV) along the connection's path 
or the full end-to-end route. 
CDV is perceived as variations on the interarrival (or interdeparture) times of an 
ATM cell stream. It is easy to detect CDV in CBR streams, but the stochastic 
nature of VBR traffic make it more difficult to detect. Yet, average values and 
long term statistics can be used to detect CDV in VBR streams 
If UPC and TS functions are performed at the customer premises, the 
corresponding devices may be placed in one of several locations, in particular at 
the R, S and T reference points, as indicated in Fig. 6.1. TE1 corresponds to a an 
ATM compatible device which produces a stream of cells. TE2 corresponds to a 
non ATM compatible traffic source, whilst TA is an ATM adapter device. NT2 is 
a local ATM multiplexing device, such as a switch or concentrator. 
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Fig. 6.1 Reference configuration for User-to-Network-Interface. 
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For non-native mode ATM traffic sources, estimates of the descriptors made at the 
R reference point will reflect its original statistics with relative accuracy. 
However, after processing in a TA device, a packetisation delay is introduced in 
the cell arrival process observed at the S point. This will introduce variations in 
the rate of cells arriving at the local multiplexer at the customer premises. In the 
case of native mode ATM traffic, a descriptor estimated at the S reference point is 
expected to reflect accurately its stochastic characteristics, since no additional 
processing is necessary at this point for an ATM compliant terminal. Consequently 
the input rate is not affected by CDV at this stage. 
A traffic descriptor estimated from observations at the T point will be biased due 
to CDV originating from multiplexing at the NT2 device. Yet, it is likely that UPC 
will be performed at reference point T. This effect is shown in Fig. 6.2 where four 
CBR traffic sources, with simultaneous arrivals to the buffer, are statistically 
multiplexed into the buffer resource. The input scheduling regime is deterministic, 
whilst the service policy is of the First-In-First-Out type. After servicing traffic for 
just three arrival periods (slots) the interdeparture times have been severely 
modified due to the interference of contending traffic sources. If the size of the 
buffer is finite, and the aggregated traffic's peak-rate is larger than the service rate 
of the server, there is the possibility of unstable conditions in the network state 
that could lead towards congestion and losses. 
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Fig. 6.2 Cell Delay Variation (CDV) due to statistical multiplexing (queueing effect). 
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6.3 - TRAFFIC SHAPING. 
Traffic Shaping is not a policing operation, where cells may be dropped or 
marked; any cell processed by the shaper device must be left intact. The shaper, 
which is also known as a cell spacer, modifies only the cell arrival process, which 
is viewed as a point process in the time domain axis. However, this task may be 
performed in order to reduce the probability of buffer overflow or to reduce the 
probability of events that may breach the policing policy. 
It was stated in the previous sections that Traffic Shaping is a proactive action. 
The main advantage of Traffic Shaping is the reduction in bandwidth requirements 
for highly bursty on-off and discrete-multilevel sources [66]. 
When the cell arrival processes are shaped accordingly with their service contract, 
there is a reduction of losses due to buffer overflow and an increase in the 
statistical multiplexing gain. In the time domain, the effectiveness of traffic 
shaping operations is measured as the capacity of the shaper to smooth the 
burstiness of an incoming traffic stream, as indicated in [75][76]. 
In general terms, a shaping device does not possess the feature of delay 
transparency, as opposed to simple UPC devices. A non-buffered policing device 
does not introduce an additional policing delay to cell arrivals that conform to the 
service contract, since conforming cells will be allowed to use network resources 
immediately. On the other hand, a shaping device will generally modify the arrival 
process by optimising the time intervals between cell arrivals. 
The main disadvantage of Traffic Shaping operations is the introduction of 
additional buffering delay, which is added to the Cell Delay Variation (CDV) 
produced by packetisation and statistical multiplexing. Shaping delay is originated 
at the shaping buffer used to hold the user's traffic, which will be released later at 
a different rate, which can be constant or variable. 
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Fig. 6.3 Generic Traffic shaping and policing device. 
Nevertheless, traffic shaping is an extremely useful technique, considering that it 
can also be used to actually suppress CDV [89]. Take a CBR audio stream as an 
example. After transmission across the network, the original spacing between cells 
is likely to be severely distorted after repeated multiplexing with other traffic 
sources. A shaping device located at the receiving end, with a constant service rate 
at the shaping buffer, will help to eliminate CDV from the traffic stream emerging 
from the network. 
A generic implementation of a traffic shaping and policing devise is shown in Fig. 
6.3. The differences between the two types of devices are in the capability of a 
policer to drop or lose cells due to breaches of the contract between the user and 
the network, and in the capability of a shaper to hold a larger number of cells until 
they are allowed to make use of network resources. 
A common feature of both types of device is a cell scheduling algorithm. This 
algorithm is responsible for the generation of a pattern of sequential binary 
symbols, which can be interpreted as flags, tokens or permits. Only those cells at 
the network's edge which have a corresponding token from the scheduler are 
considered as compliant with the traffic descriptor. 
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6.4 - COMMON TRAFFIC SHAPING ALGORITHMS. 
6.4.1 - The Leaky Bucket. 
The Leaky Bucket algorithm is the most studied UPC and TS algorithm to date. In 
its basic form it provides an insight into the basic intensity and burstiness 
properties of a particular traffic stream. Functional descriptions and analytical 
studies of this algorithm can be found in [66] [75] [76] [89] for instance. 
LOSSES 
peak DATA BUFFER AND 
Xaverage (D) ACCEPTED 
TOKEN 
BUFFER 
(T) 
-T- 2L 
Fig. 6.4 Simple Leaky Bucket. 
A generic and simple leaky bucket can be visualised in the form suggested by Fig. 
6.3. In its most basic form, the capacity D of the Data buffer is equal to zero. In 
other words, there is no Data Buffer, which implies that nonconforming cells are 
lost (UPC function only). More complex implementations set D up to a maximum 
CDV tolerance value (Traffic Shaping). The Token Buffer is actually implemented 
as a counter with capacity T, which represents the Maximum Burst Size (MBS). 
The service time distribution is constant, therefore the service rate 4 is usually set 
to the rate to be policed, such as mean, sustained or peak rate. However, it may 
also be a function of traffic intensity, burst size and so on. 
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6.4.2 - Window Algorithms. 
Another class of TS algorithms is based on the use of observation windows. 
During each window of fixed length T, the number of cells observed, m, is 
recorded. In UPC algorithms, the aim is to reject or to mark any cells in excess of 
a maximum value N during the period T. 
For traffic shaping, the aim is to space the m cells in such way that the burstiness 
of the original cell stream is reduced. Shaping operations imply the existence of a 
smoothing buffer, which will hold and count the cells arriving during the current 
observation period, Tk. The cells will be released during the next observation 
period, Tk+i, but with a different departure pattern. Different algorithms are 
obtained by varying the way in which the observation and release periods are 
selected and restarted, as indicated in Fig. 6.5, or by means of different ways of 
processing the count of cells within each window. 
CELL ARRIVALS t 11 11 1 11 1 11 111 T 
OBSERVATION WINDOW 
I,. 
a) JUMPING WINDOW 
b) SLIDING WINDOW , 
c) TRIGGERED JUMPING 
WINDOW 
Fig. 6.5 Window formats. 
- Jumping Window: In this case the observation windows do not overlap but they 
stick to each other at their edges. In other words, a new window starts immediately 
after the previous window has finished. The rate of arrivals is then estimated as 
the number of cells observed during the window period. 
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Implementing a Jumping Window is conceptually easy, since it only requires the 
use of a counter which is cleared at the starting point of a new window. 
- Triggered Jumping Window: This method 
is similar to a Jumping Window, but 
in this case the occurrence of observation windows is related to periods of activity 
in the traffic source. A shaper based on this method, would not have any active 
window initially. Once a window is triggered by the arrival of a cell, it will count 
the number of arrivals during a limited time period, then the window will be 
deactivated until further arrivals are detected. 
- Sliding Window: This traffic shaping method is based on the use of overlapping 
windows. The lag between consecutive windows is usually set to 1 cell interval. 
The Sliding Window method is much more strict and effective than the Jumping 
Window, since the latter allows the existence of larger than expected, back-to- 
back, bursts of cells spreading across the boundaries of consecutive windows. 
Since it is necessary to remember the arrival time of every cell for at least an entire 
window interval, this feature suggests the use of small cell counts or short 
windows. In practice, a Sliding Window extending for T cell periods can be 
implemented with T counters working in parallel. Adjacent counters are out of 
phase by only one cell period and are always cleared following the same sequence. 
Exponentially Weighted Moving Average: This technique follows the same 
method as the Jumping Window for the generation of windows. The window size 
is constant and a new window starts immediately after the preceding one is ended. 
The difference between the two techniques is the way in which the number of cells 
arriving during the window period is estimated. The number of cells to be spaced 
during the current window is estimated as an exponentially weighted sum of 
previous estimates. With this method, the most recent windows have larger 
influence in the latest estimate, whilst the less recent windows have little effect on 
the latest estimate. 
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6.5 - NEW TRAFFIC SHAPING ALGORITHMS. 
New UPC and Traffic Shaping algorithms, based on those introduced in Section 
6.4 have been suggested recently. In the following sections, two of these 
algorithms will be introduced. These algorithms are interesting due to their simple 
architecture, flexibility and cell scheduling ( or cell spacing ) properties. 
6.5.1 - Shift Register Traffic Shaping Algorithm (SRTS). 
This algorithm was introduced and fully characterised in a series of articles by 
Radhakrishnan et. al. [75] [76] [77] [781. The algorithm is based on a modification 
to the jumping window scheme, which is used to estimate the smoothness of the 
traffic delivered by the shaper to the network. 
fj =I if buffer not empty 
fd =0 if buffer empty 
TRAFFIC fd 
DATA BUFFER fd n £, 
f, =l if (nii<_Ni)n(n2 !ý Nz) 
f, =0 otherwise 
n2i 
Wz 
nu 
Wý 
SHIFT REGISTER 
ACCEPTED 
Fig. 6.6 A SRTS traffic shaper with [ (N1, W1), (N2, W2) ] smoothness. 
The smoothness S(Nk, wk) of traffic is defined by means of (Nk, Wk) which indicate 
that during a window of size Wk, the number of cells observed or allowed to enter 
the network, nki, is bounded by a maximum value of Nk. Multirate shaping is 
achieved when more than one window is used to estimate the smoothness of the 
traffic. The SRTS algorithm is illustrated in Fig. 6.6 with two smoothness bounds, 
[(N1, W1), (N2, W7)]. Assuming that a string of consecutive traffic cells arrives in a 
back-to-back fashion, these bonds can be interpreted as a set of maximum burst 
sizes related to an equal number of windows of different size. 
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A shift register is used to keep an image of the past history of arrivals accepted 
into the network. Let us assume that there is traffic waiting to be served at the data 
buffer, as indicated by fd in Fig. 6.6. The decision to accept or to delay the cell at 
the head of the data buffer is based on the value of fa estimated from the shift 
register. If at least one of the N; j smoothness bounds has been reached, fa is set to 
zero and no more cells are admitted to the network until all the smoothness 
estimates are again within its corresponding bounds. 
6.5.1 - Periodic Averaging of Rate (PAR). 
This method attempts to reduce the burstiness of traffic by means of a buffer. A 
detailed analytical study of a general PAR algorithm was presented by De Veciana 
and Walrand [21]. PAR is a conceptually simple technique, which is particularly 
suited for traffic streams with arrivals in a continuous time line. A fixed size 
Jumping Window is employed to periodically estimate the traffic intensity Xk 
during all windows defined as WkT --ý [(k- 1)T, kT); keN(N. natural numbers), 
TER(R: real numbers ). The basic PAR algorithm is defined as: 
1) A FIFO buffer stores Xk, the traffic that arrived during the period WkT. 
2) The average rate Ak observed during WkT is computed when WkT ends 
and W(k+1)T starts. 
3) Xk is released during Wyk+»T at rate Ak. 
4) Increase k by 1 unit and go back to step 1. 
PAR produces a CBR stream during the period WkT. Yet, this rate may be 
different for every WkT. PAR makes the traffic during a fixed period WkT as 
regular as possible. This feature is particularly useful to prevent congestion due to 
bursts of back-to-back cells in ATM networks. It also introduces an extra delay 
within every period WkT. The latter feature may also be considered a disadvantage, 
since it makes the shaper non-transparent to all traffic passing through the shaper. 
This is particularly negative for delay sensitive traffic with real-time constraints. 
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6.6 -A SHAPING ALGORITHM FOR SLOTTED NETWORKS. 
Algorithms such as the Leaky Bucket and Shift Register Shaping help to reduce 
the burstiness of traffic. They may also introduce a minimum amount of delay if a 
buffer is used, since conforming cells are generally admitted immediately into the 
network. However, the decision to admit a cell is based on the monitoring of the 
Token Buffer, rather than in the arrival pattern of the incoming traffic. 
The SRTS method is very flexible and can achieve multirate shaping, which can 
be interpreted as a set of design variables for a desired burstiness profile. In other 
words, the SRTS shaper allows the existence of bursts of different sizes at 
different time scales. This feature is particularly useful since burstiness encourages 
statistical multiplexing, whilst increased smoothness reduces cell loss 
probabilities. 
It can be shown that the Periodic Averaging of Rate algorithm introduced in 
section 6.5 provides an optimal solution to the problem of spacing cells, since it 
achieves minimum bandwidth demands for a period of time equal to the 
observation window. Yet, its main disadvantages are its lack of flexibility and lack 
of delay transparency since all cells suffer an amount of delay at least equal to the 
length of the observation window. This feature makes it more suitable for 
telecommunication services which are not delay sensitive but have a significant 
sensitivity to loss probabilities. 
An important feature of the PAR algorithm, as described so far, is its ambiguity 
when attempting to schedule or serve a number of ATM cells, denoted as Xk, at an 
average rate Ak which is not an integer factor of a window of size Wk. The 
window is defined over a slotted or discrete time axis. If Ak is not an integer factor 
of Wk, there will be a fraction of the bandwidth demanded by Xk which will have 
to be scheduled at a different rate since its is not possible to reserve or schedule a 
fraction of the bandwidth required by one ATM cell. 
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In order to solve the bandwidth scheduling ambiguity of the PAR algorithm when 
applied to networks where bandwidth is quantised, a related algorithm is presented 
in the following paragraphs. This is a new, simple and flexible window algorithm, 
which in this thesis is termed Data Driven Flexible Uniform Scheduler (D2FUS). 
The architecture of a D2FUS device follows the same structure of the generic 
architecture shown in Fig. 6.3; it is the cell scheduler policy what makes it 
different from other traffic shaping techniques. 
The concept of a VBR traffic source is defined in this chapter as a cell stream 
where the cell interarrival (interdeparture) time la (Id) is not constant or uniform. 
Let Wk indicate the k-th occurrence of a jumping window whose size is constant 
and equal to W cell slots. Also, define Xk as the number of cells generated by a 
VBR traffic source during the period indicated by Wk, where Xk <_ Wk. 
The objective of D2FUS is to scatter Xk as uniformly as possible in Wk+i, by 
means of a regular pattern of allocated (ON) and free (OFF) cell slots. Yet, it must 
minimise the burst size whilst maximising the spacing between bursts. 
ON D OFF 
A) Wk=30 Xk=12 Original distribution 
B) Wk=30 Xk=12 On=6 OFF=18 
C) Wk=30 Xk=12 On=6 OFF=9 
D) Wk=30 Xk=12 On=4 OFF=6 
E) Wk=30 Xk=12 On=3 OFF=6 
F) Wk=30 Xk=12 On=2 OFF=3 
G) Wk=30 Xk=12 On=I OFF={ 1,2} 
Fig. 6.7 Alternative cell schedules with the same traffic load. 
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A series of different possible cell schedules is presented in Fig. 6.7 in order to 
illustrate the effect that we should expect a D2FUS device to place upon a cell 
stream. In this particular example, the load is equal to 40% of the available 
bandwidth (load=Xk/Wk). Sequence `A' shows the original sequence of arrivals, 
whilst sequences `B' to `G' illustrate different ways of achieving a ratio of 0.4 by 
reordering the original cell sequence into regular patterns of ON-OFF cells. The 
difference between these patterns is given by the length of ON bursts and the OFF 
gaps between consecutive bursts. The `G' sequence exhibits the shortest burst 
length and the most regular distribution of ON cells. This sequence was produced 
with the D2FUS technique. 
A D2FUS algorithm requires three parameters, ((3, W, X) as its input, and it will 
return a set of values (6, AON, AOFF, FON, roFF) as its output, as indicated below. 
- Let 
L"i indicate the integer part of its argument (int operation ). 
- Let 
[", 
"1 indicate the fractional part of its argument ( mod operation). 
- Let indicate the smallest non-zero component of the vector 
argument. It returns 1 if the smallest value is less than or equal to 1.0. 
bk+l=min(L Xk/ßI Wk - Xk) (6.1) 
AONk+i =LLXk/ ß J/min(LXk/ß J, 
L(Wk-Xk)/RJ)J' ß+ 
L (rLXk/ß], min(LXkiß], L(Wk-Xk)Ißi)1'ß+ 
xk, ß I) 
/ 
min 
[ Xk /ß], [ (Wk 
- 
Xk) /ß 1)] (6.2) 
AOFFk+t --7-LL (Wk - 
Xk) /ß I/ min 
L Xk /ß j, L (Wk 
- 
Xk )/N I) 
I 
P+ 
L ([L(Wk-Xk)/ß], min(LXk/ß], L(Wk-Xk)/ß])]* ß+ 
r(Wk-Xk), ß1) / min(LXk/P], L(Wk-Xk)/ßi)l (6.3) 
FONk+i=[([LXk/0J, min(LXk/ßi, 
L(Wk-Xk)/ßi)1. 
+ 
[Xk, ß1), min(LXk/ß], 
L(Wk-Xk)/ß])1 (6.4) 
rOFFk+ =r([L (Wk-Xk)/(31, min(LXk/(3], L(Wk-Xk)/(3I)1"(3+ 
(Wk-Xk), ß1), min([Xk/ßj, 
[(Wk-Xk)/PI) (6.5) 
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where 1 indicates a burst scale or 
burstiness factor; Wk represents a buffer 
capable of holding all possible arrivals 
during the k-th period of W cell slots (the 
available bandwidth); Xk is equal to the 
buffer occupancy at the end of Wk, this 
is 
the true demanded bandwidth during Wk. 
The number of bursts to allocate is 
given by 6k+i . 
Finally, AoNk+, and AOFFk+, indicate the length of 
ON bursts and OFF 
gaps respectively, whilst FONk+, and 
FoFFk+, indicate the number of bursts and gaps 
that will include an additional ON cell and an additional 
OFF cell respectively. 
D2FUS( ß, Wk, Xk) -4 
( ök+l, AONk+I, AOFFk+i, FONk+l, FOFFk+i) 
(6.6) 
-Set (3 - Burstiness 
factor. (6.7) 
-Set Wk - Window size. 
(6.8) 
-Set Xk Arrivals count. 
(6.9) 
10) (6 
-Yk=LXk/Pi . 
-PYk =F 
Xk, 
N1 
-Zk=L(Wk-Xk)/ßi 
(6.11) 
(6.12) 
-PZk =F (Wk - 
Xk ), N] 
(6.13) 
(6.14) 
-Sk+l = min( Yk, 
Zk) 
-AOFFk+1=LZk/51.1+L([Zk, 
6i'(3+PZk)/81 (6.15) 
-AONk+ILYk/8J'ß+L([Yk, 
8I'ß+PYk)i6] (6.16) 
-TOFFk+I _[ýr 
Zk, öl 'ß +PZk), 
öl (6.17) 
-TONk+t=[\[Yk, 
öl'ß+pYk), öl 
(6.18) 
Table T-6.1 The D2FUS algorithm. 
A more compact, and possibly more insightful, 
form of the D2FUS algorithm is 
provided in Table T-6.1. Variables Yk and pYk represent 
the scaled bandwidth 
demand in Wk and the bandwidth correction factor for 
Yk respectively. Similarly 
Zk and pzk represent the scaled spare bandwidth 
in Wk and its correction factor. 
In practice, the D2FUS algorithm operates over the period 
Wk+Wk+i. During Wk, 
the cell counting process takes place as an estimate of 
Xk. Estimates of AoNk+,, 
AOFFk+l, Torok+1, ToFFk+l and 6k+j are derived during the last cell period 
in Wk. 
Finally, during Wk+i the cells are scheduled into the network as follows: 
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- 8k+1 bursts are formed with the same number 
of ON bursts and of OFF gaps. 
- ON bursts consist of 
AONk+, back-to-back ON cells. 
- OFF gaps will consist of 
AOFFk+, back-to-back OFF cells. 
-A total of FoNk+, ON 
bursts consist of (AONk+1+l) back-to-back ON cells. 
-A total of FOFFk+, OFF gaps consist of 
(Aork+I+l) back-to-back OFF cells. 
A series of graphs that illustrate the response of 
the algorithm to its input 
parameters is presented in Figs. 6.8 to 
6.15. These graphs show the response of 
AoNk+1, AoFFk+,, ToNk+,, and FOFFk+I to variations in the intensity of arrivals 
( the 
load rate ), the size of the shaping window, and the 
burstiness factor. 
The values of AoNk+, and AOFFk+, are inversely related. 
This behaviour originates 
from the finite size of Wk, as well as from the definitions of 
Yk and Zk. Figs. 6.8 
and 6.9 show how AON increases almost exponentially with a 
higher load rate, 
regardless of Wk, whilst AoFFk+, decreases 
in the same proportion. In both cases (3 
is set to 1.0. Fig. 6.10 shows that FoNk+, increases proportionally 
to load rates 
0.5, whilst it remains equal to zero for load rates 
<_ 0.5. This is due to the fact that 
load rates <_ 0.5 can always be scheduled by 
inserting additional gaps. The saw- 
tooth curve results as the potential for FONk+, ? 
6k+1 increases. When this condition 
is met, bk+1 is subtracted from I'ONk+,, and AoNk+, 
is incremented in units of 1 (see 
Eqs. 6.15 to 6.18), thus producing a sharp fall in FONk+1. A similar argument 
is 
valid for I OFFk+,, in Fig. 6.11, but in this case 
Folk+, decreases inversely with the 
load rate. Both FONk+, and FO k+, seem to be linear 
functions of Wk. 
Figs. 6.12 to 6.15 illustrate the effect of the parameter 
P, which is a burst scale 
factor, and the load rate upon AONk+i, AOFFk+i, 
FONk+i, and FoFFk+1. The value of 
Wk was fixed at 40 mSec. or 11737 cell slots, a period equal 
to a video frame. It 
can be observed that the response surfaces exhibit similar characteristics 
to those 
in Figs. 6.8 to 6.11 but with a much larger degree of roughness. 
This result is 
expected since (3 is just a scale factor that accelerates 
the rate of the' changes 
produced in AoNk+1, AOFF +1, FONk+i, and FOFFk+1 
by the load rate. 
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6.7 - LOSS CHARACTERISTICS OF BUFFERS WITH D2FUS TRAFFIC. 
It was stated previously in this thesis that traffic shaping operations help to reduce 
the rate of cells lost at the edges of the network and within the network itself. A 
simulation study was carried out in order to illustrate this issue, and to show the 
effectiveness of the D2FUS shaping technique. 
-ý D2FUS 
VBR Stream I (S I) Shaped Stream I 
It 11- 
I. - VBR Stream 2( S2 ) 
Output traffic 
Multiplexing buffer 
Shaped Stream 2 
Fig. 6.16 Generic model for simulation of loss events for VBR D2FUS traffic streams. 
A single shared buffer with two VBR input channels was chosen as the model for 
the simulation, as indicated in Fig. 6.16. This simple model was chosen with the 
aim of keeping the simulation at a tractable level, so that the functionality of the 
model is kept to a minimum set of features. The aim of this simulation is to 
observe how the D2FUS algorithm affects the losses in the shared buffer. These 
losses originate from the arrival of cells at the buffer when it has no spare 
capacity. The buffer is served with a First-In-First-Out policy, and the VBR 
stream S1 was always admitted into the buffer before S2. 
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Individual VBR streams were passed through a D2FUS device before they were 
sent to the buffer. By employing this set-up, the losses occurring at the buffer were 
a function of the buffer's capacity B or depth, the three input parameters of the 
shaping algorithm, and the characteristics of the input traffic, as described below. 
Each input stream represented 30 seconds of VBR video ( 750 video frames ). A 
compromise had to be made between simulation time and the length of the VBR 
video traces. When using only 750 frames for the traffic sources, and allowing 
only two parameters of the simulation to take 100 different values each for a total 
of ten thousand different cases, the total simulation took about 20 hours when run 
on a SUN U1traSparcTM workstation. The vast majority of this time was spent on 
processing 1.0603635x1013 cell slots. 
The parameters employed to generate the artificial time-series are listed in Table 
6.2. Different sets of parameters were employed, but this particular set produced a 
considerable amount of loses, a fact that made the effect of a D2FUS algorithm 
upon this loss easier to observe. The statistical descriptors of both VBR traces are 
presented in Tables T-6.3 and T-6.4. These descriptors were obtained from the 
sequences actually observed, as opposed to those estimated with the help of 
parameters in Table T-6.2, which over a long period of time produce a stationary 
distribution, as indicated in Chapters IV and V. 
The data sets selected for the simulation were produced with exactly the same set 
of parameters, yet their duration does not allow statistical stationarity conditions to 
be reached. Hence, the traffic streams have different statistical properties, as 
indicated by the differences in their corresponding statistical descriptors. VBR 
stream-1 is more bursty than stream-2 and it also has a higher bandwidth. The rate 
profile for both sequences is shown in Fig. 6.17. Additionally, a peak rate policer 
is implicit, hence the maximum value in the VBR video sequences is limited to a 
full video frame bandwidth, which in a 155.52 Mbps. ATM line is equal to 11737 
cells over a period of 40 mSec. 
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Table 6.2 Parameters of the simulated VBR video traffic 
Mean (Cells per frame) 3577.348 
6 3109.291 
W 9667694 
Kurtosis 0.33609 
Skewness 1.106323 
Dispersion 2702.4751 
Minimum 50 
Maximum 11737 
Sum 2683011 
Table 6.3 Stream-1 statistics 
Mean (Cells per frame) 2988.267 
6 2327.783 
5418574 
Kurtosis -0.52975 
Skewness 0.821867 
Dispersion 1813.283 
Minimum 50 
Maximum 8950 
Sum 2241200 
Table 6.4 Stream-2 statistics 
The D2FUS algorithm requires the set-up of 3 input parameters. During all the 
simulations performed in order to measure the number of cell losses these 
parameters were configured as indicated below. 
The observation or smoothing window Wk was set to a fixed size of 40 mSec. or 
11737 ATM cells. This choice was influenced by the fact that the VBR sequences 
are composed of synthetic video traces, as indicated previously. The burstiness 
scale, (3, was set to one hundred different values in the range [1,100] with unit 
increments. The value ß=1 corresponds to a maximum scattering of cells within 
the period Wk, whilst a value (3=2 indicates that cells are grouped into bursts twice 
as long as the former case. Finally, although the traffic load Xk, which is given by 
the different elements of the VBR video sequence, is a parameter of a D2FUS 
algorithm, it is not a parameter of the simulation in the most general sense. 
However, the expected value of traffic, E[Xk], was set to 100 different values by 
means of a scaling constant, Ti. The value it=0.90 indicates that the traffic stream is 
scaled down to 90% of its original intensity for instance. 
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6.7.1 - Loss Sensitivity to Burst Scale Parameter. 
Typical loss response surfaces of the system under simulation are presented in 
Figs. 6.18. to 6.21. These surfaces correspond to a total of ten thousand 
measurements. Each measurement is associated with a different network 
configuration and implies the full processing of both VBR video inputs. In all 
cases the size of the multiplexing buffer was changed in order to illustrate how the 
performance of the D2FUS algorithm may be affected by external variables. In 
Figs. 6.18 and 6.19 the burst scale factor was increased from a minimum. value of 
(3=1 to a maximum of 13=100. The general shape of the graph shows how the total 
number of lost cells increases proportionally to the burst scale factor. There are 
several important features to point out, as detailed in the next paragraphs. 
The floor on Fig. 6.18 is composed of a relatively flat surface. This feature implies 
a lower bound in the number of expected losses for the particular configuration 
employed during the simulation. Any losses due to different burst scale and buffer 
size configurations are additional to this lower bound. Losses increase rapidly with 
small increases of 1 when i< 25 and B< 25 approximately. After that point, 
losses in the buffer increase at a lower rate when (3 is increased. 
If the multiplexing buffer is set to B=1, the number of losses is permanently high, 
even for small burst sizes. This set-up causes an inversion of the loss conditions, 
where small bursts and gaps produce a larger amount of losses. This implies that, 
by braking up a burst from a source into a set of smaller bursts, the size of the gaps 
between consecutive bursts is reduced. These gaps are seen by other sources as 
spare bandwidth, and there is no contention for buffer resources. Consequently, 
smaller gaps imply more collisions among simultaneous cell arrivals, and 
considering that the buffer can only store a very small number of cells, the 
potential for cell losses is increased. The traffic sequences E, F and G in Fig. 6.7 
illustrate this phenomenon, where contention between E and F produces 5 
collisions, whilst 6 collisions arise between F and G. 
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6.7.2 - Loss Sensitivity to Traffic Intensity Scale. 
Loss conditions under different traffic loads are illustrated in Figs. 6.20 and 6.21. 
The original traffic intensity is multiplied by a scale constant, it, which affects the 
loss rate of the system under simulation. In all cases, the burst scale is set to a 
value (3=1. The loss surface generated in response to these changes shows even 
more dramatic features. As expected, losses are far more intense when the peak 
rate of the input VBR video streams is set to values near to the maximum capacity 
of the system. An exception to this statement occurs when the buffer size is set to 
its minimum possible value, B=1, since in this case losses are always high. 
In the system presented in Fig. 6.16 there are only two traffic sources. When the 
aggregated peak rate of both sources is below the maximum rate of the system, a 
condition fulfilled when the traffic intensity scale is set to 1t=0.6 approximately, 
there is enough capacity in the buffer to meet most bandwidth demands. This 
feature is clearly observable in the flat portion of the surface parallel to the n-B 
plane in Fig. 6.20. That section of the surface shows little or no loss at all. With 
higher traffic loads the losses in the system increase rapidly up to the loss rate 
corresponding to the original VBR video sequences. 
A detailed plot of the total number of losses due to different traffic load conditions 
is provided in Fig. 6.21. The case when B=1 is not included in the graph. The plot 
illustrates how the total number of losses increases monotonically with higher 
intensity of traffic and with smaller buffer size since both of this conditions will 
overflow the buffer more rapidly. When the buffer size is set to B=1, the total 
number of losses is generally high, almost regardless of the traffic intensity in the 
system under study. This feature is illustrated on the right hand side of Fig. 6.20, 
with a flat loss surface parallel to the it-loss plane. Clearly, this scenario represents 
the worst case condition of the system because the buffer can only hold the cell 
being served, thus new arrivals will be lost.. This condition is similar to the 
corresponding scenario in Fig. 6.18, where the total losses are equivalent. 
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6.8 - FURTHER PERFORMANCE ISSUES OF D2FUS 
AND LEAKY 
BUCKET ALGORITHMS. 
Real-time services based on VBR sequences, such as video distribution, prefer to 
constrain its bitrate within a range defined by their declared average and peak 
rates. This is done with the purpose of avoiding network congestion conditions 
and the associated penalties, such as those imposed by the policing function, 
which would eventually deteriorate the QoS of the connection. 
The Generic Cell Rate Algorithm (GCRA) has been proposed by the ATM Forum 
and the International Telecommunications Union (ITU) to monitor the Peak Cell 
Rate and the Sustained Cell Rate (PCR and SCR respectively ) 
There are two versions of the GCRA, namely the Virtual Scheduling Algorithm 
and the Continuous State Leaky Bucket Algorithm, which are equivalent in the 
sense that both versions declare the same cells of a traffic stream as conforming or 
nonconforming [80]. Several variations to the Leaky Bucket algorithm have been 
proposed in the literature, see [2][10][80] for instance. Furthermore, in most 
policing mechanisms, a leaky bucket or a window technique is used to monitor the 
traffic flow [18]. 
A Leaky bucket can be viewed as a virtual buffer with a constant service time. 
Once the buffer becomes full a violation is detected. The service rate of the virtual 
buffer generally corresponds to the rate to be policed, whilst providing facilities 
that allow the CAC to tolerate rate fluctuations due to Cell Delay Variation (CDV) 
or burstiness. 
Another implementation of the leaky bucket can be interpreted as a credit 
mechanism, where tokens are periodically granted to the cells arriving to a shaping 
and monitoring bucket. Chan et. al. have studied the performance of common 
variations of Leaky Bucket [10]. 
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The effect that a particular implementation of UPC, such as Leaky Bucket, has on 
a packet video sequence has been reported by Dagiuklas et. al. [18]. They 
extended and reported a previous result due to Harasaki et. al. [31], who used a 
Leaky Bucket to police both average and peak rates. They have shown that the size 
of the Leaky Bucket becomes extremely long, of the order of several seconds, if a 
constant quality image transmission (without an excessive number of cell losses) 
is desired for most of the time during a long video program. 
The above conclusion implies that sub-second buffering of data, associated with 
small buffer sizes, where buffer size <_ (video frame cell rate = 11737 ATM cells), 
would produce a high rate of cell losses, which in turn deteriorates the quality of 
the reconstructed video sequence. This result is relevant to this thesis in the 
context of the relative performance of a novel shaping algorithm, namely the 
D2FUS algorithm, when compared to an internationally standardised traffic 
shaping and monitoring algorithm. 
There are two sources of losses in a network architecture with shaping based on a 
Leaky Bucket algorithm. The first type of loss occurs within the shaper, where 
nonconforming cells may be dropped before they actually enter the network. The 
second type of loss occurs within the network. These losses are triggered by 
congestion conditions at the switching nodes. Loss probabilities of the later type 
should be low, since they only comprise losses related to well behaved traffic 
sources. The loss probability of the entire system is then given by the combination 
of both types of losses. 
It is worthwhile to stress that in this thesis, the performance measure of a shaper is 
taken as the total loss probability of an associated network architecture, including 
losses due to congestion in the shared resource and those due to shaping at the 
network interface. With this in mind, it is easy to see that a lower loss probability 
within the entire networking system implies a lower congestion probability, which 
in turn indicates a better performance of the shaping algorithm. 
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Although a lower loss probability implies that the network does not move into 
congested states very often, it also indicates that a larger number of cells are 
classified as conforming to the traffic descriptor. This may not be seen as a 
desirable property by a network operator, since it could reduce the spare 
bandwidth available to new connections. Yet, when D2FUS is used at the network 
interface, and neglecting the introduction of its associated shaping delay, a lower 
loss probability implies an improved Quality of Service (QoS), as perceived by 
both the network user and the network operator, without reducing the cell rate of 
the incoming traffic streams and without increasing the likelihood of congestion. 
Furthermore, a loss probability measure can be used to characterise a set of traffic 
shaping algorithms. 
Chan et. al. performed a study of 4 variations of the Leaky Bucket algorithm. They 
employed a commercial simulator, OPNETTM, as the basis of their simulation. The 
input VBR traffic was modelled as a Markov Modulated Poisson Process 
(MMPP). The peak rate was set to 30 Mbps, equivalent to 3125 cells in a period of 
40 msec. The maximum burst length was set to 100 cells. A partial buffer sharing 
scheme was used in the multiplexer, hence, a portion of the bandwidth is 
guarantied to high priority cells, which are inserted into the head of the queue. 
The variations of the Leaky Bucket and its parameters, as studied in [10] are: i) 
Simple Leaky Bucket without a data buffer, with parameters defined as above. ii) 
Tagged Leaky Bucket, where cells are buffered and tagged if there are no tokens 
available; the token and data buffers are limited to 20 units; the token rate is 10 
Mbps. iii) Virtual Leaky Bucket, with two independent token pools that define 
different loss priorities accordingly with the occupancy of the data buffer; the 
GREEN token rate (low occupancy) was set to 10 Mbps and the RED token rate 
(high occupancy) was set to 1 Mbps; the size of the token buffers is 20, and the 
cell occupancy threshold level is 10 cells. iv) Threshold Leaky Bucket, a variation 
of the Virtual Leaky Bucket, where the token buffer is larger than the cell 
occupancy threshold level, so that nonconforming cells can enter the network. 
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E 
p(rejection)=10 
NORMALISED LOAD 
TYPE 0.25 0.5 
UNBUFFERED £_ -2.60 £= -2.50 
TAGGED £ £ 
THRESHOLD £= -2.35 £= -2.25 
VIRTUAL £ -* -ý E 
Table T-6.5 Cell rejection probability of 
different Leaky Bucket implementations. 
£ 
p(rejection)=10 
NORMALISED LOAD 
TYPE 0.5 0.75 
UNBUFFERED £= -1.20 £= -1,15 
TAGGED £= -1.70 £= -1.70 
THRESHOLD £= -1.00 £= -0.90 
VIRTUAL £= -2.20 £= -2.25 
Table T-6.6 Cell rejection probability of 
different Leaky Bucket implementations 
with multiplexer. 
The approximate cell rejection probabilities of the four Leaky Bucket 
implementations introduced in the previous paragraph, are listed in Table T-6.5 
and T-6.6. Small inaccuracies present in these values are due to the fact that they 
were obtained by a visual inspection of the chart graphs presented by Chan et. al. 
[10]. The data columns presented in Tables T-6.5 and T-6.6 correspond to the load 
ratios of interest in this thesis, since load ratios above 0.75 produce loss rates that 
approach unity (c=0). Furthermore, these values can be compared directly with 
the results obtained in section 6.7 for the D2FUS algorithm. 
The performance delivered by these algorithms can be observed in Table T-6.5. 
These rejection probabilities reflect the proportion of cells that are likely to be 
dropped by the policing function of Leaky Bucket, in order to force the incoming 
cell stream to comply with the terms of the traffic descriptor specified during the 
CAC stage. The best algorithms seem to be the Virtual and the Tagged Leaky 
Bucket, since they produce the smallest rejection ratios. The other two algorithms 
exhibit a noticeable loss rejection probability. Table T-6.6 shows the performance 
of a system composed of a multiplexer with input traffic shaped by the four Leaky 
Bucket variants described earlier. As expected, there is an increase in the loss 
rejection probability due to multiplexing effects. The best algorithm under this 
conditions seems to be the Virtual Leaky Bucket, followed again by the Tagged 
Leaky Bucket. 
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A straight comparison of D2FUS and Leaky Bucket is not easy to achieve, since 
the former does not introduce a cell loss or rejection probability during the shaping 
operation. However, its performance can be measured by its effect on the cell 
rejection probability of a traffic multiplexer. In this case, all rejected cells are 
actually lost due to congestion and may not represent nonconforming cells 
admitted to the multiplexing buffer. 
The loss performance measurements of D2FUS in sections 6.7.1 and 6.7.2 were 
obtained with a set of simulated VBR video traces that match the characteristics of 
real VBR video, as indicated in Chapter 5. Hence, those measurements reflect the 
loss performance that should be expected from a system with the configuration 
indicated in Fig. 6.16. This configuration is typical of an ATM multiplexer. 
The cell loss probability surface in Fig. 6.22 was obtained with the following 
method. The plot in Fig. 6.20 illustrates the count of cells lost due to congestion in 
a multiplexer. Using the relative frequency interpretation of probabilities, all 
values in Fig. 6.20 were divided by the total number of cells generated by all 
traffic sources, yielding the cell loss ratio or probability. Finally, the logarithm 
base 10 of the loss ratio was plotted in Fig. 6.22. 
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Fig. 6.22 Observed cell loss probability (10s ) from a multiplexer with D2FUS shaping. 
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Finally, the average traffic intensity values in Fig. 6.20 were processed to obtain 
an equivalent normalised load. This was achieved by defining a load scale 
constant as the ratio of the total average traffic intensity of the original sources in 
Fig. 6.17 and the total system capacity. The normalised load was obtained by 
multiplying all the traffic intensity values by the load scale constant. 
A visual inspection of Fig. 6.22 shows a flat floor section for loads smaller than 
0.375 approximately. This section corresponds to cases where no losses were 
observed at all, so that E_ -oo. With traffic loads in the range [ 0.375,0.425 1 
approximately, the loss probability increases rapidly, but for loads above 0.425 the 
loss probability grows at a moderate rate. Furthermore, cell loss probabilities 
change very slowly in response to changes in the size of the multiplexing buffer. 
Hence, the cell loss probability is almost independent of the buffer's depth. 
The above feature is of considerable importance when dimensioning network 
access points, since it allow us to employ smaller buffers whilst still providing the 
same QoS to incoming traffic streams. The throughput of the network is improved 
by shaping and then carrying the traffic. This reduces the additional cell losses due 
to congestion when using D2FUS and small buffers. 
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Fig. 6.23 Observed cell loss probability ( 10 
£) from a multiplexer with D2FUS shaping. 
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The performance of D2FUS can be compared to the one obtained from the Leaky 
Bucket algorithms, by using Table T-6.6 and Fig. 6.23. The later shows three 
slices or curves obtained from Fig. 6.22 at load factors close to 0.5 and 0.56. The 
loss probability may be quoted as the exponent e in the expression 10E, hence 
quoting the value of E may be enough to specify the loss probability. 
Considering the case when the traffic load was set to 0.5 approx., as indicated by 
the nearest values in Fig. 6.23, it can be seen that D2FUS achieved a loss 
probability within the range [ 10-2.0,10-21 ]. When the size of the multiplexing 
buffer is set to 20 cells, as was done with the Leaky Bucket algorithms, the loss 
probability delivered by D2FUS was in the range [10-2.03239 10-2.05873 According 
to [10], the Unbuffered, Tagged and Threshold versions of Leaky Bucket could 
only achieve loss probabilities of 10-12,10-" and 10-1° respectively, as indicated 
in table T-6.6. Thus D2DUS performs better than these versions of leaky bucket. 
D2FUS also achieves a performance similar to the one delivered by the Virtual 
Leaky Bucket, which performs slightly better with a loss probability of 10-22. This 
particular version of Leaky Bucket achieves this performance figure by increasing 
significantly the token generation rate with the use of a second independent token 
pool, which in turn allows more cells to enter the network instead of being 
rejected at the shaping buffer. 
Figure 6.23 provides a more detailed vision of the performance provided by 
D2FUS; it also illustrates how a reduction of the buffer size in the multiplexer has 
only a marginal effect on the increase of cell loss probabilities. When the 
multiplexing buffer had the capacity to hold 100 cells, the observed loss 
probability was in the range [10-2.036,10-2 0635] whilst a buffer with capacity to 
hold only two cells achieved a loss probability in the range [10-2.02486 102051431. 
Therefore, a buffer 50 times bigger than the minimum expected size achieves less 
than 0.55% to 0.59% (=0.005501615 to 0.0058837 ) of performance 
improvement. 
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6.9 - CONCLUSIONS. 
An algorithm for traffic shaping and monitoring, D2FUS, was introduced in this 
chapter. The algorithm belongs to the class of window algorithms, and is related to 
the PAR algorithm proposed and analysed by De Veciana and Walrand [21]. Its 
main purpose is to improve the performance of a network by helping to reduce 
congestion in the buffers that form the path of the traffic. 
The monitoring activities of the D2FUS algorithm are based on the estimation of 
traffic intensity by means of a jumping window approach. Later, these estimates 
are used to modify or to shape the profile of cell arrival times in such way that the 
resulting point process keeps the same traffic intensity profile, but arrivals are 
distributed or scattered uniformly within a fixed time period (the shaping 
window). 
As a result of the processing described above, the shaped traffic is generally 
composed of smaller bursts and also of smaller gaps between bursts. D2FUS is 
actually an optimisation of the cell scheduling problem in the time domain. Yet, 
the most important outcome of a D2FUS algorithm is its ability to reduce the 
presence of bottle-neck and congestion events within the network. 
With the help of a simulated environment, empirical evidence that supports the 
above remarks was provided in the form of: i) maps of loss sensitivity to the input 
parameters of D2FUS; and ii) maps of cell loss probability as a function of load 
and buffer capacity in the simulated network. This evidence was compared against 
results obtained by Chan et. al. [10], who observed the cell rejection probabilities 
of several variations of the Leaky Bucket algorithm, as provided by a cell level 
simulation of a network similar to the one used to test the D2FUS algorithm. 
D2FUS performed better than most variations of Leaky Bucket in reducing cell 
losses within the network, and performed almost as well as the most efficient 
variation of Leaky Bucket studied in [10]. 
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CHAPTER VII 
MEASUREMENT AND ESTIMATION OF TRAFFIC 
PARAMETERS IN CELL SWITCHED NETWORKS. 
7.1 - TRAFFIC MEASUREMENT AND ESTIMATION PARADIGMS. 
In order to provide a solution to the issues of planning and designing, control and 
operation of telecommunication networks, it is necessary to obtain accurate and 
timely information about the complete state of the network or at least from a 
sufficiently large portion of it. This implies that an optimal solution usually 
requires an explicit and detailed knowledge of the processes involved, or 
alternatively, a large amount of information, must be obtained from which it is 
possible to derive a model for those processes. 
Furthermore, these conditions may lead to an extremely complex mathematical 
analysis of the network, which results in a massively complicated network model, 
and control algorithms which, assuming they can be found, are computationally 
expensive and cumbersome to implement [60]. 
Decisions related to the control and operation of network resources, as well as the 
design and planning activities, have to be made on the basis of information about 
the intensity of traffic levels around the network or any other variable directly 
related to traffic levels, such as blocking and loss probabilities, or buffer 
occupancy levels and distributions. This may seem just an obvious statement to 
the reader familiar with teletraffic and control theory, since a common 
characteristic of control algorithms, in whatever context they are applied, is that 
they are based on the available information about the state of the system being 
supervised or analysed. 
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Moylan [60] provides a discussion about the topics brought up in the previous 
paragraphs. Two of the most important conclusions of that study, which are 
particularly relevant to this thesis assert that, in effect, the problems of estimation 
and control in teletraffic issues can normally be decoupled with suitable 
approximations; furthermore, the issue of an appropriate control algorithm in 
many teletraffic problems is, in fact, a secondary issue. These statements are, of 
course, controversial and context sensitive since the inherent structure of the 
problem and the overall goal dictate the nature of the processing algorithms that 
have to be employed. 
For any practical purpose the above conclusions are at least remarkable, with far 
fetched consequences for the overall performance of a particular network, since 
they influence the entire spectrum of network design, implementation, control and 
operation algorithms. An effort should be made to address the problem of 
obtaining information, with sufficient quality properties, from the states of the 
network and the traffic sources. This information can be used later by an 
estimation algorithm and eventually, by a control algorithm. 
Measurement, estimation and control activities can be decoupled. Yet, they often 
have strong interactions which blur the boundaries between them, even to the 
point of combining them in a single class. A distinction between measurement, 
estimation and control activities is made in this chapter, since it provides a 
framework for the classification of the activities performed in this thesis. 
An example that can illustrate the above issue is provided by policing functions 
such as the Leaky Bucket algorithm. In this algorithm the measurement and 
estimation stages needed to calculate a traffic descriptor are basically the same 
operation, which in its basic form consists of the estimation of the traffic's arrival 
rate and burstiness factor. Furthermore, the control activities of a Leaky Bucket, 
which consist of tagging or discarding non-conforming cells, modify the perceived 
parameters of an extended traffic descriptor that may include loss probabilities. 
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Measurement activities usually involve simple observation of traffic features or 
network variables. Performance measurements include a well established set of 
variables such as buffer occupancy, throughput, and so forth. A feasible set of 
measurements may comprise the following variables: Counts of call attempts, 
counts of carried and terminated calls, counts of failed and/or interrupted calls, 
and counts of packets, frames or cells. An introduction to a related topic can be 
found in [30][36][99]. 
It is possible to define two factors in the estimation process, i) What can be 
measured in practice, and ii) What sort of information is needed to make a control 
algorithm work?. When the information required can be obtained by direct 
observation of the traffic's or network's states, the estimation process is actually 
merged with the measurement process; they are the same process. However, if the 
information required by a control algorithm cannot be observed directly from the 
traffic or the network, then the available (observable) variables must be further 
processed in order to estimate the required information. 
Statistical estimates are almost always smoothed predictions. Estimators which 
respond promptly to abrupt changes in traffic or network parameters face the 
problem of distinguishing between genuine trend variations and statistical 
fluctuations. Algorithms for generating the desired estimates from the available 
measurements depend on the nature of the control algorithm. Illustrative examples 
can be found in [40] and [98] for instance. 
In the context of this thesis, the traffic measurement process concerns the activities 
and/or algorithms involved in sampling a simple set of delay values and arrival 
and departure rates, based on a scanning methodology. Later in this chapter a 
simple sampling methodology is used to estimate the volume of traffic generated 
by a particular virtual connection within a simulated Orwell ring. Estimates of the 
delay experienced by cells travelling in that connection are obtained by extracting 
time stamps from samples of traffic. 
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7.2 - ECONOMIC ASPECTS OF TRAFFIC MONITORING. 
In general terms, the success of advanced telecommunication networks relies on 
the fulfilment of the user's expectation about the service and on the financial 
return to the network operator [55]. Pricing, along with the quality of service, are 
some of the main issues when a telecommunications operator offers services to the 
customers or builds networks for service providers. Outsourcing of network 
operations from large companies is also becoming a common trend in industry. 
Analysing the cost structure becomes a necessary activity for both the networking 
service provider and the customer in order to understand and accept the costs 
involved in the service [42]. 
Network operators have used charging mechanisms based on the reserved capacity 
concept; its most common parameters are detailed below. 
-Distance: Local calls are cheaper than long distance calls. 
-Time: The longer it takes, the more expensive it becomes. 
-Geographical area: Interconnection charges, technological barriers. 
-Time of day /day of week: Heavy traffic periods are more expensive. 
-Fixed bandwidth allocation: Channel structure options, such as ISDN channels. 
-Fixed rental: Periodical fixed charge. Minimum expected charge. 
-Call type: Cost is generally associated to a specific type of service. 
-Access type: Related to User to Network Interface equipment class. 
-Signalling: Associated to call type. Generally included in rental concept. 
With the introduction of ATM services a new set of features is available to both 
the user and the network operator, as compared with legacy networks [91]. This 
implies a greater diversity in the information potentially available for monitoring 
and charging purposes. Techniques of traffic monitoring, comprising 
measurement, estimation and prediction stages, are important for call charging 
activities in broadband networks as indicated by Marquez et. al. [55][81]. 
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Many of the charging parameters in the reserved capacity model described in 
previous paragraphs have application in the mechanisms for charging for 
broadband ATM services. However, there is an important innovation in these 
mechanisms, this is the incorporation of the observed parameters associated with 
pay-per-use and pay-per-QoS concepts, which are also related to the CAC and 
flow control operations of the network. These concepts are not entirely new, since 
there is a considerable amount of work into usage accounting for TCP and IP 
based networks [9], where it has been suggested that actual usage and QoS 
estimates may be integrated with other network functions in order to optimise the 
use of the shared resources. Songhurst et. al. [94] have proposed to use price as a 
congestion deterrent for instance. ATM charging parameters have a strong 
dependency on access point and internal network conditions, as detailed below. 
-Traffic volume: Cost proportional to aggregated cell count. 
-Error probability: Cost inversely proportional to cell misinsertion probability. 
-Loss probability: Cost inversely proportional to cell loss probability. 
-Transfer Delay: Expected and minimum en-to-end transmission time. 
-Cell delay variation: Stochastic variations in transfer delay. 
-Uncertainty of estimates: Accuracy of measurements and estimates. 
Charging activities also have a cost implication for the network operator. This cost 
should be kept at a reasonable level, and it should be scaleable, so that a strategy 
for charging advanced services should have a level of complexity similar to the 
charging strategy for simple circuit switching services. Ideally, charging algorithm 
complexity should be increased in a linear fashion under complex usage patterns, 
such as multi-party conferencing. Usage accounting in ATM networks should be 
based on ATM cells, therefore, it is a computationally demanding task. Hardware 
based accounting and management of ATM charging algorithms is likely to be an 
optimal choice when processing traffic measurements at the speeds defined for 
ATM channel interfaces. Hence, charging algorithms should be based on a set of 
simple measurement activities, which are suitable for hardware implementation. 
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Monitoring network performance is a mission critical activity. Measurement and 
estimation activities are an important part of core network operations in ATM, 
such as CAC, routing, and alarm generation for instance. But, why is it that 
charging for ATM services is an important factor in designing and operating plain 
transmission and advanced communication services?, the answer to this question 
can be stated in the following terms 
- From the point of view of the network operator or service provider: i) The 
structure and terms of a service contract are factors of competitiveness. ii) 
Charging models and algorithms are also factors of competitiveness. iii) The 
charging structure is part of the financial structure of the company. 
- From the user's point of view: i) The type of service and its associated tariff 
structure define the cost to pay. ii) The type of service must satisfy the 
requirements of the user's application. iii) Perceived QoS should be satisfactory 
and auditable. iv) Cost must be justified by the particular features of the service. 
Different charging schemes for ATM services are discussed by Scharf [911. These 
schemes often follow simple additive or multiplicative models. A generic 
representation of a charging model is presented in expressions 7.1 and 7.2. 
Traditional Charge = f((xF, (3T, ÖH,, yG ) (7.1) 
ATM Charge = f( (xF, ßT, 8H, 'yG, :: rlV, XE, vD, ýJ, W :) (7.2) 
-------------------- QoS components 
where F stands for fixed charges such as rental, access and call type and 
signalling; T indicates the duration of the connection; H stands for local, national 
or long haul call; G indicates an specific geographical area; V is the traffic 
volume; E is the error rate; D is the transfer delay; J is a measure of the cell delay 
variance; U is a measure of the uncertainty of the estimates obtained for the QoS 
components. The importance of measuring and estimating the components of the 
QoS as perceived by the user becomes clear from the above expressions. 
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7.3 - THE ORWELL PROTOCOL. 
The Orwell Protocol was developed at British Telecommunications plc. as a 
solution to the demand for a High Speed Integrated Services Network, capable of 
transporting and switching mixed speech, data and low bitrate video at a 
subjectively acceptable quality of level. These objectives were updated later, and 
high speed (broadband) sources were also considered. Additionally, the protocol 
was also designed to perform switching operations at high speeds in an integrated 
fashion, with the intention of deploying it in the public network. A network based 
on Orwell protocol can be seen as a Local or Metropolitan Area Network, or as a 
Shared Medium Switch. The description of the functionality of this protocol, as 
provided in this section, relies heavily on the material compiled in [1][12][63]. 
An experimental Orwell Ring, running at 155.52 Mbps. was implemented at 
Loughborough University [63] with sponsorship by British Telecommunications 
plc. The availability of this testbed was one of the reasons that motivated the 
development of a software simulator with the same characteristics [81]. 
The Orwell protocol is, in essence, a Medium Access Control (MAC) mechanism. 
Orwell regulates the access of integrated traffic sources into the common or shared 
transmission media, and it does this in a transparent, predictable and fair fashion. 
The Orwell protocol has been physically implemented in a ring architecture, 
known as the Orwell Ring. The ring is devised using a time-multiplexing scheme, 
where an integer number of independent slots circulates continuously around the 
ring. The number of slots is determined when the ring starts operating and is kept 
constant during normal operation of the ring. Every Orwell ring posses a Monitor 
Station which controls the operation of the slotted ring. This station is in charge of 
maintaining the integrity of the slot structure. The structure of an Orwell slot or 
Orwell cell, is not ATM compliant, since ATM standards were not established at 
the time Orwell was proposed and standardised. Yet, the general principles and 
objectives of ATM and Orwell are compatible. 
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Orwell is a destination deletion protocol, which means that a reserved slot is 
immediately released once it has reached its destination. This feature allows a ring 
to have a statistical gain of bandwidth, which is larger than the nominal bandwidth 
of the transmission media, subject to the mix of traffic sources and the relative 
location of input and output ports. A node within the ring can use any free slot to 
send traffic, subject to some bandwidth and fairness conditions. The intention of 
imposing restrictions is to stop any node from using all the available bandwidth, 
thus preventing downstream nodes from accessing the transmission media. If that 
condition is maintained for a long time it will eventually lead to large delay states 
in the network, which may be unacceptable for delay sensitive or real-time 
services. To overcome this problem, a credit mechanism is employed to regulate 
bandwidth consumption by individual nodes. A number of credits, known as the d 
value, are periodically conferred to every node on the ring. A node can use as 
much bandwidth as it requires for a maximum of d consecutive slots. Once the 
credits are expended, the node can not transmit any more and enters a PAUSE 
state. Eventually all nodes will consume their credits and the ring will be idle. 
Normal operation is resumed by a general reset operation on the ring. When a 
node is deleting a received cell, it conducts a TRIAL operation with the released 
slot. To do this, the node puts its own address in the destination field and sets the 
suitable bits in the control field. However, the trial slot is still available for use by 
any other node. A trial slot can be seized and converted to a DATA slot by a 
downstream node which has enough credits and is waiting for empty slots to put 
its traffic into the network. This process is repeated until there are no more nodes 
waiting to transmit and an empty TRIAL slot is returned to the node which 
originated the trial. A successfully received trial slot is converted into a RESET 
slot. Reset slots instruct all the nodes to reset their d counters. These counters are 
reset regardless of whether they have reached their maximum value or not. It is not 
difficult to observe that reset operations will be much more frequent in a ring with 
little or no traffic at all. This feature can be used to estimate the load on the 
network, which in turn can be used for Connection Admission Control purposes. 
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7.4 - SIMULATION SCENARIOS FOR THE ORWELL RING. 
A simulator of the Orwell protocol was developed with the intention of having a 
testbed from which it is possible to observe how the QoS provided by the network 
affects the features of the users traffic [81]. A basic simulator was developed by 
Mr. C. Rodgers, but it was later debugged and modified by the author of this thesis 
[70]. The most advanced modifications are related to the implementation of non- 
intrusive monitoring techniques, and the implementation of a set of optimisations 
that allowed the system to i) obtain a trace of the traffic's intensity, losses, 
interarrival (departure) times, and queueing delay samples; and ii) complete a 
simulation in periods smaller than one day when running on a personal computer. 
The available bandwidth in the Orwell ring path is defined as 155.52 Mbps, or 
equivalently, a maximum of 706909 Orwell cells per second. The simulator can 
handle up to 20 nodes sharing the bandwidth in the ring. Each node can be defined 
as Transmitter, Receiver, Monitor or Null. A data file is associated with each 
node, and it plays the role of a traffic source. Input files are binary in nature, and 
each bit in the file represents a cell slot. If the bit is ON (equal to binary 'I') it 
indicates that a cell carrying information has arrived from the source to the node, 
otherwise an OFF bit indicates that no traffic has arrived. Traffic sources can be of 
constant or variable rate nature (CBR and VBR respectively). If the traffic source 
is of the VBR type, it is first pre-processed with the D2FUS algorithm developed 
in Chapter VI of this thesis. 
Once an ON cell arrives, it is queued in the corresponding node. This buffer plays 
an important role in the Orwell protocol, since it is used to minimise the loses that 
may occur when the ring's entire bandwidth has been reserved by other nodes or 
when a node has consumed all of its credits. The capacity of the buffer can be 
defined by the user, up to a maximum of 128 cells, as well as the d value, the 
destination address, and the number of slots circulating the ring. This information 
is contained in a separate configuration file. 
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Number of network stations: 
Number of slots: 
Number of network stations: 
Duration of simulation: 
Slot circulations: 
Monitored station: 
20 
2 
20 
60 sec. 
42414540 
1 
Node Status oval Queue Sink I Filename Source Cells Cells Left in Cells I 
size transmitted lost ueue received 
1 transmitter 10 50 12 16mbps0.00f 7859906 7858795 1111 0 7858851 
2 transmitter 5 5 10 8mbps0.00f 3929953 3929953 0 0 3929952 
3 transmitter 2 2 11 asterix. oof 254972 254972 0 0 296218 
4 transmitter 5 5 2 8mbpsl. oof 3929953 3929953 0 0 3929952 
5 transmitter 2 2 3 atp. oof 296431 296218 213 0 131339 
6 transmitter 5 5 4 8mbps2. oof 3929953 3929952 0 1 3929952 
7 transmitter 2 2 5 bond. oof 131339 131339 0 0 290544 
8 null 
9 null 
10 transmitter 5 5 6 8mbps3. oof 3929953 3929952 0 1 3929953 
11 transmitter 2 2 7 fuss. oof 290637 290544 93 0 254972 
12 receiver 7858795 
13 transmitter 10 50 1 16mbpsl. 00f 7859906 7858852 1054 0 0 
14 transmitter 5 5 17 8mbps4. oof 3929953 3929953 0 0 3929953 
15 transmitter 2 2 18 movie2.00f 208441 208441 0 0 286345 
16 null 
17 receiver 3929953 
18 receiver 208441 
19 transmitter 5 5 14 8mbps5. oof 3929953 3929953 0 0 0 
20 transmitter 2 2 15 mrbean. oof 286345 286345 0 0 0 
Table T-7.1 Typical Orwell ring simulation results. CBR channel monitoring. 
Number of network stations: 20 
Number of slots: 2 
Number of network stations: 20 
Duration of simulation: 60 sec. 
Slot circulations: 42414541 
Monitored station: 3 
Node Status Dval Queue Sink Filename Source Cells Cells Left in Cells 
size transmitted lost ueue received 
1 transmitter 5 100 10 16mbps0. oof 7859906 7813658 46247 1 7859905 
2 transmitter 10 10 11 8mbps0.00f 3929953 3929953 0 0 3929952 
3 transmitter 4 4 12 asterix. oof 254972 254972 0 0 296431 
4 transmitter 10 10 2 8mbpsl. 00f 3929953 3929952 0 1 3929952 
5 transmitter 4 4 3 atp. oof 296431 296431 0 0 131339 
6 transmitter 10 10 4 8mbps2. oof 3929953 3929952 0 1 3929952 
7 transmitter 4 4 5 bond. oof 131339 131339 0 0 290637 
8 null 
9 null 
10 transmitter 10 10 6 8mbps3. oof 3929953 3929952 0 1 7813658 
11 transmitter 4 4 7 fuss. oof 290637 290637 0 0 3929953 
12 receiver 254972 
13 transmitter 10 100 1 16mbpsl. oof 7859906 7859906 0 0 0 
14 transmitter 10 10 17 8mbps4. oof 3929953 3929953 0 0 3929953 
15 transmitter 4 4 18 movie2. oof 208441 208441 0 0 286345 
16 null 
17 receiver 3929953 
18 receiver 208441 
19 transmitter 10 10 14 8mbps5. oof 3929953 3929953 0 0 0 
20 transmitter 4 4 15 mrbean. oof 286345 286345 0 0 0 
Table T-7.2 Typical Orwell ring simulation results. VBR channel monitoring. 
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An additional file holds the result of the simulation, which includes all the 
configuration information, plus the number of cells transmitted, cells lost, cells 
left in the queue and cells received. A detailed listing of its contents is illustrated 
in Tables T-7.1 and T-7.2. 
Finally, a separate file contains a trace of the cell stream corresponding to the 
particular connection being monitored, defined as a virtual channel established 
dynamically between two nodes. The trace is obtained by monitoring the channel 
at the receiving end, so that the characteristics of the observed traffic would have 
been affected by factors such as the network state and cross-traffic characteristics. 
Every cell within the trace that corresponds to the monitored connection includes a 
delay stamp, which contains an indication of the time spent by the cell in the 
network, measured from the instant of arrival to a transmitting node in the ring, up 
to the instant when it is received in the destination node. Thus, the delay stamp of 
a cell reflects the time to service observed by that cell, and it is a function of the 
buffer occupancy and the service rate. The trace also contains a set of empty cells, 
which are slots where no traffic was observed at all, or where the observed traffic 
does not correspond to the connection under monitoring. 
In practice, a trace of traffic from a particular connection does not have to include 
the complete headers of each cell, since the source and destination addresses, as 
well as all the connection specific information are parameters of the trace and do 
not change with time. This fact was taken into consideration, since it helps to 
reduce dramatically the size of the files and the processing time of the simulation. 
Hence, an actual trace of traffic at the cell level consists only of the delay tag or 
stamp associated to each individual cell. Cells without a delay stamp, or empty 
cells, do not form part of the connection being monitored and they produce an 
empty tag in the trace. Each tag is stored in just one byte. The cell trace is 
produced following exactly the same sequence of delay and null tags observed by 
the receiving node. 
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A number of different scenarios were programmed in the simulator. It was decided 
that a mixture of CBR and VBR traffic sources in the simulation would provide a 
better approximation to the type of load expected in broadband networks, as 
indicated in the following paragraphs. 
All the CBR sources are simulated, and were created by means of a repetitive 
pattern of ON and OFF cells. Only two different rates were considered for this 
type of traffic, specifically 8 Mbps and 16 Mbps. These CBR channels may be 
considered as bandwidth which has been reserved for a set of virtual ISDN 
telephony or videoconferencing sub-channels. 
The VBR sources employed in the simulation correspond to traces of MPEG-I 
video sequences, as described in Chapter IV. Once again, they were selected in 
such way that they are a representative sample of the different classes of traffic 
that we expect to be provided by broadband services. Six different VBR traces 
were employed. The cell arrival times within all the VBR traces were modified 
with the D2FUS algorithm before they were passed to the transmitting node in the 
ring (see Chapter VI for information about D2FUS). 
The structure of the Orwell network indicated by the scenarios illustrated in 
Tables T-7.1 and T-7.2 include eight TRANSMITTER nodes using CBR channels, 
six TRANSMITTER nodes sending VBR video traffic, and six passive NULL and 
RECEIVE nodes. The amount of losses reported for these scenarios is 
conformable with the losses expected from an Orwell testbed [81]. In these two 
scenarios the specific combination of traffic sources, node states and virtual 
channels within the ring remained basically the same, although some changes were 
made to three virtual channels by changing the destination node. Furthermore, the 
cell loss probabilities were also affected by changes in the parameters of the 
Orwell protocol itself, in particular to the d value and the size of the queue at each 
node. The traffic and delay traces generated by the scenario in Table T-7.2 were 
selected for the study of simple traffic intensity and delay monitoring algorithms. 
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7.5 - ESTIMATION OF TRAFFIC PARAMETERS. 
In this section we introduce the basic principle of the sampling mechanism that 
was employed to estimate common measures to characterise a traffic stream 
traversing an ATM network. An introduction to the topics of traffic sampling and 
parameter estimation can be found in [7] and [36]. 
The relative performance of different data collection methods in the estimation of 
traffic parameters is an important issue, particularly when the amount of data 
generated by a trace of real traffic is computationally overwhelming. In a situation 
like this even capturing summary statistics for all traffic is likely to be 
computationally expensive, if not impractical [13]. Implementation of sampling 
techniques in the operational environment of a production network, as opposed to 
experimental networks, requires a concerted investigation into the effect that 
sampling may have on the estimated parameters required for network analysis. In 
simple terms, a measurement procedure is considered as passive or non-intrusive 
if the measurement technique does not distort or modify the values of the variable 
being observed. An active or intrusive measurement method would force some 
changes, even if they are minimum, in the system under study by introduction or 
modification of system variables. 
A large number of specialised algorithms for digital filtering, spectral and 
sequential analysis, and the estimation of signal parameters in the presence of 
noise or uncertainty - to name a few - already exist. With occasional exceptions 
they are all based on the assumption that signals are represented by sequences of 
their quantised sample values taken at uniform time intervals [7]. This form of 
sampling has received several names in the literature, such as uniform sampling, 
regular sampling, systematic sampling, synchronous sampling or deterministic 
sampling. Deterministic sampling and quantising procedures introduce processing 
side effects, which result in the digitised signal having additional features which 
generally are not present in the original signal. 
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Deterministic sampling and quantising of signals is not the only way to implement 
digital signal processing algorithms. It is also possible to perform a stochastic 
form of the sampling and quantising operations. A detailed description of these 
topics can be found in [7]. However, this thesis is only concerned with the use of 
the most simple of deterministic and randomised sampling techniques, where 
samples are taken in an apparently random fashion. 
The introduction of randomised procedures into signal analysis techniques may 
provide a larger degree of flexibility to these techniques. However, there is a price 
to pay for this flexibility, which usually comes in the form of an increase in the 
volume and complexity of computations, thus requiring more powerful and 
generally costly computational engines. Another critical side effect is the increase 
of the statistical error associated to the resulting estimates. 
An illustrative case study of how randomisation can help to improve the accuracy 
of estimates obtained by sampling is discussed in [56], where estimates of the time 
a UNIXTM system spends in the user or system modes are improved by eliminating 
potential inaccuracies due to synchronous behaviour of the measurement tool and 
the observed processes. 
Simple estimators for traffic system parameters such as load, loss, mean queue 
size and mean delay for instance, frequently take the form of a continuous time 
integral of the form indicated in Eq. 7.3, where p indicates the p-th power, 
mf = I(f) = 
f, fp (t)dt TE [0, -) (7.3) 
In some cases these estimators can also be obtained from simple functions of such 
time integrals [72]. The computation of such functions is just a form of 
characterisation of the process under observation. For such a characterisation to 
make sense, it is necessary that the time integral indicated by Eq. 7.3 tends to a 
constant value, expressed I(f)-mf , as time tends to infinity, t- oo. 
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When the above integral cannot be computed analytically, a natural solution 
consists of approximating the integral by a weighted sum of sample values from f, 
fk =[ fi,..., f, ], evaluated over a finite number n of sampling points tk; where the 
points tk =[ ti,....., tn ] form a vector T of n points defined over the domain of 
support on the time axis. This approximation is indicated in Eq. 7.4, where ak is 
an element of a vector a of weights, and Xk is an element from a vector X of 
samples from the function to be integrated, f. The accuracy of the approximation 
depends on the values of ak (the functional form of the approximation), the 
number of samples n, the range of tk relative to its starting point, and the 
distribution of tk over T. 
I( 
_ 
ST 
f (t)dt Itk OCtk f(tk) = 
Itk 
atk Xtk = 
_ 
In 
I ak Xk =a. XT = 
(k al X2 ..... c 
XII I X0 (7.4) 
X1 
X2 
Xn 
The estimation of traffic parameters is, in essence, a filtering problem. A 
piecewise polynomial approximation can be implemented by means of moving 
average (MA) filtering with a window of size n [44]. The result is usually a 
smoother version of the parameter's profile, where high order components 
perceived as short duration high intensity bursts, are filtered. 
Figures 7.1 to 7.6 illustrate the effects that the length of the window assigned to a 
scanning and counting (integration) operation has upon the traffic intensity trace 
observed during the simulation of 60 sec. of the scenario indicated in Table T-7.2. 
A visual inspection of Figs. 7.1 to 7.6 would suggest a reduction of the burstiness 
in the aggregated sequence when the size of the counting window is increased. 
Yet, this characteristic has to be confirmed with an statistical analysis of data. 
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Fig. 7.1 Transmitted ASTERIX trace with a resolution of 0.25 video frames (oversampled). 
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Fig. 7.2 Transmitted ASTERIX trace with a resolution of I video frame (original sequence). 
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Fig. 7.4 Transmitted ASTERIX trace with a resolution of 7.5 video frames. 
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Fig. 7.5 Transmitted ASTERIX trace with a resolution of 12.5 video frames. 
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Fig. 7.6 Transmitted ASTERIX trace with a resolution of 25 video frames 
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Window size 10 40 100 200 300 400 
Mean 42.44581322 169.7549933 424.2462562 847.0830565 1268.517413 1688.556291 
SD 40.82472731 139.2497596 250.747162 423.6296532 573.6431303 738.7144386 
Vr 1666.65836 19390.49556 62874.13926 179462.0831 329066.4409 545699.0218 
Kurtosis 5.158460896 3.887528173 0.014096735 -0.832967066 -0.856676625 -0.71475954 
Skewness 2.236547991 1.848447337 0.62344769 -0.048264216 -0.352992197 -0.430456659 
Dispersion 39.26555375 114.2263634 148.2019896 211.8588983 259.4102671 323.1749066 
Minimum 0 4 23 50 79 188 
Maximum 214 787 1185 1794 2480 3375 
Count 6007 1502 601 301 201 151 
Nominal load 0.006004424 0.006003425 0.006001427 0.005991458 0.005981521 0.005971618 
Mean gap 166.54387 166.571595 166.6270449 166.9042946 167.1815442 167.4587939 
Table T-7.3a Statistics of ASTERIX traffic trace with different resolutions (continuous sampling). 
Window size 500 600 700 800 900 1000 
Mean 2107.206612 2524.475248 2964.790698 3354.89474 3805.55224 4179.86885 
SD 899.5213812 1090.893117 1255.092264 1447.65057 1564.91029 1795.42549 
Vr 809138.7153 1190047.792 1575256.591 2095692.18 2448944.22 3223552.68 
Kurtosis -0.732978906 -0.73948471 -0.654818907 -0.714533 -0.7967645 -0.7224084 
Skewness -0.525539491 -0.528186467 -0.529892713 -0.5788018 -0.5989266 -0.6422892 
Dispersion 383.9864164 471.4040247 531.3213483 624.667043 643.51875 771.209049 
Minimum 235 235 287 236 620 236 
Maximum 3961 4649 5596 6230 6566 7069 
Count 121 101 86 76 67 61 
Nominal load 0.005961748 0.00595191 0.005991458 0.00593233 0.00598152 0.00591288 
Mean gap 167.7360436 168.0132932 166.9042946 168.567793 167.181544 169.122292 
Table T-7.3b Statistics of ASTERIX traffic trace with different resolutions (continuous sampling). 
Tables T-7.3a and T-7.3b contain a list of common statistical measures obtained 
from the counts plotted in Figs. 7.1 to 7.6. From the measures presented in these 
tables, second order statistics seem to follow a reasonable linear pattern, whilst the 
kurtosis and skewness do not seem to have this feature. Other important features, 
such as the average traffic load produced by each source and the mean interarrival 
time between cells remain nearly constant, as expected. 
The index of dispersion increases linearly with a larger window size. This actually 
indicates a higher burstiness, which is not in line with the common perception of a 
low-pass MA filtering operation. This feature may be due to the fact that the index 
of dispersion is based on the calculation of average values over the entire range of 
observed traffic counts; however, the mean value remains fairly constant, whilst 
the variance grows at a faster pace, thus producing a larger index of dispersion. 
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7.5.1 - Sequential Estimation of Traffic Parameters. 
The on-line estimation of traffic parameters may be performed by means of the 
recursive addition of local or instantaneous estimates of that parameter at every 
sampling instant, as indicated in Fig. 7.7 below, where a forward rectangular 
approximation to the area between two consecutive samples is used. If Xi are 
ordered samples from f, St; are elements from the ordered set of sampling intervals 
A, and A; are local approximations to the area of the function, then I; is the 
aggregated value of the parameter (total area) from to up to t,,, and is calculated as 
indicated in Eqs. 7.5 through 7.9. 
ºu º 12 13 14 º5 º5 º7 
X3 X7 
Xi ... ........ - iXa ........... 
XIS 
... .......... 'X5 
...... ............... 
X2 X2 
.. ............. 
6 
Ao A, A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 A7 A5 
Time 
4- -*4- -*4-" -*f -*F -*4- -*4- -*4-- 
8t, &2 6t3 6t4 ät5 Sib 6t7 
Fig. 7.7 Illustration of the on-line approximation of a cumulative traffic parameter, Ii by a 
recursive addition of estimates A; obtained from samples X; of the parameter. 
A; = a; - X, = 8t; " X, (7.5) 
lo = Ao (7.6) 
Ii = Io + Al = A, + Ao (7.7) 
I, = It + Az = A2 + A, + Ao (7.8) 
In = In-] +An = An +........ + A2 + A, + Ao (7.9) 
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The procedure indicated in Eqs. 7.5 to 7.9 is clearly a simple cumulative counting 
process, which is easy to implement with a window algorithm. The estimate of Ao, 
which might not be dependent on the measured parameter, may be given by a 
function of parameters F, H and G from the charging model in Eq. 7.1, whilst I" is 
an on-line estimate of the parameter being measured, such as traffic volume or 
transfer delay, and it may correspond to parameters V, E, J, S and U in Eq. 7.2. 
When the intervals 8t; in Eq. 7.5 are constant or equivalently, the position of the 
sampling instants t; can be calculated with a deterministic function such as a 
family of orthogonal polynomials, the methods to approximate the integral are 
collectively know as numerical quadrature algorithms [65]. These algorithms are 
based on a polynomial piece-wise approximation of the function to be integrated. 
If the 6t; intervals are randomly chosen from a common probability distribution, a 
numerical technique known as the Monte-Carlo method provides a simple and 
relatively accurate framework for the implementation of randomised signal 
processing techniques, in particular those aimed at estimating integrals by means 
of statistical experiments [7]. 
Generally, traffic processes are stochastic and often nonstationary, therefore 
assumptions about stationarity may lead to unrealistic forecasts and inaccurate 
estimates. If a process is not stationary then it is not necessarily ergodic, therefore 
it may not be possible to obtain accurate and consistent statistics from a single set 
of samples of the process, as opposed to estimates from an ensemble of traces 
from the process. The nonstationary feature of network traffic is extremely 
important from the point of view of parameter estimation. Even when the process 
under observation is marginally nonstationary it may be necessary to obtain an 
extremely large number of observations to estimate the most simple statistical 
moments accurately [8]. Since deviations from long-term statistics of a 
nonstationary process may be large, a small number of nearby observations can 
only provide information about the local behaviour of that process, but usually do 
not provide us with long-term information about the process. 
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Sequential procedures can be used to estimate the local behaviour of nonstationary 
processes. These estimators reflect signal features within the estimation window 
whilst incorporating information from previous measurements. These type of 
measures are locally more accurate than global statistics, although they are more 
sensitive to noise. 
The estimates can be obtained with a time-recursive computation using a jumping 
window of size N, that allows the continuous updating of moment estimates at a 
minimum computational cost as soon as a new sample becomes available, as 
indicated below. 
In Eqs. 7.10 and 7.11, Xk represents the k-th sample, µk indicates the k-th mean 
value and Gk stands for the k-th value of the variance. 
µk+l = 1k+[k]l' [ Xk+l - µkI (7.10) 
ßk+l = ski' [k-1] -[ Gk + [k]-L [ Xk+l - µk H Xk+l- ýLk 11 (7.11) 
Figures 7.8 to 7.11 illustrate the recursive estimation of second order statistics. 
The input traffic sequence was continuously sampled every 40 msec., so that it 
matches the original video sequence. The first two graphs display the average rate 
and its variance, calculated every time a whole new frame is produced. The 
nonstationary feature of VBR video traffic is clearly visible in those plots. 
The input sequence for the graphs in Fig. 7.10 and 7.11 was obtained by averaging 
the delay experienced by all individual cells within a 40 msec. window. The mean 
value obtained in this way was then assigned to the corresponding frame. Finally, 
the average frame delay was recursively calculated. Since the average delay value 
calculated recursively is already based on a set of average values, the resulting 
estimates are closer to the result obtained by off-line processing. 
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Fig. 7.8 Average rate with a resolution of 40 msec. or I video frame . 
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Fig. 7.10 Average of mean cell delay with a resolution of 40 msec. (1 video frame ). 
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Fig. 7.11 Average of cell delay variance with a resolution of 40 msec. (I video frame ). 
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7.5.2 - Traffic Estimation Using Polynomial Approximation (Filtering). 
Numerical integration is basically a stable process [73]. Basic integration methods 
are based on the addition of equally spaced samples. Fig. 7.7 illustrates this 
method; the set A contains a unique value b, the sampling interval, so that all 8t, 
have the same value. The ck coefficients are often chosen from a piecewise 
polynomial approximation to the integrand. A zero-order polynomial, for instance, 
is a rectangular approximation. Progressive refinements to the approximation 
may be achieved with higher order polynomials, however, higher order does not 
necessarily means more accuracy [25][65]. 
Due to its simplicity, three known low order MA filters, plus a sequential version 
developed in this thesis, were chosen to obtain an estimate of the total traffic 
volume, as indicated in Eqs. 7.12 to 7.15. These filters correspond to the 
Rectangular (zero-th order), Trapezoidal (first order), Simpson's (second order) 
and Sequential Simpson's (second order) methods respectively. 
n 
In MA[O] =l Y k-1 Xk%. I2ý 
n 
InMA[l] _1 [112]y k=1 [Xk+Xk-11 X0=C0 (7.13) 
n 
InMA[2l = 
[1/3]Y 1 lk=1 [Xk+4Xk- I +Xk-21 X0=C0, X-L=C1; (7.14) 
In MA[2f7 
= [1/12]y 
1 l1k=1 [5Xk+4Xk-I-Xk-2] X0=co; X-1=C1; (7.15) 
Where y is a positive fractional value that indicates a scan ratio when the observed 
parameter is subsampled, otherwise it is set to 1.0, which indicates a continuous 
scanning condition. It can be shown that IMA[2fl is obtained in the same manner as 
IMA[2] (see [44] for a detailed derivation of IMA[21 in the context of time-series 
analysis), but the evaluation of the integral is restricted to the interval indicated by 
[k-1, k], rather than the usual interval [k-2, k]. 
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7.5.3 - Traffic Estimation Using Sequential Monte-Carlo Methods. 
The main idea underlying the Classical Monte-Carlo algorithm for the numerical 
integration of signals is to replace a continuous average by a discrete average 
computed over a set of selected points, as indicated previously in Eq. 7.4. This 
technique is aimed at estimating integrals by means of statistical experiments. 
Let us assume that a one-dimensional function to be integrated f, is placed inside a 
rectangle with area Tf"Rf, where Tf is given by the interval of integration and Rf is 
the range of f evaluated over Tf. The integral defined in Eq. 7.4 is the area under 
the shape of f(T). If N points are randomly placed within the square, and the points 
are uniformly distributed (constant density), then the number of points that fall 
within the limits of f, must be proportional to the value of its area. According to 
Bilinskis [7] this estimate is unbiased and can be expressed as follows: 
IMC = [n-N- I ]. [R-T] = [N-']. [R"T]'E[n] (7.16) 
In many cases there is no a priori information available about the signal, such as 
Rf and Tf, or the number of available measurements N; this condition makes 
impractical the evaluation of Eq. 7.16. In practice, this problem can be solved by 
employing sequential estimators as indicated in Eqs. 7.17 to 7.19. 
I'y =µ"N-y' (7.17) 
I'10 N [l+Qý (7.18) 
I` =µ"i (7.19) 
where I is the parameter estimated; 7 is a sequential estimate of the average 
sampling ratio or proportion of monitoring time; µ is a sequential estimate of the 
sample average value; N is the total number of observations; 11 and 0 are 
sequential estimates of the ignore and sample periods; r is the total monitoring 
time, comprising all 'q and ti periods. 
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7.6 - SAMPLING METHODOLOGY. 
Monitoring an ATM network connection is a complex task. It may involve the 
monitoring of a vast amount of cells. A 155.52 Mbps ITU ATM channel, for 
instance, is able to carry at least 293434 cells every second. A 155.52 Mbps 
Orwell ring with 1 slot is capable of carrying 706909 Orwell cells per second. The 
amount of information that continuous monitoring of a videoconference or CATV 
service would produce is overwhelming and computationally intractable. Even if 
summaries of this information, such as cell counts, are kept in records for off-line 
analysis, the amount of stored information becomes very large. 
Sampling techniques can be used to solve the above problem. In cell switched 
networks, however, the sampling procedure actually consists of selecting a number 
of elements from a continuous counting process, since the traffic intensity process 
can only be observed by means of the aggregated number of observed cells during 
the observation window, which is of the jump type. This is illustrated in Fig. 7.12, 
where adjacent cell counts are obtained from fixed size windows. Later, the counts 
may be represented by a single impulse with size proportional the count value. If 
all windows are adjacent, without ignoring any cell slots from the traffic stream, 
the sampling ratio or proportion of observed cells is 1.0 or 100% respectively. 
When only a fraction of the cells in the traffic stream are observed the sampling 
ratio is less than 1.0, this is known as statistical sampling or subsampling. 
CELL STREAM 
CELL COUN NE 
Fig. 7.12 Continuous sampling (ratio = 1.0) of a traffic process. 
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7.6.1 - Statistical Sampling Schemes. 
In statistical sampling the aim is not to obtain an optimal compressed 
representation of a signal's profile, so that it can be accurately reconstructed or 
processed with regard to its spectral (frequency) content. Generally, the goal is to 
obtain a set of statistics that characterise the signal itself. There are different 
statistical sampling techniques, which are aimed at obtaining a representative 
sample from an unknown population, see [48] for instance. When sampling from 
finite populations, such as the threshold levels in a signal with quantised intensity, 
the interest is focused on estimating population parameters such as mean, variance 
and total proportion [20]. The sampling methods used to estimated a parameter 
should not be based on the use of the population's underlying distribution, simply 
because this distribution is frequently unknown. 
Sampling mechanisms may be implemented or approximated by means of two 
classes of mechanisms, event-based or timer-based algorithms, where an event 
indicates the presence of a packet, frame or cell. In the first class of sampling 
mechanisms, the selection of an event for inclusion in a sample is triggered by 
counting a number of previous events until a threshold value is reached. In the 
second mechanism the selection of sample events is independent of the number of 
previous events since it is triggered by the state of a timer; the timer's state is not 
normally related to the presence of events. 
Claffy et. al. found that an event-based methodology provides better results when 
sampling in a packet-based network. This is a reasonable approach when statistics 
are collected for a trunk circuit or virtual path; yet, it may not be very useful if the 
sampling mechanism is shared among several independent circuits or virtual 
channels. If the traffic on the circuits or channels is correlated, and the sampling 
device is shared, the observed traffic will be severely biased since once a specific 
channel is selected for sampling, the sampling device will not be released until the 
threshold conditions of the event-based sampling scheme have been met. 
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Sampling algorithms designed with timer-based methods are appropriate when the 
sampling device is to be shared among several independent processes. A more 
even distribution of sampling time among different channels can be achieved if the 
proportion of time that a given channel is monitored is made independent of traffic 
events. A timer-based sampling algorithm was employed in the work reported in 
this thesis. The main motivations for this decision were given by: i) the intent to 
characterise individual traffic streams sharing the same path, and ii) the possibility 
of sharing the sampling device among several virtual channels. 
Common classes of sampling techniques are illustrated in Fig. 7.13. The first class 
is systematic sampling, where the sampling ratio is deterministic (ignore and 
sample periods are constant), so that the same section of a fixed-size window is 
monitored and the remainder of the window is ignored. In stratified random a 
fixed-size sampling window is employed, but the sampling ratio may not be 
deterministic; the monitored section may have fixed size and be randomly selected 
from the window (deterministic ratio), but it may also have a variable size (non- 
deterministic ratio). A further development leads to double random stratification, 
where the size of both the sampling window and the monitored section are 
randomly chosen (ignore and sample periods are both random), thus leading to a 
non-deterministic sampling ratio. Finally, in simple random sampling there is no 
concept of a sampling window, since events are uniformly selected from the 
parent population at random. 
n'. 'ýI , IGNORE ' 
SAMPLING WINDOW 
SYSTEMATIC 
STRATIFIED RANDOM 
(deterministic ratio) 
STRATIFIED RANDOM 
(non-deterministic ratio 
DOUBLE RANDOM 
STRATIFICATION 
......... .. ---....... - ------ .. . --- ----- --- -------- SIMPLE RANDOM 
. 13 Illustration of statistical samp 
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7.6.2 - Performance of Systematic and Random Sampling. 
The systematic and the stratified random (deterministic ratio) sampling procedures 
are best suited to provide the necessary measurements to estimation algorithms 
based on equally spaced samples. The other three approaches are related to 
estimation algorithms based on Monte-Carlo methods. 
Krishnaiah et. al. [48] have studied the relative performance of these algorithms. 
In brief, they concluded that the efficiency of systematic sampling, when 
compared to simple random sampling, is high if the serial correlation of the data is 
made large and negative. If this correlation is null, then systematic sampling is as 
efficient as simple random sampling with replacement. In addition, systematic 
sampling is highly inefficient if the serial correlation of the data set is positive and 
large, or when this correlation is periodic and the period is proportional to the 
sampling rate. This condition leads to highly biased results, and it is comparable to 
the aliasing effect observed in systems theory under certain subsampling 
conditions. Similar conclusions were made when systematic sampling was 
compared to stratified sampling. 
Initial work at Loughborough University on statistical subsampling of VBR video 
streams was based on a single set of statistics collected with simple random and 
systematic sampling methods [55][70]. It was shown empirically that systematic 
sampling of a single trace of VBR video exhibits the aliasing feature listed in the 
previous paragraph [81]. This result is not surprising, giving the results obtained in 
Chapter V of this thesis, where large values of positive correlation (long range 
dependency) were observed in all the studied VBR video sources. Apart from its 
evident limitations, systematic sampling is a very useful technique, it is easy to 
implement and it can provide very accurate results if the population to be sampled 
features enough randomness to neglect the effect of autocorrelation. Furthermore, 
the accuracy of simple random sampling may also be very low, since it depends on 
the number of samples available. 
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Sample period { Cells j 1 12 4 
Mean 169.754993 142.336 139.620321 142.173333 
SD 139.24976 86.251222 82.2307938 87737664 
Vr 19390.4956 7439.27329 6761.90346 7697.89768 
Kurtosis 3.88752817 -0.9921871 -0.4425027 0.47685458 
Skewness 1.84844734 0.22767838 0.41297029 0.689273 
Range 114.226363 341 361 471 
Minimum 4 4 6 4 
Maximum 787 345 367 475 
Sun 254972 17792 26109 53315 
Count 1502 125 187 375 
Table T-7.4 Statistical estimates from ASTERIX sequence by means of 
deterministic (systematic) subsampling. 
03mple s03 f% 100 0.0832 0.1245 0.25 
Mean 169.754993 153.2 185.379679 164.882667 
SD 139.24976 97.3302493 162.359452 124.703486 
Vr 19390.4956 9473.17742 26360.5916 15550.9595 
'.: Kurtosis 3.88752817 6.35905588 2.85626394 2.72254512 
Skewness 1.84844734 2.06739345 1.70382245 1.57913646 
Raiujä 114.226363 619 766 680 
Min, mum 4 24 5 4 
Maximum 787 643 771 684 
stun 254972 17792 26109 53315 
Count 1502 125 187 375 
Table T-7.5 Statistical estimates from ASTERIX sequence by means of simple 
random subsampling. 
Tables T-7.4 and T-7.5 illustrate how a single set of measurements from both, 
deterministic and random sampling algorithms can result in biased or inaccurate 
estimates. Both tables were obtained by sampling full frames from a segment of 
1500 I, P and B frames of the MPEG-I ASTERIX video trace. When systematic 
sampling was used, the repetition period was intentionally set to an integer 
multiple of the continuous sampling case (1 frame). This forced the systematic 
sampling algorithm to always match a specific section of the GOP; consequently, 
the statistical estimates listed in Table T-7.4 are biased and underestimated. 
Table T-7.5 was obtained by simple random sampling. In this case the number of 
observations was forced to match the number of samples obtained during the 
systematic sampling indicated in Table T-7.4. Although in this case the estimates 
of the measures have improved, they still display a large degree of inaccuracy. The 
strong dependence of the accuracy, when using simple random sampling, on a 
large number of observations is clearly visible from this result. 
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7.6.3 - Multiple-Sampling Schemes and their Parameters. 
In addition to the accuracy and simplicity features of a sampling method, it is 
necessary to consider the security aspects concerned with a particular algorithm. In 
this context, randomised sampling algorithms have an inherent advantage upon its 
deterministic counterparts, as explained in the following paragraphs. 
The integrity and accuracy of network monitoring information relies on the 
difficulty to predict the state of the sample and ignore periods of a scanning 
sequence, based on previous information and on-line calculations of suitable 
variables, such as the estimated cost of the connection or the QoS perceived by the 
user. This feature is extremely useful, since it helps to prevent attempts from a 
malicious user to synchronise the traffic pattern of its transmission with the ignore 
periods of a monitoring device. 
It is also possible to devise systematic sampling algorithms that make it more 
difficult to predict the state of the sampling and ignore periods. An option would 
be to employ different systematic sampling schemes within specific subgroups of 
the original population, where the subgroups may be randomly chosen. This may 
result in a more efficient algorithm than stratified sampling, and as good as simple 
random sampling [48]. A technique that has been implemented in practice inserts 
a small jitter factor in the scanning period of systematic sampling. The value of 
jitter is normally set to just a small fraction of the systematic sampling period [7]. 
Furthermore, the nonstationary characteristics of VBR video make the assumption 
of ergodicity impractical and even hazardous. Yet, this is usually done in order to 
obtain statistical estimates from a single set of measurements scattered along the 
time axis of just one trace or path of the process. A set of samples from a single 
realisation of a process will often provide little information about the statistics of 
the process. However, if the process is ergodic, then all its statistical information 
can be derived from just that single set of time-measurements [58]. 
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Fig. 7.14 Periodic nonuniform sampling scheme obtained from repeated systematic sampling. 
Ergodicity implies stationarity. Since a nonstationary process is not necessarily 
ergodic, the only way to improve estimates of its statistical moments is to average 
several measurements obtained from a collection of traces. This issue is 
particularly important, since it also provide us with the means to introduce an 
element of randomness into a systematic sampling process. 
The graph in Fig. 7.14 illustrates how a collection of systematic sampling 
processes can be combined randomly to form a nonuniform sampling process. 
Under this scheme the time between events is not constant, yet it exhibits a 
repetitive pattern. By doing this, we can actually increment the number of samples 
available, but most importantly, a random component given by the phase between 
sample processes is introduced. 
The random component of periodic nonuniform sampling helps to improve the 
security aspects of a monitoring system, and it also helps to improve its 
performance by reducing the bias of statistical estimates. The random phase 
between the individual components of the ensemble of sample processes' helps to 
break the potential synchronisation between the sampling and observed processes. 
This sampling scheme help us to solve the potential estimation problems related to 
the nonstationary and ergodicity restrictions. The same procedure can be applied 
to simple random sampling. 
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Two types of multiple sampling schemes were selected in order to perform a 
monitoring exercise upon the simulated network scenario reported in Table T-7.2. 
The first one is periodic nonuniform sampling, which can also be called multiple 
systematic sampling (MSS); the second scheme is a multiple double random 
stratified sampling, which will be called multiple double random sampling for 
short (MDRS). The later was introduced in section 7.6.1, and also relies on 
performing multiple scans of the signal to be sampled. 
There are fundamental issues that have to be addressed in order to implement the 
sampling schemes indicated above. First of all, it is necessary to find a sampling 
ratio, or equivalently, the length of sample and ignore periods that are likely to 
produce accurate results whilst allowing us to sample several virtual channels. 
Furthermore, in the case of multiple systematic sampling it is necessary that the 
phase between individual sampling processes has maximum randomness. 
Similarly, in the multiple double random sampling, the lengths of sample and 
ignore periods must be chosen in such way that, for a large number of samples, 
they converge to the corresponding values chosen for systematic sampling, whilst 
retaining a maximum amount of randomness. 
The sampling ratio or fraction of time that a particular channel is observed should 
not be selected in an arbitrary manner. It has already been illustrated in this 
chapter, with the help of Figs. 7.1 to 7.6 and tables T-7.3 in section 7.5, how the 
size of the counting window (sample period) in a continuous sampling regime has 
an important effect on the observed statistics of the process. These statistics are 
often employed for CAC and flow monitoring purposes, therefore, the use of more 
accurate statistics is likely to result in better network performance. In order to 
solve this problem, it is proposed in this thesis to use the nominal load of each 
traffic source to determine the share of monitoring time that should be assigned to 
individual channels. Table T-7.6 shows the sampling ratios assigned on the basis 
of the true average rate of individual sources, as indicated below. 
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NtAe Fitenrime oureý caYls PJvrniI. Loal t}eun ucp ON scan Off s'-An S-In r, to, 
7 
ea oof 0.09265579E n 742633 1 1 008953074 
25 ?2 137996179 
3929953 0.092655795 10.79263314 10.7926331 1194.6740 0.008953074 
296431 0.0069889 143.0840263 143.084026 1062.3826 0.118695958 
V 
3929953 0.092655795 10.79263314 10.7926331 1194.6740 0.008953074 
131339 0.003096556 322.9394239 322.939423 882.52728 0.267895763 
0 0 0 0 1205.4667 0 
0 0 0 0 1205.4667 0 
8mb s3. oof 3929953 0.092655795 10.79263314 10.7926331 1194.6740 0.008953074 
fuss. oof 290637 0.006852296 145.9364809 145.936480 1059.5302 0.121062224 
ME= 0 1205.4667 0 
t 16mb sl. oof 7859906 0.185311589 5.396316572 5.39631657 1200.0703 0.004476537 
14 8mb s4. oof 3929953 0.092655795 10.79263314 10.7926331 1194.6740 0.008953074 
15 movie2. oof 208441 0.004914376 203.4846359 203.484635 1001.9820 0.168801539 
16 ' 0 0 0 0 1205.4667 0 
0 0 0 0 1205.4667 0 
0 0 0 0 1205.4667 0 
1,8mb s5. oof 3929953 0.092655795 10.79263314 10.7926331 1194.6740 0.008953074 
20 mrbean. oof 286345 0.006751105 148.12391 148.12391 1057.3427 0.122876815 
40767695 0.961172608 1205.466708 S. = 1205.4667 1 
Table T-7.6 Load and sampling ratios for individual sources within simulation. 
Let us define the nominal load LT, the average gap GL between arrivals of a 
particular channel measured over a finite time period T, and the active sampling 
interval SON as follows: 
LT; = c; / BT 
L; 
_1 Lt; <_ 1.0 (7.20) 
GLi =I/ LTi (7.21) 
SONi = Gli SONi ?1 (7.22) 
where BT is the total bandwidth available during period T; c; is the bandwidth 
used by the i-th channel (cell count). Since GL represents the average interarrival 
time, the sampling section of a scan period, SON, must be made at least equal to the 
critical value GL, otherwise the observed statistics are likely to be biased and 
over/under estimated, although for CBR channels the biggest danger would be to 
severely underestimate its usage rate. 
A k-scan cycle, or aggregated period of time, measured in cells, that would take to 
subsample up to k different channels with the same device can be defined as: 
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k 
Sk = 
Ii=1 
SONi (7.23) 
It is now possible to define the length of the ignore period SOFF, and the sampling 
ratio Si that has to be assigned to a particular channel, as indicated below. 
SOFFT = Sk - 
SON (7.24 
Si = SONi / Sk (7.25) 
Using the data provided in Table T-7.6, the sampling scheme described in Eqs. 
7.20 to 7.25 would allows us to monitor channel number 3 (highlighted) just 
below 14% of the total monitoring time. The sample window would have an 
average duration of 167 cells approx. and the ignore period would consist of 
approx. 1040 cells on the average. 
It must be stressed that the numbers quoted above were made with exact data 
obtained off-line. However, these parameters must be calculated before a 
connection is granted, therefore the input information, represented by c; and listed 
in Table T-7.6 is usually not available. Nevertheless, estimates of the average 
observed rate, b;, can be used instead. Furthermore, one of the mandatory 
parameters that have to be provided by a user for connection set-up purposes is the 
expected bit rate ( cell rate ) of the new (k-th) traffic source, therefore 
bk Ck /T= E[Ck]ö (7.26) 
By using the average rate declared by the user during the connection set-up stage, 
it is possible to prevent bandwidth abuse attempts by malicious users. The 
parameters SON; and Si are inversely related to the declared average rate. 
Therefore, if a malicious user declares a low average rate with the intention of 
exceeding later its allocated share of bandwidth, the sampling window that Eq. 
7.22 assigns to that user would be larger; thus an unexpectedly high rate would be 
more likely to be detected. 
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The next step consists in finding suitable probability distributions that would 
maximise the randomness of the samples obtained from the traffic process. The 
concept of entropy, which is a measure of our uncertainty about the state of a 
random process, can be used for this purpose. According to [261, a process attains 
maximum randomness or uncertainty when its entropy is maximised. 
In multiple systematic sampling the aim is to introduce a shift or phase between 
several identical sampling processes. In principle, the amount of shift to be 
introduced does not have any restrictions, as long as all the sampling processes are 
active before any traffic is first accepted. The method proposed here consists in 
generating R identical copies of a systematic sampling process. The first copy will 
start at time to=0, and successive copies will be delayed by a random number of 
cell slots, ri, up to a maximum value r, nax., as indicated in Eq. 7.27. 
t, +i = t; + r; tR =Ir, < R- rmax (7.27) 
If r,,, a, z is the only restriction then, according to [26], a discrete uniform probability 
density for r; will maximise the entropy. In other words, the entropy is maximum 
when all possible values in the range [0, rmax] are equally likely. 
A similar approach was used to select a distribution of the sample and ignore 
periods in a multiple double random sampling scheme. In this case, the R 
sampling processes are also identical and independent of each other. In order to 
guaranty the convergence of E[SONi, SOFFi]random towards E[SOM, SoFFi]systematic, the 
variance of the distribution should be finite and constant. Furthermore, their mean 
value is given by Eqs. 7.28 to 7.29. Fante [26] has found that, under those 
conditions, the best distribution for E[S[ON;, OFF; 1] is a gaussian distribution where: 
E[sample_time 
random = 
SONsystematic (7.28) 
E [lgnore_time 
random = 
SOFFsystematic (7.29) 
and C52 sample-time = constant; a2ignore-time = constant 
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7.7 - MEASUREMENT OF TRAFFIC INTENSITY AND DELAY. 
This section reports the results of monitoring a virtual channel within a 155.52 
Mbps. Orwell ring, as described in Table T-7.2. The estimates were obtained by 
means of the estimators developed in section 7.5 and the sampling schedules 
proposed in section 7.6 in this chapter. 
The two sampling techniques employed were described in the previous section as 
Multiple Systematic Sampling (MSS) and Multiple Double Random Sampling 
(MDRS). In both cases the estimators defined in Eqs. 7.12 to 7.15 and 7.17 to 7.19 
were employed to compute the desired parameter. 
The sampling rate was chosen as indicated in Table 7.6 and Eqs. 7.20 to 7.25 for 
the third channel, which resulted in deterministic sample and ignore periods of 
SoNsystematic=167 and SOFFsystematic=1040 respectively. In the random sampling 
scheme these parameters were generated with independent gaussian distributions 
with expected values E[SONrandom]= SONsystematic and E[SOFFrandomI- SOFFsystematic- In 
this case the variances of the distributions were set to a constant value of 
0.25-E[SONrandoml and 0.25'E[SOFFrandoml. 
Up to 40 simulations were run under the circumstances described above, allowing 
for random effects to take place in order to avoid any replication of results. Each 
simulation was comprised of 1 continuous, 180 multiple systematic and 180 
multiple double random sampling tests. Each test in turn consisted in sampling, at 
different resolutions, a 60 second trace from channel 3 in the Orwell ring defined 
in Table T-7.2. This procedure implied the simulation of up to 15.311648940x109 
cells on each experiment. However, due to the immense amount of data generated 
in this way, only the summaries from the tests where the worst case estimates were 
observed are presented. By doing this, and always according to the observed 
results, the errors between the estimated and the true values of the parameters can 
be considered as an empirical upper bound on the expected errors. 
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7.7.1 - Direct Traffic Intensity Measurements. 
The statistical estimates of the total traffic volume, or estimated total cell count, 
are presented in this section. Each sampling scheme was performed, at nine 
different resolutions, obtained by multiplying SON and SOFF by an integer scale 
factor from the range [1,9]. Several tests were performed at each resolution, and 
this was repeated for each sampling scheme. In the following, a collection of 
individual tests with the same resolution (same sampling and ignore periods) will 
be known as a test-group. 
31 
308C 
3M 
Fig. 7.15 Typical cell counts obtained by sampling at 9 different resolutions. 
Fig. 7.15 shows a typical response from the MSS and MDRS sampling schemes, 
plotting 9 test-groups, each one comprising 20 tests, with an increasing sampling 
window. Although both schemes seem to be consistent, MDRS clearly shows 
more erratic traffic counts, within a range of 1200 cells approximately, as opposed 
to a range of about 300 cells for the MSS scheme. This higher variability will have 
an impact on the accuracy of estimates derived from these observations. The 
features presented in Fig. 7.15 help to understand and to justify the selection of a 
multiple-sampling technique as a the method to obtain statistical measures from 
nonstationary traffic processes. In order to reduce the potential variability of the 
estimates, the statistical measures obtained from the individual elements of a test- 
group are averaged. 
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Fig. 7.16 Averaged cell counts from test-groups. 
The averaging operation has a smoothing effect on the statistics of a test-group. If 
the estimates from individual tests are unbiased, then the expected value of those 
estimates, taken as the arithmetic average, will also be unbiased [46] [47]. Fig. 
7.16 illustrates this process. It can be seen how the variability of the observations 
from both types of sampling schemes is considerable reduced, particularly for the 
MDRS scheme, with observations within a range of 100 cells approximately, 
against a range of 60 cells for the MSS scheme. 
7.7.2 - Estimating Total Traffic Volume. 
After establishing the variability features observed in the raw observations of 
traffic (cell counts), we turn our attention to the problem of estimating the total 
number of cells transmitted by a particular traffic source. This is done following 
the same procedure of the previous section, however, this time the traffic 
observations represent just the input of the algorithms under evaluation. The total 
number of cells transmitted can be obtained from Table T-7.6. In the following, 
since we have this information available, the accuracy of the estimators proposed 
in sections 7.5.2 and 7.5.3 will be evaluated using the error in the prediction, 
rather than comparing the absolute numbers produced by the estimators against the 
know parameter. This method provides an indication of the relative accuracy of 
each estimator in predicting the total traffic volume. 
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Fig. 7.19 Prediction error from averaged polynomial systematic test-groups (MSS). 
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An inspection of Figs. 7.17 and 7.18 shows that individual systematic sampling 
tests can provide accurate results, with better than 1.0% prediction error in the 
estimation of traffic volume. This error is bounded in the range [-0.65%, 0.55%] for 
both polynomial and Monte-Carlo estimators. By averaging the test-groups, the 
accuracy of the estimates was increased, as indicated in Figs. 7.19 and 7.20. The 
prediction error fell below 0.1 % for almost all the predictors, which remain in the 
range [-0.1 %, 0.1 %] most of the time. The exception is the Monte-Carlo estimator 
given by Eq. 7.19 (E-7.19), which seems to be slightly biased and less accurate, 
with a prediction error in the range [-0.25%, -0.5%]. 
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Fig. 7.20 Prediction error from averaged Monte-Carlo systematic test-groups (MSS). 
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Fig. 7.22 Prediction error from individual Monte-Carlo random tests. 
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Fig. 7.24 Prediction error from averaged Monte-Carlo random test-groups (MDRS) 
Random tests were less accurate than systematic tests, as shown in Figs. 7.21 and 
7.22. Polynomial estimators with random samples had biased prediction 'errors in 
the range [-7%, -3.5%]; this is not surprising, considering that the polynomial filters 
were designed for systematic sampling. Two Monte-Carlo estimators had 
prediction errors in the range [-2%, 1.5%1, except E-7.17 which had a biased 
prediction error in the range [-6.5%, -3.5%], indicated in the right hand scale. Test- 
group averages had better accuracy again, as indicated in Fig. 7.23 and 7.24. The 
polynomial estimators only achieved an error in the range [-5.05%, -4.55%], whilst 
the error from Monte-Carlo estimators fell in the range [-0.25%, 0.15%1, except E- 
7.17 which had a biased prediction error in the range [-5%, -4.5%] (right side scale). 
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Fig. 7.26 Prediction error from E-7.18 in 
MDRS with 3 test-group sizes (20,15,5 tests). 
The number of tests within a test-group has an effect on the implementation of 
MSS and MDRS, since the size of the test-group determines factors such as the 
number of registers needed to hold sequential estimates, as well as intermediate 
and final results. The impact of the size of a test-group upon the accuracy of traffic 
volume estimates was evaluated by performing a number of simulations with three 
different values for the test-group size, specifically 5,15 and 20 tests. 
It would be difficult to use the polynomial estimators to asses the performance of 
MSS and MDRS in this experiments, since their prediction errors in these schemes 
are clearly different. The Monte-Carlo estimator defined in Eq. 7.18 was chosen 
because it had similar performance in both sampling schemes and it was the most 
accurate of its class, a fact that can be seen in Figs. 7.20 and 7.24. 
The robustness of Eq. 7.18 when used in MSS is illustrated in Fig. 7.25, where 
test-groups of size 5,15 and 20 delivered a consistent prediction error, still within 
the range [-0.1%, 0.1%]. The same performance was observed across the range of 
sampling resolutions employed. The implications of this result are far fetched, 
since it is suggested in [46] that at least 15 independent tests are needed in order to 
obtain statistically accurate results. On the other hand, Fig. 7.26 illustrates how the 
same estimator under the MDRS scheme delivers a performance that varies with 
the size of the test-group. When the size was reduced to 15 test, the prediction 
error was increased from a range of [-0.2%, 0.15%] to [-0.2%, 0.2%]. When the size of 
the test-group was reduced to only 5 tests results in a prediction error in the range 
[-0.65%, 0.2%], as indicated in the right side scale. 
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7.7.3 - Estimating the Cell Transfer Delay. 
It is possible to obtain an estimate of the delay experienced by a particular traffic 
stream along a virtual channel with the help of time-stamps added to the traffic. 
There are several ways to achieve this. If an intrusive estimation scheme is used, a 
number of time-stamped cells (monitoring cells without user traffic) has to be 
introduced in every channel being monitored. This reduces the bandwidth 
available to the users, but most important, it also modifies the performance 
parameters of the network, such as loss and delay. Due to the later characteristic, 
this method should be used only when there are no options available. The ATM 
UNI standard defines a set of reserved virtual channels for Operation and 
Maintenance purposes (F5/F4 OAM flow streams), which can be used to estimate 
the average delay of virtual paths [89]. 
In a pseudo-intrusive scheme no additional traffic is generated, but a collection of 
cells, potentially all cells in the stream, will carry both, a time-stamp and the 
user's traffic as well. Because a section of the cell is reserved for the time stamp, 
this may reduce the bandwidth available to the user, unless a field has been 
previously defined for that purpose. However, this scheme is less likely to affect 
the loss and delay performance of the network. In ATM networks, the CS and 
AAL layers define a collection of cell formats with an extended header field [89], 
which could be used to store a time-stamp. 
All the cells in the simulated traffic stream had a1 byte long time-stamp, which is 
created by means of a local timer when the cell is accepted into the network. The 
most significant bit in this byte was not used by the time stamp. It was used for 
signalling purposes instead, as it helped to indicate when a buffer overflow 
condition had been encountered by a cell arriving to the corresponding node of the 
Orwell ring. This allowed the stamp to indicate up to 128 delay states. Each state 
corresponds to 1 slot or cell period. This configuration restricted the maximum 
amount of queuing at the input node to a maximum of 128 cell slots. 
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The time-stamps are extracted from all the cells observed at the receiving end, 
where a local timer is used to estimate the total transfer delay. The transfer delay 
includes all the transmission and buffering delays experienced by a cell since it is 
accepted into the network until its arrival to the receiving end. 
A collection of arbitrary delay distributions from the same cell stream, observed 
by means of independent systematic and random tests, is presented in Fig. 7.27. It 
can be seen that individual random tests produce a smoother histogram surface 
than systematic tests, which implies a better agreement between independent tests. 
Fig. 7.28 illustrates the averaged delay surfaces obtained from MSS (left) and 
MDRS (right) on the basis of a collection of test-groups with different resolution. 
Allowing for statistical variations, both surfaces show the same distribution profile 
and are generally smooth. 
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Fig. 7.28 Average delay histograms from MSS (left) and MDRS (right). The curve at the extreme 
left side (near to the vertical axis) corresponds to the real histogram (sampling ratio=1.0). 
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Fig. 7.29 Prediction error of average delay with MSS (left) and MDRS (right) sampling 
Although delay histograms can provide detailed information about the actual delay 
characteristics of a channel, it may not be practical to keep a histogram data 
structure for each channel since it would require a potentially large amount of 
memory. Simple moment estimates may be enough to produce a summary of the 
delay characteristics of a channel. This can be done with the same approach 
followed to estimate the total traffic volume in the preceding section. 
Two versions of a recursive estimator for the average delay were implemented. 
The first estimator considers each cell observed during the sampling windows as 
independent events. Thus, the average delay obtained in this way is a sequential 
average of the raw delay-stamps. The second estimator calculates a sequential 
average of the average delay precomputed during each sampling window. This is a 
block or window based approach. 
The performance of these average delay estimators is shown in Fig. 7.29. The 
event-based estimator achieved the best accuracy, with prediction errors in the 
range [-0.2%, 0.1%] for the MSS sampling scheme, and [-0.3%, 0.25%] for the MDRS 
sampling scheme. On the other hand, the window-based estimator could not 
deliver accurate predictions. The best case delay prediction returned almost null 
error. However, this error is inversely related to the size of the sampling window 
and is contained within the range [-2.1%, 28%] approximately . 
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7.8 - CONCLUSION. 
This chapter has presented simple recursive methods that can be used to obtain 
accurate estimates of the traffic load generated by individual VBR traffic sources 
in an ATM network. Predictions of the average delay experienced by a particular 
cell stream were also obtained. Other traffic parameters such as average cell rate 
or average cell interarrival time can be obtained with the same algorithms, or they 
can be derived from the same set of measurement algorithms and results. 
Two sampling classes were evaluated, the first sampling class is based on Multiple 
Systematic Sampling (MSS) tests, whilst the second is based on Multiple Double 
Random Sampling (MDRS) tests, which are a variant of stratified sampling. 
Although both classes of sampling methods were able to predict with relatively 
good accuracy the real values of traffic volume and average delay, the evidence 
obtained suggests that MSS is more robust than MDRS. The accuracy of MSS 
remains almost invariant regardless of the particular estimator used. 
Two types of first moment estimators were employed. These types are: i) 
polynomial filtering up to second order, and ii) Monte-Carlo integration. 
Statistical estimates from both groups of algorithms were computed by averaging 
the values predicted by multiple sampling tests. The polynomial estimators 
showed the best accuracy when used with MSS, but performed poorly with 
MDRS. The Monte-Carlo estimator with the greater level of detail, defined in Eq. 
7.18, delivered the same accuracy of the polynomial estimators, and it achieved 
that accuracy for both sampling schemes. However, the estimator defined in Eq. 
7.17 provided biased and inaccurate results, and its use is not recommended. 
The event based delay estimator showed a level of accuracy similar to the 
estimators employed for traffic volume prediction. However, the accuracy of the 
window based estimator is highly dependant on the size of the sampling window, 
and it required a very coarse resolution in order to be accurate. 
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CHAPTER VIII 
CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR 
FURTHER WORK. 
8.1 - CONCLUSIONS. 
This thesis has been concerned with the development of low complexity 
algorithms for three essential subjects in telecommunication networks, comprising 
the following topics: simulation of traffic sources, controlled access to network 
resources, and monitoring of network utilisation parameters as seen from the point 
of view of both, the user and the network operator. 
In Chapter IV a methodology was developed in order to identify and characterise 
the elements of a time-series model from video traffic sequences obtained from 
real VBR video. Although the time-series model proposed in that chapter is 
simple, it proved to be powerful, since it is able to cope with complex traffic 
features such as a time-varying statistics and long-term dependencies. 
Furthermore, it reduces the computational complexity and power required for the 
simulation of traffic with variable rate characteristics. 
The time-series model of traffic was implemented and simulated in chapter V, and 
the statistics collected from the simulation matched the statistics specified in the 
design of the simulation with reasonable accuracy. 
An important aspect of normal ATM traffic operations consists of regulating the 
rate of access to network resources, with emphasis on transmission bandwidth and 
buffering space. This is done in order to keep congestion and cell loss events 
within the network at an acceptable level. 
CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER WORK 
A new technique for traffic shaping, D2FUS, was developed in chapter `VI. This 
technique is implemented as a cell scheduler that reduces the likelihood of cell 
losses at a multiplexing point. This is achieved by maximising the length of the 
gaps between cell bursts whilst minimising the actual size of the bursts. Although 
related techniques based on periodic cell averaging have been proposed before, 
they are computationally very expensive. D2FUS requires only a small number of 
arithmetic and logical operations to be implemented. By using D2FUS with all the 
cell streams converging into a cell multiplexer, the size of the multiplexing buffer 
was reduced dramatically. 
A collection of recursive estimators was developed and employed in chapter VII to 
monitor the total traffic volume and the average delay experienced by a particular 
virtual connection within a network. Until recently, most monitoring techniques 
have been designed to monitor all the traffic travelling along a virtual path, 
without resolving between individual virtual channels. 
A methodology to select a subsampling ratio and to define a multiple sampling 
technique was developed in this thesis. The best statistical estimates obtained by 
the combination of these techniques achieved an accuracy better than 99.9% most 
of the time, whilst acceptable estimators achieved an accuracy of 99.5% 
approximately. Furthermore, this accuracy was preserved under different operating 
conditions. The evidence collected from these results proved that a combination of 
estimators as simple as a first order filter can provide very accurate results when 
used in a multiple sampling scheme. 
8.2 - SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 
In addition to time domain techniques for the analysis and modelling of VBR 
video traffic based on characteristics such as density distributions of intensity and 
correlation, it may also be useful to perform an analysis of the frequency contents 
or spectrum of this type of signals. 
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Although spectral analysis is a well established area, little work has been done in 
order to develop simple but fast and accurate models and algorithms for the 
simulation of VBR video traffic based on its spectral properties.. Further 
development of the approach followed in this thesis to model and simulate VBR 
video may be complemented with an spectral analysis approach. This approach is 
likely to demand more computing power than the time-based algorithms. 
The advantages of performing flow control activities, and traffic shaping in 
particular, have also been demonstrated in this thesis with the development of the 
D2FUS cell scheduling algorithm. An analysis of the performance of ATM 
networks with a comprehensive collection of traffic sources, such as web 
browsing, multiplexed speech, and electronic commerce data for instance, will 
provide a broad characterisation of the algorithm. Other issues that may be studied 
are the performance of D2FUS in combination with communication protocols that 
have priority capabilities, or more complex switching technologies such as partial 
buffer sharing. 
Very accurate and low complexity algorithms for load and delay subsampling 
estimation were presented in this thesis. Exact prediction errors were obtained 
with the assistance of statistics from the full population of cells. However, this 
information is not available during real-time operations. A refinement of this work 
would consider the case when exact statistics from the full population are 
unknown. In order to measure the accuracy of the estimators under this condition, 
a quantitative evaluation of confidence statements should also be provided. A 
classical approach may use Tchebyshev's inequality for this purpose, but a much 
tighter bound on the accuracy of the predictions could be obtained from the 
Chernoff bound using a model-based approach. 
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